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Conference Rules of Procedure

The rules governing the procedures of the Conference are set out in the following Standing 
Orders.

130 Introductory. 
The rules of debate comprising the clauses of Standing Order 131 shall regulate the 
proceedings of the Conference, except that since much of the business of the Conference 
may be conducted in the form of conversations clauses (3) and (9) to (14) shall apply only 
when a formal resolution is under consideration.

131 Rules of Debate. 
(1) In this Standing Order ‘the President’ means the person presiding for the time being over 
the Conference in accordance with the provisions of clause 28 of the Deed of Union.
(1A) Any member who wishes to speak shall catch the President’s eye but shall not proceed 
further until called upon by the President.
(2) Every speaker shall address the President.
(3) No member may speak more than once on the same question without leave of the 
Conference, except in the exercise of a right of reply under clause (18) below. For this 
purpose an amendment or procedural motion raises a fresh question.
(4) (a) Subject to sub-clause (b) below every resolution or amendment shall be circulated 
beforehand in writing in the Agenda, or by other form of official report, or by notice of motion.
(b) Sub-clause (a) does not apply: 
 (i) to procedural motions under clause (11) below or resolutions to extend sittings  
 of the Conference beyond the time already determined;

(ii) to resolutions submitted by the Law and Polity Sub-committee under clause (25) 
below;

 (iii) to business taken in closed session;
(iv) to further amendments moved after a resolution has already been amended;
(v) where the Conference has dispensed with circulation under clause (19)(a) (ii) 
below or Standing Order 129(4)(b) or 129A or otherwise;

  (vi) if the President judges it necessary for the effective conclusion of a debate to 
admit a resolution or amendment without prior notice.

(c) Where sub-clause (b) applies, except by virtue of head (i), the resolution or amendment 
shall be produced in writing when proposed, and immediately handed to the Secretary.
(5) Every resolution or amendment, except a resolution moved on behalf of a body 
authorised to report to the Conference, requires to be seconded in order to be submitted 
to the Conference. With the same exception, all movers and seconders of resolutions or 
amendments must be members of the Conference.
(6) Persons presenting reports may speak to the resolutions in them and may give 
information on any development of major importance which has arisen since publication. 
Otherwise reports circulated in the Agenda or otherwise shall be presented without 
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introductory speeches.
(7) When a resolution or amendment has been duly submitted it may not be withdrawn 
without the leave of the Conference. 
(8) The seconder of a resolution or amendment may reserve the right to speak.
(9) (a) Any amendment of the terms of a resolution may be proposed if it is relevant to the 
subject-matter of the resolution, unless the same result could be achieved by the rejection of 
the resolution.
(b) If an amendment is carried the resolution as amended becomes the substantive motion, 
and as such may itself be amended under this clause.
(c) When an amendment has been duly submitted no other amendment may be moved until 
it has been disposed of, but any member may give notice of a proposed amendment and may 
state whether it is to be moved in any event or if not in what circumstances.
(10) A resolution may be disposed of by adoption (with or without amendment), rejection or 
withdrawal. Until it has been so disposed of no other resolution may be submitted except a 
procedural motion. 
(11) The following are procedural motions, which may be adopted by the Conference at any time: 
 (i) that the vote be now taken;
 (ii) that the question be not put;
 (iii) that the question be referred to the Methodist Council or a committee;
 (iv) that the debate be adjourned;
 (v) that the Conference adjourn.
(12) If a resolution and amendment are before the Conference:
 (i) a motion that the vote be now taken relates only to the amendment;
  (ii) a motion that the question be referred or that the debate be adjourned relates 

to both;
(iii) a person moving that the question be not put must state whether that motion 
relates to both or only to the amendment.

(13) A motion that the vote be now taken requires a majority of two thirds and shall be voted 
upon without discussion, but the President shall not be bound to put it to the vote if of the 
opinion that there has not been adequate opportunity for necessary debate.
(14) A motion that the question be not put may be discussed concurrently with the question 
to which it relates.
(15) A motion that the debate be adjourned may specify the time of resumption or be a 
motion for adjournment to a time to be resolved upon later.
(16) A motion for the adjournment of the Conference shall specify the time of resumption.
(17) (a) Subject to any Standing Order relating specifically to particular forms of report a 
report contained in the Agenda or in a document supplemental to the Agenda shall be dealt 
with as a whole or as to each part by a resolution in one of the following forms:

(i) that it be referred back to the reporting body or referred to the Methodist Council 
or a committee;

 (ii) that it be received;
 (iii) that it be adopted.
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(b) A resolution in any of these forms may contain or be accompanied by directions as to the 
publication or study of or any other action in relation to the report or (where appropriate) that 
no action be taken.
(c) Except as provided in (d) below or expressed in the resolution itself, no such resolution 
imports any endorsement by the Conference of any statement, opinion or recommendation in 
the report.
(d) By adopting a report the Conference endorses its recommendations or conclusions but 
not (without so stating) any reasons given for them.
(e) The Conference may qualify or limit any such adoption but shall not alter the text of any 
report except:
 (i) to rectify any manifest factual error; or

(ii) to amend the terms of any passage which it is asked to endorse (whether 
expressly or by the operation of (d) above).

(f) The Conference may on a single motion deal en bloc with more than one resolution 
attached to a report, or with the resolutions to more than one report, but whenever:
 (i) an amendment is proposed to any such resolution; or

(ii) there is a procedural motion under clause (11) above which in its original 
form or by a proposed amendment relates to less than all the matters before the 
Conference; 

any matters which require to be put separately shall be so put.
(18) (a) When a vote falls to be taken, whether or not by the adoption of a motion under 
clause (11)(i) above, the following persons have a right to speak, and if more than one in the 
following order:

(i) the seconder of the resolution or amendment to be put, if he or she has reserved 
the right to speak and has not already exercised that right;
(ii) the mover of the substantive resolution, unless the question to be put is an 
amendment to which he or she has already spoken;

 (iii) if the question to be put is an amendment, the mover of the amendment.
(b) The person entitled to speak last under sub-clause (a) above may deal only with questions 
or arguments put during the debate.
(c) Before putting the question the President shall call the Conference to order and read the 
resolution or amendment to be put. Except on a point of order no member shall speak after 
the question has been put until the vote has been taken.
(19) (a) Subject to sub-clause (b) below, no decision of the current meeting of the Conference 
may be rescinded except by substantive resolution, and no such resolution shall be adopted 
unless either:

(i) it is submitted on behalf of the Law and Polity Sub-Committee under clause (25)  
 below; or

(ii) it is moved upon notice in writing previously given and officially circulated 
(unless by a majority of two thirds the Conference has dispensed with notice) and 
obtains a majority of two thirds.

For the purposes of this sub-clause a resolution rescinds a previous resolution if, and only 
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if, it is expressed to do so, or it directly reverses the previous resolution, or the President 
rules that in substance it is inconsistent with the intention of the Conference in adopting the 
previous resolution.
(b) Any resolution which, on the advice of the financial committee given in accordance with 
Standing Order 136A, would result in amendment of the provisions of the connexional budget 
for the Methodist Church Fund proposed under Standing Order 212(2) shall, if moved after 
the budget has been adopted, require a majority of two thirds, and, if carried, shall have the 
effect of amending the Conference’s resolution on the budget without the operation of sub-
clause (a) above.
 (20) A resolution to suspend a rule of debate or other provision within the Conference rules 
of procedure, as contained in Standing Orders 122, 130, 131, 132, 133, 134(3) and (4), 
134A, 136(2C) and 136A(3) requires a majority of two thirds.
(21) The President shall call to order any speaker who departs from the question or violates 
the courtesies of debate.
(22) Any member may raise a point of order on the ground that the rules of debate or 
regulations of the Conference have been violated. The speaker then addressing the 
Conference shall give way until the point of order has been decided. The President decides all 
questions of order.
(23) (a) The following interventions in the ordinary course of business may occur, but only for 
substantial cause and by leave of the President:

(i) a member who thinks himself or herself misrepresented may interrupt the 
speaker to correct the misrepresentation; 
(ii) a member may interrupt the speaker or intervene at the end of a speech to ask 
of the speaker a question of fact immediately connected with what is being or has 
been said; 
(iii) brief information on uncontested matters of fact germane to the business of the 
Conference may be given between speeches or between items of business. 

(b) A member permitted to intervene under this clause must not enter into argument nor 
speak to the merits of the question.
(24) Questions which relate to the rights and privileges of the Conference or of individual 
members, or to the order of business, have precedence. 
(25) The Conference may at any time entertain without notice any resolution moved on behalf 
of the Conference Sub-Committee of the Committee on Methodist Law and Polity which arises 
out of an earlier resolution of the current meeting of the Conference, in that or an earlier 
session, and which seeks:
 (i) to make consequential provisions; or
 (ii) to amend the earlier resolution for the purpose only of –
 clarification, or

reconciliation with the requirements of the law or of Methodist polity, or
 the avoidance of unintended results, or
 the better achievement of the intention of the Conference, or
 the correction of factual error, or
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any other purpose considered by the Conference to be within the scope of the 
functions of the Law and Polity Committee; or

  (iii) to rescind the earlier resolution on the ground of illegality, irregularity or 
impossibility or any other ground considered by the Conference to be within the 
scope of the above functions. 

(25A) The Conference may also entertain any resolution contained in the report of the 
Committee on Methodist Law and Polity which arises out of a resolution of an earlier 
Conference and which seeks:
 (i) to amend the earlier resolution for a purpose within head (ii) of clause (25)   
 above; or
 (ii) to rescind the earlier resolution on a ground within head (iii) of clause (25)   
 above. 
(26) The response of the Conference shall not normally be conveyed by clapping.

132 Notices of Motion. 
(1) Subject to Standing Order 131(4) any two members may upon notice of motion complying 
with this Standing Order bring before the Conference any lawful resolution within the 
competence of the Conference.
(1A) Every notice of motion shall be handed to the Secretary in written form and signed by the 
following persons:

(i) where the proposal is to amend a resolution and those responsible for 
presenting that business to the Conference are prepared to accept it, the proposer 
and seconder of the motion; 
(ii) where such a proposal to amend is not accepted by those responsible, the 
proposer and seconder and four other persons; 

 (iii) in all other cases, the proposer and seconder and eight other persons. 
(2) Only on matters of urgency, so judged by the President after consultation with the 
Vice-President, shall notices of motion in the Representative Session be accepted after 
4:30pm on the third day of the session, except that a notice of motion proposing to amend 
a resolution circulated or materially altered on or after the first day of the session shall be 
accepted if lodged before the close of business on the day before the resolution is to be dealt 
with.

133 Memorials.  
(1) The Conference may adopt, with or without amendment, or reject any reply proposed by 
the Memorials Committee or (if Standing Order 134(4) applies) by its convener.
(2) In relation to any one or more memorials to which replies have been proposed by the 
committee any two members of the Conference may, on notice of motion submitted on the 
first day of the relevant session, move that instead of dealing with the committee’s proposed 
reply in the ordinary course of business the Conference shall debate a resolution based on 
the relevant memorials, and if such a motion is carried the President, Vice-President and 
Secretary of the Conference shall make arrangements accordingly.
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(3) If there is a debate pursuant to Standing Order 138(5) or clause (2) above any resolution 
or amended resolution then adopted by the Conference is its reply to the relevant memorials.
(4) Subject to clause (5) below the Conference shall reply to every memorial, although it is 
open to the Conference as its interim reply to refer the memorial to the Methodist Council 
or a committee for consideration and report. Rejection of a proposal that a memorial be 
declined is not itself a reply. It is the responsibility of the convener of the committee to ensure 
that if the Conference rejects the proposed reply of the committee under clause (1) above or 
fails to adopt any resolution under clause (3) above consideration of the matter is not closed 
until a reply has been adopted.
(5) The committee may recommend that the Conference instead of replying to a memorial 
refer the questions raised to Synods and/or to Circuit Meetings for consideration or action 
without itself expressing a judgment on the substance of the issue.  In such a case, the 
committee shall recommend whether Synods and Circuit Meetings are to report their 
conclusions to the Conference and, if so, a timetable for such report.

134 District Resolutions.  
(1) Resolutions and reports submitted under Standing Order 419(2) in due time shall be 
printed in the Agenda. If a report is included the cost of printing shall be a charge on the 
District.
(2) [revoked]
(3) Such resolutions shall be moved and seconded in the Conference by representatives 
of the District and shall, subject to any recommendation from the Business Committee, be 
debated.
(4) If it appears likely to the Business Committee that the Conference will not, in the time 
available, be able to debate all such resolutions adequately, it may recommend to the 
Conference that one or more of such resolutions be dealt with instead as memorials.  If the 
Conference adopts such a recommendation, the convener of the Memorials Committee shall, 
after such consultation as he or she thinks appropriate, frame a proposed reply, which shall 
be printed for the Conference in an order paper.

134A En Bloc Business.
(1)(a) The Business Committee shall consider, taking into account the recommendations of 
the Memorials Committee made under Standing Order 138(5A), which resolutions to which 
sub-clause (b) of this Standing Order applies are unlikely to become provisional resolutions 
or to give rise to opposition or debate or to require amendment other than within sub-clause 
(e) below. It shall, no later than the opening of the Representative Session, table a list of such 
resolutions with notice of its intention to invite the Conference in due course to adopt all such 
resolutions en bloc.
(b) This clause applies to all resolutions in the Agenda or otherwise circulated before the 
opening of the Conference except those for the confirmation of provisional resolutions, or for 
the adoption or confirmation of special resolutions under Standing Order 126, and except 
resolutions relating to Conference Statements under Standing Order 129.
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(c) Subject to sub-clause (e) below any resolution, including any recommended reply to a 
memorial, which becomes the subject of an amending notice of motion shall be removed 
from the list. In addition, by giving notice to the Secretary of the Conference in writing before 
the close of business on the third day of the Representative Session, any six members of 
the Conference may, without proposing an amendment, require any item or items, except 
a recommended reply to a memorial, to be removed from the list. The Business Committee 
itself shall be free at any time before the resolutions are moved to remove any item or items 
from the list.
(d) The resolutions remaining in the list shall not earlier than the fourth day of the 
Representative Session be moved en bloc and voted upon without discussion.
(e) A need to make minor corrections to the text of any resolution on the list shall not 
necessitate its removal, and it may be moved under sub-clause (d) above as corrected. The 
Business Committee shall decide all questions as to the application of this sub-clause.
(2) The Business Committee may also advise, in the exercise of its functions under Standing 
Order 136(2A)(c), that such resolutions based upon the recommendations of reference 
groups as it considers appropriate for such procedure should also be moved en bloc and 
voted upon without discussion. Sub-clause (1) c) shall apply to the removal of any resolution 
from that procedure, provided the notice is duly given before the close of business on the day 
upon which such advice is circulated to the Conference.

135 Closed Sessions. 
(1) The Conference may at any time meet in closed session and shall do so when hearing any 
appeal arising out of any charge within Part II.
(2) [revoked]
(3) During any closed session other than one for the hearing of an appeal within Part II no 
one may be present except members of the Conference entitled to vote on the business 
under consideration and any other persons or classes of persons whom the Conference may 
for the time being resolve to admit.

136 Conference Business Committee.
(1) There shall be a Business Committee for the Representative Session of the Conference, 
consisting of:

(i) an ex-President or ex-Vice-President, appointed by the previous Conference upon 
the nomination of the Methodist Council to serve for a period of three years, who 
shall chair the committee and who shall, whether or not a member in any other 
capacity, be a member of the Conference during the period of appointment; and
(ii) three ministerial and three lay members of the Conference elected in 
accordance with clause (1A) or appointed under clause (1C). 

The Secretary and assistant secretary of the Conference shall be in attendance but without 
a vote and a connexional Treasurer and the connexional Press Officer shall attend as 
consultants when required.
 (1A) Where there will be a vacancy in the elected membership of the committee for the 
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next Conference, an election shall be held after nomination by members of the current 
Conference. Each nomination shall be signed by a proposer and seconder. It shall contain 
the District and Circuit in which the person being nominated is stationed or is a member, 
current appointment or current offices within the church, age, occupation, and any other 
relevant information (up to fifteen words). No member shall nominate more than one person. 
In electing such members, the Conference shall consider the composition of the committee 
with regard to age, sex and ethnic origin. The election shall be by single transferable vote and 
the chair of the Business Committee or his or her representative shall be the returning officer. 
The returning officer shall declare the persons elected to serve, together with two persons in 
each category as reserves in the event of any person who received a higher number of votes, 
or a continuing member under clause (1B), not being a member of the next Conference or not 
being able or willing to attend. Such reserves shall serve for the period for which the person 
originally elected would have served and shall not be eligible for immediate re-election.
(1B) Committee members shall be elected for three years and shall not be eligible for 
immediate re-election. If an elected member is not a member of or is unable to attend the 
next ensuing or one of the subsequent Conferences the appointment shall lapse and the 
vacancy shall be filled in accordance with clause (1A) or (1C).
(1C) If it becomes clear during the course of the connexional year that there will be a vacancy 
on the committee which cannot be filled in accordance with the above provisions, the 
Methodist Council shall have the power to appoint a member from amongst the members of 
the next Conference. Such appointment shall be for that Conference only. 
(2) The committee shall meet before and during the sessions of the Conference as may be 
necessary and shall have the following responsibilities:
 (i) to draw up the order of business in the Conference and to allocate time to each  
 item;

(ia) to identify the resolutions which it proposes shall be moved en bloc under 
Standing Order 134A;
(ii) to recommend to the Conference which notices of motion should be debated 
in the Conference and at what time, and which should be dealt with in some other 
way, and for what reason;
(iii) to review at the end of each day the business allocated to the day but not 
completed and to advise the Conference how it should be dealt with; 
(iv) to recommend to the President and Vice-President items of business for which 
they might invite members of the Conference to indicate to the committee in 
advance a wish to speak, and to offer advice to the President and Vice-President so 
as to enable a representative range of views to be heard in any such debates;
(v) to identify matters which are appropriate to be dealt with through any of the 
processes set out in clause (2A) below and to make the necessary arrangements, 
including assigning the members of the Conference to such groups as may be 
required.

(2A) (a) The committee may arrange for matters of general concern, not being dealt with in 
the formal business of the Conference, to be discussed in workshops or similar groups and 
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shall advise the Conference on the procedure by which any issues raised in those discussions 
may be taken forward.
(b) The committee may identify items of Conference business which, because of the detail 
involved or the complexity of the issues, can profitably be explored in depth in hearings or 
group discussion before being debated in full Conference, and may advise the Conference 
whether, and if so how, the results of such exploration are to be reported.
(c) The committee may advise that certain items in the business of the Conference be dealt 
with in reference groups, with the expectation that the recommendations of such groups will 
be dealt with by the Conference en bloc under Standing Order 134A(2).
(2B) The committee may recommend that the Conference deal with any business by referring 
the questions raised to Synods and/or to Circuit Meetings for consideration or action without 
itself expressing a judgment on the substance of the issue.  In such a case, the committee 
shall recommend whether Synods and Circuit Meetings are to report their conclusions to the 
Conference and, if so, a timetable for such reports.
(2C) The committee shall arrange for the budget for the Methodist Church Fund proposed by 
the Methodist Council under Standing Order 212(2) to be presented and considered not later 
than the fourth day of the Representative Session. The formal resolution for its adoption, and 
the consequent resolution as to the allocation to the respective Districts of the assessments, 
shall be moved on the final day of the Representative Session.
(3) All recommendations of the committee shall be reported daily to the Conference for 
approval or amendment.  The person presiding shall have the power to limit the length of any 
debate on procedural questions arising from the committee’s report.

136A Financial Committee.  
(1) The Methodist Council, with a view to the discharge of its functions under Standing 
Orders 211(3)(vii) and 212(2) during the periods of the Conference, shall appoint a financial 
committee annually, consisting of the lead connexional Treasurer or his or her representative, 
the Connexional Secretary responsible for central services, three other members of the 
council who are also members of the Conference, together with such other members of the 
Connexional Team in an advisory capacity as the council may decide.
(2) The committee shall meet before and during the sessions of the Conference as necessary, 
shall identify all resolutions in the Agenda or otherwise circulated to the Conference which 
would have financial implications, other than those for which provision has already been 
made in the budget, and shall notify the Conference accordingly. 
(3) In relation to all such resolutions which, if adopted, would result in increased costs the 
committee shall advise the Conference, prior to any debate or vote upon them,
 (i) whether, if adopted, the costs can be accommodated within the Council’s   
 proposed budget; 

(ii) if not, what additional resources are estimated to be required to carry them out, 
and the timescale within which the work might be started and completed; 
(iii) whether the cost of the proposal, if adopted, should be substituted for some 
other item of expenditure, or treated as an addition, and, in the latter case, the 
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source of the additional funds required; 
(iv) if there are several such proposals before the committee, what priority should 
be given to each. 

The committee’s advice shall, except in emergencies, be conveyed to the Conference in writing.

122 Provisional Resolutions. 
(1) If the Conference judges that any resolution which it has adopted is of such significance 
that it ought to be considered by the Synods and confirmed before coming into effect it may 
declare that it shall be a provisional resolution. If the resolution is being dealt with as shared 
business under clause 24(c) of the Deed of Union, such a declaration by the Conference in 
either of the sessions dealing with the business shall be effective.
(2) Notice shall be given of any motion for such a declaration either by means of a notice 
of motion which complies with Standing Order 132 or by the inclusion of a resolution to 
that effect in the report upon that business contained in the Agenda. Where notice is given 
before the adoption of the substantive resolution to which it relates the motion shall not be 
considered by the Conference until after such adoption.
(3) Provisional resolutions shall be submitted to the Synods of the home Districts and to 
the Law and Polity Committee, each of which may approve, disapprove or approve with 
amendments. Provisional resolutions shall be submitted for confirmation to the next annual 
meeting of the Conference with a report of the opinions of the Synods and the Law and Polity 
Committee, and shall take effect only if then confirmed.
(4) The Conference may direct that the whole or some specified part of the text of any 
report leading to the adoption of a provisional resolution be submitted with it to the Synods. 
Unless it does so the Secretary of the Conference shall ensure that a brief summary of the 
arguments for and against the resolution and of the implications of adopting or declining it is 
prepared for the same purpose. The resolution and the above text or summary, as the case 
may be, shall be distributed by the district officers to all members of the Synod before its 
meeting. The district Policy Committee may arrange for such consultation within the District 
as it thinks fit before the Synod expresses its judgment.
(5) Provisional resolutions submitted to the Synods under clause (3) above shall be dealt with 
in their Representative Sessions and, if falling within one or more of the categories defined 
in heads (i), (ii) and (iii) of sub-clause 24(c) of the Deed of Union and dealt with under that 
clause, also in their Presbyteral Sessions.
(6) On receiving the reports of the Synods and the Law and Polity Committee upon a provisional 
resolution the Conference may confirm it unamended or may decline to confirm it, or may 
confirm it with amendments, and in the last event may, by the procedure of clauses (1) and (2) 
above, declare that the resolution as so amended shall itself be a provisional resolution.

NOTE:  Throughout this Agenda, in amendments to the Deed of Union, Model Trusts and 
Standing Orders, matter to be deleted is usually shown thus and matter to be inserted thus.  
The surrounding text is printed to show the context of the proposed amendments, where this 
is not otherwise plain.
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1. Election and Induction of the President and 
Vice-President of the Methodist Conference

1. THE ELECTION AND DECLARATION

After a brief explanation of the procedure to be followed, the Secretary of the 
Conference moves the resolution for the election of the President.

***RESOLUTION

1/1. The Conference elects the Reverend Doctor Barbara Carolyn Glasson to be the 
President of the Conference.

A standing vote is taken. 
The President says: 

I declare that the Reverend Doctor Barbara Carolyn Glasson has been duly 
elected to be the President of the Conference.

The Conference is invited to sit.  
The Secretary moves the resolution for the election of the Vice-President.

***RESOLUTION

1/2. The Conference elects Professor Clive Marsh to be the Vice-President of the 
Conference.

A standing vote is taken. 
The Vice-President says:

I declare that Professor Clive Marsh has been duly elected to be the Vice-President 
of the Conference.

2. THE INDUCTION

The President and Vice-President enter together.  
The Conference is invited to sit. 

The Ex-President says:

Barbara and Clive, the Conference has elected you to the offices of President and 
Vice-President. In its sessions you are to preside over its worship, its conferring and 
its taking of decisions. You will be its representatives, embodying its authority and 
acting on its behalf as authorised by the Deed of Union and Standing Orders. You 
are called to share with others in the oversight and leadership of the Church. You 
are called to a ministry of visitation in the Districts and Circuits and with partners 
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across the world, to encourage the Methodist people in their calling and strengthen 
the bonds that connect them with each other. In all this you are to exercise, in 
collaboration, the particular gifts God has given you as a presbyter and a lay person 
in the Church.

In the presence of God and of this Conference we therefore ask you: do you trust 
that God who has called you into his service has now called you to this ministry and 
will give you the grace to undertake it?

The President and Vice-President respond: 

I do so trust.

The Ex-Vice-President says:   

Barbara and Clive, will you endeavour to hold before the Church a vision of its 
calling to proclaim and respond to the grace and love of God in worship, mission 
and service?

They respond:  

I will, God being my helper.

The Ex-President says:

Will you work with all who are in leadership of the Church in equipping God’s people 
to fulfil their calling?

They respond:

 I will, God being my helper.

The Ex-Vice-President says:

Will you work with ecumenical partners in pursuing the greater unity of Christ’s 
Church and in the encouraging of a common witness to God’s reconciling love?

They respond:

 I will, God being my helper.
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The Ex-President addresses her successor: 

Barbara, will you be faithful in living out your calling as a presbyter in the service of 
this Conference and all the Methodist people?

Will you work with the Vice-President to offer a ministry that affirms and 
encourages the gifts of all God’s people?

The President replies:

 I will, God being my helper.

The Ex-Vice-President addresses his successor: 

Clive, will you faithfully exercise the gifts God has given you in the service of this 
Conference and all the Methodist people?

Will you work with the President to offer a ministry that affirms and encourages the 
gifts of all God’s people?

The Vice-President replies:   

I will, God being my helper.

3. THE PRAYERS

The Ex-Vice-President says:

 Let us pray.

Gracious God, in Jesus Christ you have called your Church to be a sign of and 
witness to your kingdom in the world, and through the gifts of the Holy Spirit you 
guide and inspire it. 

We give you thanks for these your servants now called to the offices of President 
and Vice-President of the Conference. We bless you for the ways in which you have 
led them to this moment and for the gifts with which you have inspired them. 

Send your Holy Spirit upon them that they may build up your people in love and 
service, to the glory of your name. We ask this through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen. 
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4. THE GIVING OF SYMBOLS AND GIFTS

The Ex-President invests the President with the Presidential Cross and hands to her John 
Wesley’s Bible.

The Ex-Vice-President invests the Vice-President with the Vice-Presidential Cross and hands 
to him a first edition copy of John and Charles Wesley’s Hymns and Sacred Songs.

Each in turn then briefly expresses the thanks of the Conference to her/his predecessor and 
presents her/him with a replica of the Presidential/Vice-Presidential Cross.

A hymn is sung and the Conference continues its business.
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1. Membership of the Conference Business Committee      
 The Conference Business Committee for 2019 comprises Mr Stephen H Cooper, 

the Revd Eleanor G Jackson, Mrs Anna Malnutt, the Revd Thomas J Osborne, the 
Revd Stephen J Radford, Mr David S Walton (Chair) and Mr Frank Watson. The Revd 
Eleanor Jackson has been appointed to serve the Business Committee for the 2019 
Conference by the Methodist Council under the provisions of Standing Order 136(1C).

2. Summary of the Committee’s work during the year
 In addition to the Committee’s general responsibilities, the Committee has 

considered its response to resolutions 3/7 and 3/9 of the 2018 Conference. 
Paragraph 6.2 below sets out the Committee’s response to these resolutions. 

3. Meetings and reports 

 ● The Business Committee will meet on Saturday 29 June at the close of business, 
following the Scrutineers’ briefing.

 ● The Scrutineers are asked to meet for a briefing on Saturday 29 June immediately 
at the close of business. 

 ● The Business Committee will report each day in the Order Paper. It will indicate 
any variations to the outline schedule printed in the Agenda.

4. Length of speeches
 It is recommended that presenters of business have four minutes and speakers three 

minutes. In exceptional circumstances, with the approval of the President and Vice-
President, these allocations may be changed.

5. Use of time

5.1 Members of the Conference will want to ensure that their time is spent wisely and 
effectively. To this end, the Business Committee will endeavour to ensure that as 
far as possible, business follows the schedule published. As well as those who 
visit the Conference for particular debates, increasing numbers of people watch 
its proceedings on the Internet, especially items on specific matters of interest, 
and rely on the published schedule being observed. Therefore, without wishing to 
deny opportunity to speak or to curtail debate unhelpfully, the Business Committee 
strongly urges members of the Conference to maintain the discipline of keeping to its 
schedule. It is unfair to have to foreshorten business scheduled for later in the week 
because earlier items have overrun.
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5.2 With this in mind, the Business Committee asks that:

 ● speeches are not made unnecessarily when it is evident that the outcome is clear;
 ● representatives refrain from making speeches or comments that have already 

been made and from repeating what has been said and heard; and 
 ● the Conference focuses on reaching decisions with the minimum necessary 

debate that does the subject justice.   

5.3 The Committee asks members of the Conference to bear in mind that web streaming 
enables a wider audience for Conference debates; representatives are therefore 
asked to consider their contributions to debates in the light of that. The Committee 
asks representatives not to address directly those watching proceedings via the 
Internet, in the same way that those watching in the public gallery would not be 
addressed. This helps to remind members of the Conference of the particular 
responsibilities that they carry as voting members. 

6. Notices of Motion
 Standing Order 132 reads as follows:  

 132 Notices of Motion. (1) Subject to Standing Order 131(4) any two members 
may upon notice of motion complying with this Standing Order bring before the 
Conference any lawful resolution within the competence of the Conference.

 (1A) Every notice of motion shall be handed to the Secretary in written form and 
signed by the following persons:       

 (i) where the proposal is to amend a resolution and those responsible for 
presenting that business to the Conference are prepared to accept it, the 
proposer and seconder of the motion;

 (ii) where such a proposal to amend is not accepted by those responsible, the 
proposer and seconder and four other persons;

 (iii) in all other cases, the proposer and seconder and eight other persons.
 (2) Only on matters of urgency, so judged by the President after consultation with the 

Vice-President, shall notices of motion in the Representative Session be accepted 
after 4.30pm on the third day of the session, except that a notice of motion proposing 
to amend a resolution circulated or materially altered on or after the first day of the 
session shall be accepted if lodged before the close of business on the day before 
the resolution is to be dealt with.

6.1 The 2013 Conference agreed that it should be mandatory for proposers of Notices of 
Motion to complete a ‘Submission of a Notice of Motion’ form, including information 
about budgetary implications. The form is available to download from the website, 
and from the Conference Office (email conferenceoffice@methodistchurch.org.uk) 
prior to the Conference or the Help Desk at the Conference.   
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6.2 The 2018 Conference directed the Conference Business Committee to develop criteria 
by which it can be agreed whether or not Notices of Motion submitted under the terms 
of SO 132(1)(iii) might be dismissed as impermissible (resolution 3/7, Daily Record 
5/4/4). The Committee considered this and felt that it did not wish to advocate 
criteria as such. However, the 2018 Conference had recognised the importance of the 
Conference having before it notices of motion that would enable the Conference to 
make clear and informed decisions. The Committee wishes to encourage this and as 
such it urges members of the Conference to adhere to the following principles:

(a) The Notice of Motion must be brought about a matter that is urgent and could 
not have been brought as a memorial or district resolution;

(b) The Notice of Motion must be within the competence of the Conference and if it 
requests something of another body over which it does not have jurisdiction (eg 
MHA, Action for Children), it must be phrased in an appropriate way;

(c) The Notice of Motion must be properly researched beforehand – it is not 
possible for those advising the Conference (including the officers of the 
Conference) to undertake background work in the time available;

(d) The Notice of Motion must be drafted in such a way, that if passed by the 
Conference, it can be implemented;

(e) The Notice of Motion must not require the Conference to make a policy decision 
without adequate background information and thought given to the consequences;

(f) The Notice of Motion, if passed, must not require such a level of resource that 
would require resources (human and financial) to be diverted from other areas of 
agreed work. To this extent if the Conference Financial Committee rules that the 
Notice of Motion cannot be accommodated within the contingency provided in 
the Central Services Budget, the Business Committee may need to rule that the 
Notice of Motion cannot be put before the Conference without further work on 
the part of the movers on how resources might be found. (In reaching this view 
the Committee has been giving consideration to resolution 3/9 (Daily Record 
5/4/4) that both the Business and the Financial Committees should review the 
procedure for assessing the impact of Notices of Motion on the Connexional 
Team workplan and the budget.) 

6.3 In enabling Conference members to submit Notices of Motion related to business 
scheduled for the afternoon and evening of Saturday 29 June, the Business 
Committee requests that these be submitted either (1) by post to Jane Bates at 
Methodist Church House to arrive not later than Thursday 27 June or (2) by email to 
batesj@methodistchurch.org.uk to arrive not later than Friday 28 June at 2.00pm. 
The Committee has determined that it will only require the names (which will be 
printed on the Order Paper) of a proposer and a seconder to be supplied at this stage: 
the four further signatories, should the Notice of Motion be resisted by the proposer 
of the resolution (as per SO 132(1A)(ii)), may therefore be acquired after arrival at the 
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Conference on Saturday 29 June but must be handed to the Record Office by 1.00pm 
on that day.    

6.4 Further, for the Business Committee to prepare the business to be conducted on 
Monday 1 July, members of the Conference who wish to submit Notices of Motion 
relating to the business to be taken on Monday, or amended replies to any memorials 
to be taken with it, are requested to hand them to the Record Office by 12.30pm on 
Sunday 30 June. 

6.5 Similarly, Notices of Motion relating to items of business to be taken on Tuesday 
2 July should be submitted by 12.30pm on Monday. This, and the deadlines in 
the previous paragraphs, will enable the Business Committee to prepare full and 
informed Order Papers for the smooth transaction of business.

6.6 Having set out in the preceding paragraphs the proposed timings for Notices of Motion 
in general, the Business Committee wishes to make provision for dealing with any 
which impact the connexional budget and proposes a specific timetable to that end. 
Its purpose is to ensure that the Conference is able to take decisions about the budget 
when all the relevant information is to hand and to avoid the pitfall of making choices 
or judgements based on partial information. It is therefore recommended that:

 ● The budget will be presented on Tuesday morning.
 ● Any Notices of Motion proposing amendments to the budget shall be submitted 

by 12.30pm on Monday through the usual channels.
 ● The Conference Financial Committee will consider the implications of the 

proposed amendments at the close of Monday’s session and present a report in 
Tuesday’s Order Paper.

 ● The Conference will then consider Notices of Motion and memorials which 
impact the budget on Tuesday morning and will engage in discussion of the 
budget at that point.

 ● The budget will then be formally confirmed and adopted on Thursday morning.  

 In summary, the deadlines for submitting Notices of Motion are as follows:

Relating to Submit by

Saturday’s business Friday 2.00pm

Monday’s business Sunday 12.30pm

Tuesday’s business Monday 12.30pm

Wednesday/Thursday’s business Monday 4.30pm

Unrelated to business Monday 4.30pm
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6.7 Those proposing a Notice of Motion should consult with those presenting the 
business to ascertain whether the Notice of Motion will be accepted or resisted. Lists 
of those responsible for presenting each item of business are available from the 
Record Office or the Chair of the Business Committee. 

6.8 The 2011 Conference approved the principle of enabling those Notices of Motion that 
do not relate to business already in the Agenda to be prioritised, by means of a ballot, 
should time not permit all such Notices of Motion to be considered. Should such a 
ballot be required, it will be held on Tuesday 2 July. Any such Notices of Motion which 
are not considered during the Conference will be dealt with as in the next paragraph. 

6.9 The Business Committee may recommend that a particular Notice of Motion is not 
considered by the Conference but is referred to the Methodist Council in the coming 
year. The Council is required to report back to the following Conference its judgement 
on that Notice of Motion. 

6.10 In order for the Business Committee to test, on the floor of the Conference, its own 
judgements about which Notices of Motion to refer to the Council without debate, on 
Wednesday 3 July the Chair of the Business Committee will move that the Conference 
adopts that section of the Committee’s report (which will be printed on the day’s 
Order Paper) which lists those Notices of Motion recommended to be referred to the 
Council. The Conference will be able to amend the list without the need of a written 
Notice of Motion.       

7. Memorials
 It is anticipated that all memorials will be dealt with during the Conference, ie taken 

with existing business to which they relate, debated separately or the replies adopted 
en bloc, based on the recommendations of the Memorials Committee. 

8. Nominations
 All nominees for President-Designate, Vice-President-Designate and Conference-

elected representatives are to be photographed and their details displayed on a 
screen. The arrangements for this will be notified on Saturday’s Order Paper at the 
Conference.

 Nominations for designation of President and Vice-President of the Conference 
of 2020 must be placed in ballot boxes by 5.30pm on Monday 1 July. They will be 
displayed on Tuesday; voting will close at 6.00pm on Tuesday; the results will be 
announced on Wednesday morning. 

 Nominations for Conference-elected representatives: you are asked to follow strictly 
the instructions on the nomination form. Please ensure that you seek the consent of 
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persons nominated and complete the forms fully and clearly for display. Nomination 
forms must be placed in the ballot boxes by 2.00pm on Tuesday 2 July; voting will 
close at 5.00pm on Wednesday; the results will be announced on Thursday morning.

 This year, of the three Conference-elected representatives to serve from 2020 to 
2022, two will be presbyteral and one will be lay, thus fulfilling SO 103(2A).

 Nominations for Conference Business Committee members: you are asked to follow 
strictly the instructions on the nomination form. Please ensure that you seek the 
consent of persons nominated and complete the forms fully and clearly for display. 
The election timetable will be the same as for Conference-elected representatives, as 
above. It should be noted that election to the Business Committee does not carry a 
right to membership of succeeding Conferences.

 This year, two Business Committee members, one minister and one lay person, are 
required to be elected and may serve for the three years 2020-2022. 

 In summary, the deadlines for nominations and elections are as follows:

Election Nominations close Voting closes
President of the Conference Monday 5.30pm Tuesday 6.00pm
Vice-President of the Conference Monday 5.30pm Tuesday 6.00pm
Conference-elected representatives Tuesday 2.00pm Wednesday 5.00pm
Conference Business Committee: 
Representative Session

Tuesday 2.00pm Wednesday 5.00pm

9. Provisional legislation
 Under Standing Order 122, any two members, by Notice of Motion, may propose 

that an item agreed by the Conference be referred to the Synods as a provisional 
resolution before being proposed for final adoption by the Conference next year. 

10. Letter-writing
 Any member of the Conference requesting that a letter be sent on behalf of the 

Conference should note the following criteria and procedure: 

a. The Conference writes automatically to those who have served in ordained 
ministry for 70 or more years, and those celebrating the 25th, 50th or 60th 
anniversaries of their ordinations; their names to be prepared in advance.

b. The Conference will write, for a specific reason, to those who have a direct link 
with the Conference, or represent the World Church, or have an ecumenical 
relationship with the Methodist Church, or have a claim to achievements that are 
outstanding in the life of the Church or on its behalf.
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c. The letter-writer, with consultation as necessary, will be the appropriate person 
to give guidance to Conference members as to whether a proposed letter is 
within the criteria. 

d. Requests for letters to be sent must be submitted on a standard form, giving all 
the required details, to the Help Desk, who will receive them on behalf of the 
letter-writer. Forms are available from the Help Desk. 

e. The recipients of letters will be listed in the Daily Record for the information of 
the Conference.

11. En bloc items
 The Business Committee proposes that the items of business listed below be voted 

en bloc. Under the terms of SO 134A, if Notices of Motion are received about items 
in the en bloc list those items will automatically be removed from the list. In addition, 
by giving notice to the Assistant Secretary of the Conference, any six members of the 
Conference may, without proposing an amendment, require that an item be removed 
from the list and debated. Such notice must be given before the close of business on 
Monday 1 July (SO 134A(1)(c)).

 The preliminary list of proposed en bloc business is as follows:
 The Trustees for the Bailiwick of Guernsey Methodist Church Purposes
 Forces Board
 Methodist Homes
 Methodist Schools
 Methodist Diaconal Order general report
 Methodist Ministers’ Pension Scheme
 Stationing Committee
 Ecumenical Report
 Trustees for Methodist Church Purposes
 Joint Covenant Advocacy and Monitoring Group
 Referred Memorials and Notices of Motion
 Methodist Council general report sections 
 Central Finance Board
 Methodist Ministers’ Housing Society
 New Room, Bristol
 Managing Trustees of Central Hall Westminster
 Relief and Extension Fund for Methodism in Scotland
 The Trustees for Jersey Methodist Church Purposes 

***RESOLUTION

2/1. The Conference adopts the Report of the Business Committee.
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ejillbaker@btinternet.com

 
SECTION A
GENERAL REPORT

The Methodist Council is charged under SO 211(2) with responsibility to keep in constant 
review the life of the Methodist Church, to study its work and witness throughout the 
Connexion, to indicate what changes are necessary or what steps could be taken to make 
the work of the Church more effective, to give spiritual leadership to the Church and to report 
annually to the Conference, bringing to the notice of the Conference matters to which it 
believes the Conference ought to give urgent attention.

The full range of papers presented to the Council and the outcomes of the Council’s 
deliberations on them are available on the Methodist Church website at www.methodist.org.
uk/council

The report to the Conference is presented in two parts, this one in Volume 1 of the Agenda 
and part two in Volume 2 of the Agenda. The business conducted by the Council at its 
meetings in October and January is reported here; and the business conducted at its meeting 
in April is reported in part two.

These reports contain those items considered by the Council and not reported elsewhere in 
the Agenda.

1.1 Governance responsibilities 

 In accordance with its governance responsibilities, the Council:

 ● appointed connexional committees, trusts and representatives for the year 
2018/2019;

 ● received reports from a number of committees and trustee bodies;
 ● approved the revised list of authorisations and delegations;
 ● received reports from the Strategy and Resources Committee (SRC) of the Council 

at each meeting;
 ● received reports from the Connexional Team at each meeting;
 ● on advice from the SRC agreed a set of resolutions in relation to Camden Town 

Methodist Church, delegating authority to the Property Development Committee to 
take matters forward;

 ● on advice from the SRC agreed a set of resolutions in relation to a redevelopment of 
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Oxford Place, Leeds;
 ● appointed the directors of the Guy Chester Centre and delegated the adoption of 

Articles of Association for the Guy Chester Centre to the SRC;
 ● agreed a set of resolutions in relation to the Centenary Hall Trust (which has trustee  

responsibility for Methodist Church House);
 ● agreed to recommend to the Conference that the Revd Conrad J Hicks be stationed 

 to the Connexional Team;
 ● added the Community of Reconciliation to the approved list of partner 

organisations;
 ● adopted a Risk Management Policy;
 ● adopted the corporate risk register;
 ● noted with thanks the grants provided by the Joseph Rank Trust in 2018;
 ● on behalf of the Conference, appointed the Revd Catherine Dixon as convener of 

the Memorials Committee for 2019;
 ● under SO 136(1C), the Council appointed the Revd Eleanor G Jackson to the 

Conference Business Committee for the 2019 Conference;
 ● adopted a report regarding ecumenical partnerships, sharing agreements and  

ecumenical areas;
 ● adopted a modern slavery transparency statement and directed the Connexional 

Team to ensure that, as far as possible, the steps for 2018/2019 as set out in the 
statement are undertaken;

 ● adopted an updated whistleblowing policy.

1.2 Other business 

 The Council received annual reports from:

 ● the Methodist Heritage Committee;
 ● the Property Development Committee;
 ● the Connexional Manse Trustees;
 ● the Global Relationships Strategic Oversight Subcommittee;
 ● the Connexional Grants Committee.

All We Can

The Council also agreed a new framework of commitment with All We Can. The framework 
expresses the relationship between the Methodist Church and All We Can and sets a 
context for future collaboration, in a way that is intended to motivate, inform and structure 
the planning and implementation of mutually agreed work without constraining innovative 
thinking and further collaborative initiatives. The collaboration is set within the context of Our 
Calling, the One Mission statement, a mutual understanding of the nature of mission, and 
a shared commitment to work together. The framework sets out the principal aspects of the 
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relationship as being missional, operational and characterised by mutual dependence and 
responsibilities.

Vocations

The Council considered some practical strategies for implementing a connexional approach 
to vocations. The proposals do not attempt to set out a theology of vocation but rather identify 
practical steps and policy areas in which change and adaptation are needed to achieve a 
‘climate change’ in relation to the development of vocations in the Methodist Church. This 
emerging vocations strategy also identifies areas where work is already taking place or 
where resources exist which feed into the development of a vocational culture across the 
life of the Church. The vocations strategy needs to be read and understood in the context of 
the Faith and Order Committee’s report to the Conference, Ministry in the Methodist Church 
(Conference Agenda 2018, pp366-421) and the discussions on the draft statement in part 
B of that report, and in the light of the renewed emphasis in all parts of the Church on Our 
Calling as our key strategic driver. The Council noted the urgency of this work and directed the 
Connexional Team to begin the implementation and to make progress reports to the Council 
as appropriate. It directed the Strategy and Resources Committee to consider how funding 
could be made available to support the programmes which were outlined in the strategy.

***RESOLUTION 

3/1. The Conference receives the General Report of the Council.

SECTION B
CONNEXIONAL FINANCIAL STRATEGY AND CONNEXIONAL PROPERTY STRATEGY

The Council adopted a connexional financial strategy and a connexional property strategy at 
its meeting in October 2018. The strategies seek to ensure that the financial and property 
resources of the whole Church are allocated and supported appropriately in the support of 
Our Calling. 

Copies of the strategies are available on the website www.methodist.org.uk/property and 
members of the Conference can obtain copies from the Connexional Team stand.

1. Connexional Financial Strategy

 The financial strategy emphasises the need to use the reserves and other assets of 
the Church wisely, and to engender an open, flexible, entrepreneurial environment 
where funds flow to the projects and initiatives that most need them in fulfilment of the 
Church’s calling.
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 It sets out the work to be undertaken in support of this in the three areas of: connexional 
funds; Districts, Circuits, churches and members; other connexional assets. 

 The overarching emphases are identified as being:

 ● ensuring that the resources that are administered directly by the Connexional Team 
on behalf of the Methodist Council are focused on the priorities of Our Calling;

 ● enabling financial assets of the wider Connexion, held through Districts, Circuits and 
churches in particular, to be released to resource the work of the whole Church in 
what might be deemed by the Conference to be priority areas;

 ● ensuring that resources connected with the wider Methodist Church through other 
connexional assets are focused on the priorities of Our Calling. 

2. Connexional Property Strategy

 The property strategy was developed in accordance with SO 990(2) and seeks to 
encourage trustees to see the possibilities that exist and then to resource and support 
them in exploring and fulfilling those possibilities. 

 It focuses on the following areas: mission plans; purchases and disposals; environmental 
and ethical matters; role of the District Property Secretary; creation of a wholly owned 
trading subsidiary company for undertaking property development on behalf of the 
Property Development Committee and the Council; establishment of a panel of surveyors 
and other professional bodies; partnerships; grants; conservation and heritage. 

***RESOLUTION
 
3/2. The Conference receives the Report.

SECTION C
THE METHODIST 21ST CENTURY DEVELOPMENT FUND –  
FUNDING OF PROPERTY DEVELOPMENTS

The Council agreed to establish the 21st Century Development Fund for the purpose of 
funding property projects. The Council noted that there had been discussions for some time 
about how to utilise the significant monetary resources held across the Connexion for the 
benefit of the whole Church. The Fund seeks to make fund assets available to the wider 
Connexion by creating a vehicle that benefits both local church managers of funds, whilst 
also releasing cash for investment in mission. The fund will be established by the Central 
Finance Board (CFB) from which money will be loaned to the Methodist Council.  Managing 
trustees may choose to place funds held with CFB into the 21st Century Development Fund.  
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It is hoped that managing trustees will be enthusiastic about this fund not only because it will 
pay interest 2% above the rate on the CFB Deposit Fund (fixed quarterly) but also because it 
is a tangible example of connexionalism in action in the 21st century.

The terms of the fund are as follows: 

 ● The fund will be a closed fund;
 ● It will have a fixed term of five years, with the intention to roll over into a new fund; 
 ● Interest will be 2% above the rate on the CFB Deposit Fund, fixed quarterly;
 ● The fund will make a loan direct to the Methodist Council for such purposes as 

the Council wishes including offering a loan to a Methodist Company undertaking 
developments of Methodist property

 ● The initial fund will raise £15m to cover the cost of a particular development project.

The Council approved the terms of the fund and loan to the Council, and delegated authority 
to the SRC to approve and sign the necessary legal documentation. 

***RESOLUTION
 
3/3. The Conference receives the Report.

SECTION D
PENSION AND ASSURANCE SCHEME FOR LAY EMPLOYEES OF THE METHODIST CHURCH 
(PASLEMC)

1. The Council heard that, in the light of the valuation of the Pension and Assurance 
Scheme for Lay Employees of the Methodist Church (PASLEMC), a consultation had 
been undertaken with all the employees of the Council. The consultation had informed 
employees of proposals to close the PASLEMC and to replace it with a new Defined 
Contribution scheme. The feedback from the consultation was considered by the 
Finance Subcommittee and the Strategy and Resources Committee. 

2. The Council considered the information from the Strategy and Resources Committee and 
the Finance Subcommittee along with the current financial situation and agreed that 
the PASLEMC needed to be closed to future accrual of benefits with all active members 
becoming deferred members at a future date.  

3. Under the terms of the new proposed Defined Contribution scheme, all eligible 
employees will have the option of contributing between 3% and 8% of their eligible salary 
into the scheme. For each 1% that the employee contributes, this will be matched by 
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the employer in the ratio of 2:1. Should employees wish to contribute more than 8% 
then they would be able to do so as an ‘Additional Voluntary Contribution’ (AVC), but 
this would not result in additional contributions from the employer. All contributions 
(employee and employer) will be paid into a Group Personal Pension Plan to be provided 
and managed by an independent specialist investment company, regulated by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. Members will have the option to invest contributions in a 
default fund, or choose from a range of different investment funds to suit their personal 
circumstances. At least one of the funds on offer will offer an ‘ethical’ investment policy. 

4. The Council agreed that the Scheme should be closed to future accrual from 1 April 
2019 (or at the earliest date following that as is practically possible) and directed that 
the Rules of the Trust Deed be amended to effect this. The Council authorised the 
Strategy and Resources Committee to negotiate with the PASLEMC to implement the 
closure of the Scheme to future accrual. The Council delegated to the Strategy and 
Resources Committee responsibility for overseeing and agreeing with the PASLEMC the 
amendments to the Trust Deed. The Council delegated to the Strategy and Resources 
Committee responsibility for negotiating and agreeing a new defined contribution 
pension scheme and such additional benefits as required for the lay employees of the 
Methodist Council which, where appropriate, also enable other participating employers 
to obtain similar contractual terms. The Council authorised the Chair of the Methodist 
Council, the Secretary of the Council and/or Chair of the Strategy and Resources 
Committee to execute the amended Trust Deed and such other legal documentation. 

***RESOLUTION
 
3/4. The Conference receives the Report.

SECTION E
CONCORDAT 50TH ANNIVERSARY

1. Methodists in Great Britain and in the United States of America adopted a special 
concordat agreement in 1968 at their respective conferences. That agreement solidified 
our unique history and Wesleyan heritage and bound us together in a formal connection. 
The statements of concordat the two churches approved, however, were different, and 
that has been the topic of conversation since that time. 

2. On the occasion of the fiftieth anniversary of the adoption of the concordat, the two 
churches sent official delegates to a special gathering in London to talk about the 
concordat and to dream about the future. The event was designed for worship, fellowship 
and to talk about the past, present and potential future of the concordat relationship.
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3. The following statement was drafted at the gathering, and endorsed by the Council: 
 The Methodist Church in Britain and The United Methodist Church have a unique 

relationship born out of our common heritage in the ministries of John and Charles 
Wesley. While both of us have other important relationships and are a part of the 
larger Wesleyan Family through the World Methodist Council, we know the particular 
relationship we share is special. Therefore, on the 50th anniversary of the ratification 
of our concordat, we claim our distinct links anew, hoping to live them out in today’s 
context. 

 To that end, delegations from the Methodist Church in Britain and The United Methodist 
Church gathered in London August 10-12, 2018 with the purpose of re-claiming our 
concordat relationship and dreaming for the future. Our time together was productive 
and concluded by offering several suggestions for moving forward. 

 Foundational to all we do is our common, shared heritage as Wesleyan Christians. We 
claim a mutual discipleship that leads to our joint and shared mission, as stated in John 
17 “so that the world may believe.” We claim this as our underpinning, and as we act, 
we will do so out of the knowledge of who we are together. We will continue to check 
ourselves in this foundation moving forward, knowing we are healthier and more faithful 
when we are acting together.

 
To help keep this focus, we will form a group of representatives from each church who 
will connect together on a regular, continuing basis. This group will consist of no more 
than 6 representatives from each communion. They will be named by the Methodist 
Council and the Council of Bishops by the end of November 2018. They will work on the 
seven particular areas named at this gathering as areas on which we may want to focus 
together:

1. Identifying our purpose and the faith statements expressed in the original 
concordat,

2. Increasing relational ministries,
3. Dialoguing around migration and migrant churches,
4. Strengthening our common Wesleyan heritage and theology,
5. Paying attention to how we share in our relationships with other churches,
6. Utilizing better the delegates to each other’s conferences,
7. Working together for justice.

 These areas, and the ideas around them shared at this concordat celebration will now 
be given to the Concordat Committee for their further discernment. They will take the 
work we have begun in London and give life to it by creating a renewed concordat which 
will be brought to our respective conferences in 2020 for affirmation and commitment. 
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 Even as we commit to renewing the concordat, the good work that is already being 
done in Christ’s name will continue. We will pray for each other. We will support the joint 
ministries and missions currently being shared, and celebrate the relational work being 
done. We will continue to take action together in mission evangelism and justice as 
currently configured. We will be open to instances we can speak together with one voice. 
We will commit to finding new ways of expressing and building our relationships with 
one another, as expressed through the current concordat. We will be intentional about 
inviting representatives to shared learning opportunities. And, we will celebrate the 
common heritage we share with the whole Methodist family.

 We, the representatives of the Methodist Church in Britain and The United Methodist 
Church, offer this statement as our report of the gathering and our commitment to move 
forward together.

4. The Council appointed a group to take this work forward along with the representatives 
of the United Methodist Church. 

***RESOLUTION

3/5. The Conference receives the Report.

SECTION F
NOTICES OF MOTION REFERRED TO THE COUNCIL

The 2018 Conference referred two notices of motion to the Council. The Conference did not 
vote upon them, and the Council proposes the following responses:

1. Notice of Motion 2018/211: Advance Special Projects of the United Methodist 
Church 

 The Conference directs the Methodist Council, in formulating the policy of the 
Connexional Grants Committee, to study the ‘Advance Special Projects’ of the Global 
Ministries of The United Methodist Church (our Concordat Partners), and to consider 
whether a similar scheme would be of value for the British Methodist Church. 

 The Conference referred the Motion to the Methodist Council.

 The Council noted that work towards this has begun as consideration is given to how 
we might enable people to donate directly to various projects throughout the Connexion 
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for a limited period of time. This will necessitate development in a number of areas 
including finance and the Methodist Church website. Work will continue in the months 
ahead and the Council will be updated accordingly.

2. Notice of Motion 2018/210: Fasting 

 In the light of the President and Vice-President’s addresses to the Conference, the 
Conference wishes to encourage representatives to forgo their evening meal on the 
Sunday of future Conferences. Such a fast would demonstrate the Conference’s 
commitment to God and to those who are struggling with little resources. The fast would 
be voluntary. The Conference would donate the money saved to the nearest Methodist 
food bank. 

 The Conference referred the Motion to the Methodist Council.

 The Council directed the Conference Arrangements Team to implement the spirit of this 
notice of motion, from the 2020 Conference onwards, where it is practicable to do so. 
The District and Circuit where the Conference is held will be asked to identify the nearest 
foodbank. Contractual arrangements made with the venue for the 2019 Conference 
meant that it was not possible to implement it earlier than 2020.

 
***RESOLUTION

3/6. The Conference receives the Report. 
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Contact name and details The Revd Dr Jonathan R Hustler
Assistant Secretary of the Conference 
asc@methodistchurch.org.uk

1. The Presbyteral Session proceeds for much of its business by way of conversation. Under 
Clause 23(m) of the Deed of Union the Presbyteral Session may discuss any subject 
in the Agenda of the Representative Session or any subject within the jurisdiction of 
the Conference and communicate its views thereon to the Representative Session by 
resolution or otherwise. 

2. Members of the Presbyteral Session of the Conference may submit Notices of Motion 
for the Conference to consider (see below for the procedures). They may also ask that 
the Session be able to confer from a presbyteral perspective about particular items in 
the published Agenda of the Conference. All such requests will be considered by the 
Business Committee and time found for them where possible. 

3. So far the following have been identified by the Committee:

 ● The Theology and Ecclesiology Underpinning the Diaconate
 ● Response to Notice of Motion 2018/205 which is reported on in the report of the 

Stationing Committee. 

 In addition the Presbyteral Session will be invited to consider the nature of ministry in 
the context of the Anglican-Methodist Covenant, and the presbyter’s role in the ministry 
of reconciliation. 

4. The Presbyteral Session of the Conference will meet in closed session at 11.45 on Friday 
28 June, and this is expected to last for no longer than one hour. During this time the 
Vice-President will lead a session for those presbyters who are not voting members of 
the Session. 

5. The Presbyteral Session defines by resolution who may normally be present at closed 
sessions. Attendance when it sits as a court of appeal is governed by Standing Order 
1145(7). 

 The Conference is reminded of a distinction made in Section G of the Law and Polity 
Committee report to the 2008 Conference entitled Attendance at the Closed Session 
of the Ministerial Session of the Conference. There is a difference between the 
Conference’s conferring on general questions of policy and principle on the one hand, 
and its decision-making on particular cases to do with identifiable individuals on the 
other. Because of the need for confidentiality and for other legal reasons, the latter 
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needs to be dealt with in closed session, and only those who will bear the responsibility 
for the decisions that are made should hear or otherwise receive the information about 
the cases concerned. This means that those presbyters who are not members of the 
Representative Session of the Conference, but are attending the Presbyteral Session of 
the Conference with the permission of a Presbyteral Session of a Synod and at their own 
expense are not able to be present in the closed sessions of the Presbyteral Session of 
the Conference: in other words, they do not participate in the decision-making in those 
closed sessions, nor do they hear the information that is shared within them. 

 At an appropriate point Resolution 5/3 will therefore be moved. 

6. Details about candidates, probationers, those proposed for transfer and other 
permissions and authorisations will be made available to voting members of the 
Conference. Information regarding candidates is confidential to those who are present in 
the closed session and the booklet of details will be collected in at the end of that closed 
session. If there are any questions regarding particular cases, please contact Ian Jacobs 
(jacobsi@methodistchurch.org.uk) as soon as possible in advance in order that any 
necessary information can be collated in time for this item of business. 

7. The Record 

 For the sake of accuracy it is desirable that the Presbyteral Session delegates to the 
Representative Session the responsibility for adopting the Record of its Session, thus 
allowing time for members to check its details. 

 At an appropriate point Resolution 5/4 will therefore be moved. 

8. Notices of Motion 

  The procedure for the submission of Notices of Motion is set out in SO 132, which can 
be found in the Rules of Procedure, printed at the beginning of Agenda Volume One. The 
deadline for submission of Notices of Motion is 17.15 on Thursday 27 June; however it 
would assist in the planning of the Session if Notices of Motion could be submitted to 
the Assistant Secretary by 16.00 on Wednesday 26 June. 

***RESOLUTION 

4/1. The Conference adopts the Report. 
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5. Conference Arrangements 5. Conference Arrangements

A. Future Conferences

 The Methodist Council is required to print annually the plan for the locations of future 
meetings of the Conference. The venue is shown where known. 

 2020 Telford  (25 June – 2 July)
 2021 Birmingham (24 June – 1 July)

***RESOLUTION

5/1. The Conference adopts the Report.

B. Associate Members

***RESOLUTION

5/2. The Conference invites the following Conferences, Churches and Christian bodies
 to appoint associate members of the Conference in 2020:

 The Church of England
 The United Reformed Church
 The Roman Catholic Church in England and Wales
 The Scottish Episcopal Church
 The Russian Orthodox Church
 The Cherubim and Seraphim Council of Churches
 
 Methodist Church in Malaysia
 Methodist Church in Fiji
 Iglesia Evangelica Metodista en Bolivia
 Methodist Church of the Caribbean and the Americas (MCCA)
 Igreja Evangelica Metodista Portuguesa
 United Methodist Church: Central and Southern Europe Conference
 Methodist Church Sierra Leone 
 United Church of Zambia

C. Presbyteral Session

1. The Presbyteral Session defines by resolution who may normally be present at closed 
sessions. Attendance when it sits as a court of appeal is governed by Standing Order 
1145(7).
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5. Conference Arrangements

2. For the sake of accuracy, it is desirable that the Presbyteral Session delegates to the 
Representative Session the responsibility for adopting the Record of its Sessions, thus 
allowing time for members to check its details.

***RESOLUTIONS

5/3.  (Presbyteral Session) The Presbyteral Session of the Conference resolves that 
whenever it goes into closed session its membership, except when Standing 
Order 1145(7) applies, or the Conference otherwise resolves, shall be confined 
to presbyters who are entitled to vote on the business under consideration, with 
the Conference Officer for Legal and Constitutional Practice and Secretary of 
the Faith and Order Committee in attendance as appropriate.

5/4.  (Presbyteral Session) The Presbyteral Session of the Conference delegates to the 
Representative Session the adoption of the printed and written portions of the 
Daily Record for both days of its meeting.

5/5.  (Presbyteral Session) The Conference directs that the total time available for 
the Presbyteral Session of the Conference of 2020 shall not be less than eight 
hours.

5/6.  (Presbyteral Session) The Conference invites the Vice-President of the Conference 
of 2019/2020 to attend the Presbyteral Session of the 2020 Conference, apart 
from any closed sessions, with the right to speak but without a vote.

5/7.  In accordance with Standing Order 105(1A) the Conference directs that the 
following Districts shall each elect at least one deacon to be a member of the 
Conference of 2020:

 Birmingham, Bristol, Cumbria, Channel Islands, East Anglia, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 
Lancashire, Nottingham and Derby, Northampton, Southampton, Yorkshire West, 
Wolverhampton and Shrewsbury, London, South East

 Reserves: Lincolnshire, Manchester and Stockport, Plymouth and Exeter 
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Contact name and details The Revd Dr Stephen D Wigley
Chair of the Committee
jaceichair@methodistchurch.org.uk 

Chair’s Report

1. Every year the World Economic Forum (WEF) aggregates economic opinion to form 
the basis for its Global Risks Report. This looks at the most pressing problems facing 
the world in terms of their likelihood and impact. The 14th such survey for 2019 shows 
the unprecedented urgency of climate-related risk. For the first time, environmental 
challenges account for 60% of the most urgent risks facing the planet; extreme weather 
events and the failure to mitigate and adapt for climate change are ranked first and 
second in terms of their likelihood. The WEF bleakly states “the world is sleepwalking 
into catastrophe”, given the failure of international will to make progress at the climate 
talks in Poland (COP24). 

2.  This report is again dominated by our extensive work of reviewing the Central Finance 
Board of the Methodist Church (CFB) analysis on climate change. The 2017 Conference 
requested JACEI (through the Methodist Council) to examine the pace of change in the 
extractives sector, actively consider disinvestment criteria, and timescales required in 
respect of oil and gas companies whose business plans were not aligned with the Paris 
Agreement on climate change. JACEI is charged with returning to the Conference in 2020 
with our conclusions based on a considerable body of work produced by the CFB. 

3.  Each meeting of JACEI dedicates a significant amount of time to climate change, the 
pace of which has intensified in 2018/2019. JACEI is pleased with progress, but has also 
recognised the enormous drain on resources this has inevitably had, and its impact on 
the completion of wider work. 

4. As I reported last year, this intense focus means, necessarily, that there is less time 
for other ethical investment matters. Nevertheless, time was found to progress and 
complete three new ethical investment policies; on Fixed Income, Tobacco, and Pooled 
Investment Funds. Whilst the majority of ethical investment issues concern CFB’s role 
as a shareholder, it is important to keep in mind the ethical implications of investing 
in other areas of the market and the Policies on Fixed Income and Pooled Investment 
Funds set out clearly how these are addressed. 

5. Every JACEI meeting also dedicates time to CFB engagement on other matters; on 
the use of water resources; of human rights in the supply chain; accrediting to the 
Living Wage and increasingly, on the use of plastics. We also engage proactively with 
companies on the marketing of breast milk substitutes. The year in review saw the 
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Committee maintain its due diligence by engaging constructively with companies 
operating in Israel and the Occupied Territories.

6. The CFB continued its involvement with the newly established Workforce Disclosure 
Project, looking at UK workplace practices, and also cemented a new partnership 
with FAIRR (Farm Animal Investment Risk and Return) by joining their collaborative 
engagement on antibiotic resistance.

7. JACEI also spent time thoroughly revising its own Terms of Reference, and has 
established a process of Committee refreshment that will see the appointment of new 
members by both the CFB and Methodist Council over the next two years. 

8. JACEI meets four times a year and debates a very full agenda of policies, ethical 
dilemmas, briefing papers and engagements. We review the minutes of CFB internal 
ethics meetings as well as its other quarterly reports. Consequently, there is much in this 
report that we hope will continue to reassure and encourage the Conference on the way 
ethical investment is closely undertaken. 

9. JACEI members are tasked with providing oversight and input on a range of very complex 
ethical dilemmas affecting social justice. They continue to do this with intellectual rigour 
and good humour. I would like to thank all my colleagues on JACEI for their time and 
continuing commitment to this important work. 

10. During the year we welcomed a new member; the Revd Anne Ellis, appointed by the CFB, 
and we said farewell to our Secretary and the CFB Ethics Consultant, Neville White, who 
stood down at the end of March after nine years.

11. We are always delighted to receive comments and feedback on the Report itself, and on 
the work undertaken. 

Executive Summary

12. Climate change  
The Committee has allocated considerable time and resource as part of its commitment 
to the Conference to agree an assessment methodology and implementation timeline. 
The methodology was endorsed by the 2018 Conference and a suite of internal research 
reports have been prepared. During 2018/2019 JACEI reviewed and oversaw several 
CFB climate initiatives including the annual portfolio footprint exercise, participation 
in the Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI), Climate Action 100+ (CA100+), Institutional 
Investors Group on Climate Change (IIGCC) and Carbon Disclosure Project (CDP) 
initiatives, engagement with Canadian Banks on their financing of oil sands, and co-filing 
a shareholder resolution on climate change at BP. 
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Policy development

13. Approved and amended policies  
The Committee recommended ethical investment policies on Fixed Income, Tobacco 
and Pooled Investment Funds during the year which were approved by CFB Council and 
subsequently published on the CFB and Epworth Investment Management websites.

Other ethical investment work 

14. Mining and Faith Reflections Initiative (MFRI) 
CFB has remained committed to the ecumenical Mining and Faith Reflections Initiative, 
which brings together mining executives and inter-denominational church leaders to 
discuss approaches to sustainable mining. 

15. Extractive industries 
JACEI reviewed CFB activity which included meetings with several mining companies on 
their environmental and social performance. 

16. Business ethics  
CFB divested from Danske Bank and suspended it from the approved lender list 
following allegations of systemic money laundering. CFB sought to understand 
Wespath’s approach to investment in small arms manufacturers following a mass 
shooting in the USA.

17. Nestlé and breast milk substitutes (BMS) 
The Committee supports CFB engagement with Nestlé and welcomed the company’s 
new focus on the ‘First 1,000 Days’. Reckitt Benckiser’s (RB) integration of Mead 
Johnson was kept under review, and JACEI noted the company’s inclusion in the 
FTSE4Good Index, the addition of which means that there are now three BMS 
manufacturers in the Index. 

18. Health, wellbeing and farm animal welfare  
JACEI welcomed engagement by CFB on a range of issues including management of 
farm animal related risk, antibiotic resistance in livestock production, and Access to 
Medicines. 

19. Environment 
Work on plastic continued with CFB drawing up a plastics work plan, joining an investor 
coalition and engaging with apparel retailers on microfibres.

20. Employment and labour 
Further work was undertaken on pay justice with CFB engaging with seven companies 
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on the Living Wage. JACEI welcomed CFB’s support of the Workforce Disclosure Initiative 
(WDI) which, in its second year, saw over 100 companies respond to its detailed survey 
on workplace practices. 

21. Israel/Palestine  
CFB has continued constructive engagement with Heidelberg Cement on its operation 
of a quarry in Area C, which it has now proposed to sell. The situation has been complex, 
but JACEI concluded the engagement had been worthwhile.

22. Water risk 
JACEI reviews collaborative engagement with global companies on water risk, which CFB 
has led since 2016 on behalf of the Church Investors Group (CIG).

23. Human rights  
JACEI welcomed a submission by the CIG to the Home Affairs Select Committee on 
how the Modern Slavery Act is performing. CFB engaged with tea producers on human 
rights abuses on tea estates, reviewed significant engagement with Vodafone on Cobalt 
sourcing, and welcomed Nutrien ceasing to source phosphate from Western Sahara.

24. CFB voting and executive remuneration  
CFB supports collaborative voting as part of the CIG proxy voting coalition. A robust 
approach to executive remuneration continues with CFB opposing executive pay 
proposals where these are deemed excessive. Diversity and climate change are fully 
integrated into voting decisions.

25. The UK Stewardship Code 
CFB has maintained its accreditation as a Tier I signatory to the UK Stewardship Code as 
determined by the Financial Reporting Council.

26. Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) 
JACEI commended CFB for again achieving the highest score (A+) for strategy and 
governance, in addition to other high scores, as part of the annual reporting and 
assessment cycle.

27. The Church Investors Group (CIG) 
JACEI commends the continued strength of collaborative effort via the 67 member CIG. 
The CFB Chief Investment Officer serves as Vice-Chair of the CIG. 

28. Communication 
All CFB publications including quarterly responsible investment reviews, voting 
summaries, Position Papers and Policy Statements are available on the CFB and 
Epworth websites in keeping with a strong tradition of full transparency.
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29. The CFB ethical review 
JACEI’s responsibility to the Conference includes a resolution that CFB Funds are 
managed in support of an ethical stance which is in accordance with the aims of the 
Methodist Church. It regularly reviews CFB performance across a range of reports and 
reviews.

30.  Responsible investment reporting requirements 
In July 2000 regulations came into force obliging pension funds to consider their policy, 
if any, on socially responsible investment (SRI, now routinely referred to as ‘responsible 
investment’). In April 2005, similar requirements were extended to charities under the 
SORP guidelines. The UK Stewardship Code, published in July 2010, provides further 
clarity on reporting by investors. 
 
In November 2016 the Law Commission was asked to look at how far pension funds 
may or should consider issues of social impact when making investment decisions. The 
Commission was asked:

 ●  To provide an accessible account of the law governing how far pension fund 
investment policy may or should consider issues of social impact; 

 ●  To provide an accessible account of the law governing the forms which may be used 
by social enterprises;

 ●  To consider whether there are legal or regulatory barriers to using pension funds for 
social impact (including investment in social enterprises).

The Law Commission concluded:

 ●  That the law is flexible enough to allow some social investment by pension funds.
 ●  The barriers to social investment by pension funds that were identified were, in 

most cases, structural and behavioural rather than legal or regulatory.

 In September 2018 the UK Department for Work and Pensions announced that it will 
legislate to clarify and strengthen trustees’ investment duties, with particular reference 
to “environmental, social and governance considerations” (including but not limited to 
climate change) and also the stewardship of the companies they invest in. 

 The new legislative requirement defines non financial issues as “the views of members 
and beneficiaries including (but not limited to) their ethical views and their views in 
relation to social and environmental impact and present and future quality of life of the 
members and beneficiaries of the trust scheme”. 

 These new requirements apply from 1 October 2019, with publication of implementation 
statements applying from 1 October 2020.
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 The CFB is investment manager, through its subsidiary Epworth Investment Management 
Ltd, to large pension funds that use the JACEI Conference Report as part of their 
assessment of compliance with their ethical and responsible investment policies. The 
report should therefore enable trustee bodies to assess clearly whether the CFB, and its 
subsidiary, Epworth Investment Management Ltd, have operated in a way consistent with 
the aims of the Methodist Church. 
 
The CFB has been a signatory to the UK Stewardship Code since its inception,  
and updates this annually. Its most recent statement of disclosure is available at  
www.cfbmethodistchurch.org.uk. 

 The CFB is rated a Tier I Signatory to the Code by the Financial Reporting Council (FRC). 

31. Conclusion  
The Committee judges that the CFB has managed the funds under its control in support 
of an ethical stance which is in accordance with the aims of the Methodist Church 
 
In arriving at this conclusion the Committee scrutinised compliance with CFB ethical 
policies through the:

 ●  voting record of the CFB;
 ●  ethically excluded lists of UK and European companies;
 ●  monthly ethics meeting minutes (11) of the CFB;
 ●  company engagement record of the CFB;
 ●  Trucost review of the CFB UK portfolio carbon footprint;
 ●  participation of the CFB in the Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change 

(IIGCC); CDP (formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project); the TPI (Transition Pathway 
Initiative); Climate Action 100+; the Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI); 
Access to Medicines Index (ATMI); Access to Nutrition Index (ATNI); Business 
Benchmark on Farm Animal Welfare (BBFAW); Farm Animal Investment Risk 
& Return (FAIRR); the Workforce Disclosure Initiative (WDI) and the Extractives 
Industry Transparency Scheme (EITI);

 ●  collaboration with Wespath Benefits and Investments (the United Methodist 
Church pension, benefits and investment agency) and participation in the Church 
Investors Group (CIG).

32. Governance: role, function and membership of the Committee 
The Joint Advisory Committee on the Ethics of Investment (JACEI) was established in 
1983 by a Resolution of the Methodist Conference to provide a mechanism for the 
Methodist Church to tackle ethical dilemmas associated with investment and to report 
annually to the Conference. 
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 During 2018, the Committee reviewed and updated its Terms of Reference. As part 
of this process, and in light of advice offered by the Secretary of the Conference, it 
is proposed that, given the significant role the Committee plays in the oversight of 
Methodist resources, the Committee should be established by Standing Order. The 
Secretary further observed that at present there is no formal requirement for the 
Committee to report to the Conference. Consequently, the Conference is invited to adopt 
a Standing Order, contained within the report of the Law and Polity Committee to the 
Conference, which sets out the membership of the Committee and clarifies reporting 
responsibilities. 

***RESOLUTION

6/1. The Conference receives the Report of the Joint Advisory Committee on the 
Ethics of Investment for the year to 31 March 2019.

Committee membership

In keeping with the Committee’s Terms of Reference, the Chair initiated a process of 
Committee refreshment during 2018. The CFB and Methodist Council will lead a Nominations 
process over the period 2019-21 that will lead to a natural rotation of members appointed by 
both bodies. 

The Revd Dr Stephen Wigley is Chair of the Committee. 

Members nominated by the Methodist Council are:

 ● The Revd Dr Sheryl Anderson 
 ● Professor Brian Gennery 
 ● Ms Alison Jackson
 ● Ms Rachel Lampard
 ● Mr Chris Moorhouse

Nominated by the Central Finance Board (CFB) are: 

 ● Dr Keith Aldred
 ● Mr Stephen Beer
 ● Mr Alan Emery
 ● The Revd Anne Ellis (from 1 March 2018) 
 ● Mr Terry Wynn 

Mr David Hopley attends as a representative of the Trustees of the Methodist Church in 
Ireland, which has Permanent Observer status on JACEI. 
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In attendance from time to time to facilitate the workings of the Committee were: Mr 
David Palmer, Mr Christophe Borysiewicz, Mr Miles Askew, Mr Matthew Jones, Mr Matthew 
Richards, Mr Steve Hucklesby and Mrs Sophie Forrest.

The Special Advisor to the CFB, Mr Bill Seddon, also attends.

Ms Ashma Ponniah is JACEI Minutes Secretary.

Mr Neville White is the CFB Ethics Consultant and JACEI Secretary (to 31 March 2019) 

The Committee has a reciprocal arrangement with the Church of England Ethical Investment 
Advisory Group (EIAG) whereby representatives of JACEI and the EIAG attend as observers of 
each other’s meetings and exchange Minutes.
 
Mr Stephen Barrie (acting secretary to the EIAG) attended JACEI meetings in this capacity 
during the year. Mr Stephen Beer attended meetings of the EIAG. 

Mr Richard Nunn, Chair of the United Reformed Church Ministers’ Pension Trust Ltd attends 
JACEI as an observer. 

Enquiries about the Committee’s work are encouraged, with letters to be addressed  
to the Committee’s Chair c/o 25 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5JR, or by email to: 
jaceichair@methodistchurch.org.uk 

The CFB may be contacted through Mr Christophe Borysiewicz at 9 Bonhill Street,  
London EC2A 4PE Telephone: 020 7496 3630 or email: christophe.borysiewicz@
cfbmethodistchurch.org.uk  
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7. The Trustees for the Bailiwick of Guernsey  
Methodist Church Purposes

The following appointed Trustees, together with the Chair of the Channel Islands District and 
Superintendent Minister of the Bailiwick of Guernsey Circuit (the Revd Dr David Hinchliffe), 
served during the year. 

Secretary: Mrs M Lewis

Trustees: Mrs E Male, Mrs C Teed, Mrs W Le Tissier, Messrs C Falla, J Sharratt and N Lewis

1 Galaad Methodist Church was sold in March 2018.

2     Mr Keith Le Parmentier tendered his resignation as a Trustee at the beginning of 2018 
and we welcomed in his place the appointment made by the Channel Islands District 
Synod, of Mr Nigel Lewis.

3 The Trustees continue to exercise their responsibilities according to The Methodist 
Church (Bailiwick of Guernsey) Law, 1987.

***RESOLUTION

7/1. The Conference receives the Report.
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Contact name and details The Revd Chrissie Howe – Secretary of the Methodist 
Forces Board howec@methodistchurch.org.uk  
Mr Doug Swanney – Chair of the Methodist Forces Board 
swanneyd@methodistchurch.org.uk 

1. The level of military activity this year has been quieter than in recent times although 
there are still British forces deployed in small numbers to several areas of risk which 
from time to time require chaplaincy support. Chaplaincy in all three services continues 
to be below ideal capacity.

2. Our complement of chaplains is remarkably stable (with a total of 31 full-time chaplains: 
7 Royal Navy, 13 Army, 9 Royal Air Force and 2 full-time Army Reserve chaplains). This 
year saw the commission of our first deacon, Jo Critchley, as a RAF chaplain. 

3. A full programme of safeguarding training has been delivered. This will be updated as 
new guidelines apply. 

4. The Board is working with the forces chaplains and the heads of the three chaplaincy 
branches to implement supervision for Methodist forces chaplains.

5. After a long search process, the Board is very pleased to see the appointment of the 
Revd Chrissie Howe as the Secretary of the Forces Board from 1 January 2019. The 
Secretary has undertaken a thorough induction programme involving many visits around 
the country. 

6. The Chair was again privileged to accompany the President of the Conference on the 
annual visit to the Forces, which this year was to the Royal Navy. The President was 
welcomed to RNAS Culdrose and HMS Devonport and had a number of briefings and 
searching conversations at these locations. We were glad to welcome the President to 
the Methodist tri-service Forces Chaplains’ Conference at Amport House in February. 
This was an inspiring and thought-provoking visit which was greatly appreciated. We 
were also joined for this conference by the Revd Dr John Harrison, Professor at Liverpool 
John Moores University, to present two sessions on ‘Current Issues in Mental Health’ 
and ‘Dealing with Clergy Stress’, as well as the Revd Dr Jonathan Hustler and Jude 
Levermore, who led a session on current issues facing the Methodist Church. Dr Hustler 
also led a session the ‘New Vocations Strategy’, and it was good to welcome Trey Hall 
who presented a session on ‘Evangelism from Below’.

7. The Board is grateful to the Secretary of the Conference for his attendance at the 
Guards’ Chapel to commemorate one hundred years since the granting of the royal prefix 
to the Royal Army Chaplains Department.
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8. The Forces Board continues to be thankful to the Aldershot Methodist Military Trust 
for its considerable financial support. It is this provision that has allowed the Board to 
continue to fund a range of projects including: 

 ● a children and youth work project within the Aldershot garrison town; 
 ● two part-time pastoral workers to support the chaplaincy at the tri-service 

Permanent Joint Headquarters (PJHQ) in Northwood; 
 ● a full-time community pastoral officer at RAF Benson; 
 ● a pastoral worker for JITG Chicksands working with Phase 2 trainees; 
 ● a project for a families’ worker at RNAS Culdrose in Cornwall; 
 ● a lay families’ worker at RAF Marham; and 
 ● a part-time lay families’ worker at RM Poole. 

 The Board is also hoping to recruit into the extant Families’ Worker vacancy at the 
Defence Academy, Shrivenham.

9. The Projects Officer has provided capacity to explore the potential for new projects 
by managing this area of work as well as exploring new avenues of service. This has 
included adapting and publishing a gender-neutral storybook for children who have loved 
ones serving within the submarine community. The Board has also worked with the Revd 
Ric Stott to commission artwork based on Army values for use by chaplains. The Board 
continues to explore work with Circuits with a specific mission to military families.

10. The Board also offers a range of small grants to chaplains for activities within the Forces 
communities. 

11. Following the Methodist Church’s signing of the Armed Forces Corporate Covenant the 
Board is continuing to seek ways of encouraging the Church to express its commitment 
to our military personnel and their families. 

12. The Forces Board continues to express to the Conference its thanks for the prayerful 
support given to all our chaplains and encourages anyone who would like to know more 
about Forces Chaplaincy to speak to members of the Board. 

13. The Board is grateful for the ongoing diligence and commitment of its Secretary to the 
ministries of the chaplains and the Board.  

14. Members of the Methodist Forces Board for 2019/2020 will be: the Revds John 
Alderdice, David Barrett, William Gates, Chrissie Howe (convener), Paul Mellor, Timothy 
Wilkinson, Dr Andrew Wood, Mr Peter Green, Col Philip Harrison, Lt Cdr (retd) Shirley 
Hewitt, Ms Jude Levermore, Mrs Liesel Parkinson, Mr Mark Powell, Mr Doug Swanney 
(Chair), Lt Cdr (retd) Matthew Thomas, Mrs Sue Walters. 
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***RESOLUTION

8/1.  The Conference receives the Report.
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Contact name and details The Revd Dr Chris Swift 
Director of Chaplaincy and Spirituality 
chris.swift@mha.org.uk

1. General report

1.1 MHA provides high quality care, accommodation and support to over 18,200 
residents and scheme members across England, Scotland and Wales through its care 
homes, retirement living schemes and community-based Live at Home schemes. 
Through its charitable work, it provides chaplains in all homes and retirement living 
schemes, music therapy for people living with dementia in its specialist care homes 
and many of the services provided through Live at Home.

1.2 At the 2018 Conference MHA’s CEO Sam Monaghan spoke to representatives and 
engaged with members of the Methodist Church during a lunch marking the 75th 
anniversary of MHA’s founding by the Methodist Conference. Those present also 
heard a presentation from the chaplaincy team about our award-winning end-of-life 
care programme called ‘Final Lap’.

1.3 MHA marked its 75th Anniversary with the Service of Thanksgiving at Derby Cathedral 
in October. The President of the Conference gave the address and the Vice-President 
(who is also a MHA Trustee) and the Secretary of the Conference took part. A piece of 
music commissioned for the occasion, Fanfare for the Older Person, was composed 
by renowned organist Nigel Ogden for the opening of the service and a new hymn by 
a regional chaplain was sung by the choir to a tune composed by an MHA resident. 
Everyone arriving at the service was invited to place a bloom into a unique floral 
creation which became a vibrant ‘75’ as the focal point for the service. People using 
MHA’s services took part in the occasion, representing every aspect of MHA’s work 
with those in later life. 

1.4 In April 2019 MHA continued its commitment to pay all staff at least the real Living 
Wage.    

1.5 Other notable successes for the year include:

 ● Fitzwarren House care home in Swindon became the latest MHA service to be 
rated as ‘outstanding’ by inspectors. Overall, 89% of inspected care services are 
rated as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’;

 ● In September the official opening was held for Montpellier Manor in Stainton, 
Middlesborough. Guest of honour at the event was actor John Middleton who 
portrayed someone living with dementia in the ITV drama Emmerdale. MHA 
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advised on the storyline to ensure its accuracy, and the show – and John – went 
on to win a number of awards. MHA’s first Live at Home scheme in Lichfield turned 
30 with a celebration for members; 

 ● Residents moved into new retirement living facilities at Nethanvale in Auchlochan 
and at Maidment Court in Poole, helping create new communities;

 ● Work to restore a historical and horticulturally important seven-acre garden at the 
rear of Hall Grange care home in Croydon has started. Thanks to grants from the 
Heritage Lottery Fund and Garfield Weston Foundation, the garden will be opened 
up for residents to enjoy and take part in green activities as well as the local 
community;

 ● Live at Home schemes have been able to expand their services in areas thanks 
to Lottery grants, including a joint project at Stoke North with the Father Hudson’s 
charity and at Bradford. 

1.6 During the year MHA increased its support for chaplains serving in our homes and 
schemes with the appointment of three ‘Heads of Chaplaincy’. Based in North, Cen-
tral and South, the Heads of Chaplaincy lead on development work in spiritual and 
religious care as well as having a role of engagement for church leaders and local 
faith communities. 

1.7 Since 2016 the number of Music Therapists working with MHA has increased by 20% 
and their work continues to grow. Their work with people living with dementia was 
featured in a BBC One documentary on how music can benefit people living with the 
condition. In addition, our Chief Music Therapist, Ming Hung Hsu, was awarded his 
PhD during the year based on research into the therapeutic impact of the service.

1.8 Methodist Homes Sunday in 2018 raised £193,014, for which we offer grateful 
thanks. This year the official date for the Sunday is 9 June although it can be moved 
to suit local needs. Our theme for worship is ‘One Sunday’ and a range of materials is 
available to download from our website (www.mha.org.uk/get-involved/appeals/mha-
sunday).

1.9 In addition to its 7,000 members of staff, MHA benefits from the contribution of 
over 5,000 volunteers. These volunteers add a vital dimension to the work of MHA 
supporting all elements of our operation, including Chaplaincy. Many volunteers come 
from Methodist congregations and help us retain our links with the Church.

1.10 We believe that MHA has a unique approach to care and that this can make a 
valuable contribution to the debate about social care in the UK. Addressing the needs 
of the whole person; enabling the expression of spirituality, and providing pastoral 
care to older people, relatives and staff as a community, are at the core of this 
approach. Communicating this more widely is an important priority for the Board and 
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MHA shares aspects of its work across a range of media platforms. During the year 
we have worked with a number of media, both on a local and national level.  

1.11 MHA held a number of events in Methodist churches to provide supporters with direct 
updates about our work, including Music Therapy and Chaplaincy. One of the key 
priorities of our CEO, Sam Monaghan, is to establish a stronger partnership with the 
Church and this is reflected in the strategic review approved by the Board in January 
2019.

1.12 The latest audited accounts are available on request from our website. Our latest 
Annual Impact Statement, which tells the story of MHA’s activities, is also available on 
the website or from Epworth House.

1.13 During the year we said farewell to the directors of Marketing and Retirement Living. 
Following the strategic review we have appointed a new Director of Operations and 
a Director of Property. These roles reflect a commitment to give our services greater 
coordination and maximise the benefit of offering a range of MHA in a locality. 

1.14 The Trustees who oversee the work of the Charity continue to offer excellent advice 
and guidance, sharing between them considerable expertise across the range of 
MHA’s activities. The focus of MHA’s holistic approach to care is at the root of their 
willingness to serve as Board members and they bring a range of spiritual and belief 
commitments to the role.

1.15 During the year the decision was made to inaugurate a series of ‘Walter Hall 
Lectures’.  Named in honour of our founder, the first annual lecture will be given by 
Lord Willetts at Westminster Central Hall on 23 October 2019.

1.16 We believe that good leadership is key to the quality of services and the performance 
of staff in providing care for older people. In 2019 we launched a new leadership 
training programme entitled ‘Engaging Leadership’ which is being provided for every 
manager and leader across MHA.

2. Church appointment to the Boards of MHA

2.1 Through our Governance Committee we continue to strengthen the Charity’s Board 
with new members bringing wide experience, particularly around marketing and 
social care. Dr David Hall has come to the end of his term as the Church’s nominated 
Board member. David was first appointed to this role in 2015 and we are very grateful 
for all that David has contributed to MHA, especially in maintaining and deepening 
our links with the Methodist Church.
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2.2 In accordance with SO 241, the Conference is invited to nominate the Revd Ruth Gee 
as the Church’s nominated Board member. As a former President of the Conference, 
she will ensure MHA’s continuing links with the Methodist Church and bring a strong 
ecumenical focus to the wider engagement of the Charity with churches across the 
UK.

***RESOLUTIONS

9/1. The Conference receives the Report.

9/2. The Conference, in exercising its power under SO 241, nominates the Revd Ruth 
M Gee to the Board of MHA.
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Contact name and details The Revd Kenneth G Howcroft
Chair of the Marriage and Relationships Task Group
Kenneth.Howcroft@methodist.org.uk 

 
Preface: A personal invitation to journey on in love, faith and joy 

“The greatest thing you’ll ever learn
Is just to love and be loved in return”.1

How can we best live in relationships today? We all live with a huge variety of relationships 
in our world; some closer and some more distant. Within our circles of friends, family and 
acquaintances, most of us will have at least some experience of conventional two-parent 
families, single parent families, cohabiting couples, single people, people who have divorced 
and re-married, same-sex partnerships, and many others.

How can we best live faithfully as Christians in these relationships today? As Methodist 
people, we differ in how we answer this question. Yet we are called to be in loving communion 
with one another. What we share, in loving God and in knowing we are loved by God, is much 
greater than anything that divides us.

We, the Methodist people, have been on a “Pilgrimage of Faith” over the last 25 years to 
discover how we can better express our love for God in how we love one another, and enable 
each other to love. Many courageous steps have already been taken. It has not been easy. 
We do not all agree. Sadly, we have sometimes hurt one another and have been tempted to 
part company over these issues of love. For the questions at the heart of this pilgrimage are 
fundamentally about how we can live and love appropriately. 

Looking at these relationships raises questions about the nature of marriage, cohabitation, 
living in relationships and living with different sexualities. These questions cut right to the 
very identity of who we are, and who those we love are and can be. Our Pilgrimage of Faith 
has challenged us to listen and to learn from each other and to move together. Sometimes, 
we find it hard to understand why others do not see things as we do. Yet as the Methodist 
people, we have chosen to journey on together and find ways of living with contradictory 
convictions. 

As the current Marriage and Relationships Task Group, we have committed ourselves to 
continue in that way. We invite you, as readers of this report, to journey with us, and with all 
our Methodist community. We invite you to bring your lived experience to what we say; and to 

1 George Alexander Aberle (known as eden ahbez), Nature Boy, 1948 (sung by Nat King Cole).
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join us in being open to learn more of what it means to love and be loved as God forms us as 
human persons.

Our journey as a Task Group is a living, worked example of the Pilgrimage of Faith. We have 
started at different places and we have disagreed. We have grappled with our contradictory 
convictions and found God meeting us in each other. In what follows we offer to you, and to 
the rest of the Methodist Church, the fruits of our conversations as we seek to journey further 
together. 

We invite you to join us and pray that together:

“As partners of the living Christ
Who risk the path he trod,

With wondering love we find we share
the timeless joy of God.”2

* The title of this report is taken from Fred Pratt Green’s hymn “How rich is God’s creation 
(The Joy of Being Friends)” and is used by permission of Stainer & Bell Ltd, London, England, 
www.stainer.co.uk.

2 Rosemary Wakelin, quoted from last verse of Singing the Faith number 687.
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Introduction 

The 2016 Conference set up a Marriage and Relationships Task Group to revisit and 
consider the definition of marriage (for example, in Standing Order 011A Clause (1)), 
and to prepare a new Statement of the judgement of the Conference on marriage and 
relationships. The 2018 Conference adopted Resolution 27A/2 which directed that, 
instead of a statement, the Task Group should bring a report on these matters which 
could include any proposed changes to Standing Orders, were the definition of marriage to 
change.

0.1  What is our task?
0.1.1 At the heart of Christianity is the power of God’s grace to transform us and our 

relationships, so that we might enjoy life in all its fullness. As Methodist Christians, 
we have engaged seriously in working out what this means for our relationship 
with God and with each other as disciples of Christ, and for our wider communities 
in terms of sharing the good news of salvation and social justice. We have said 
and done much less about application of the insights of faith to our intimate and 
sexual relationships.3 This report continues the work of developing, and more wholly 
applying, our understanding of God’s grace to all our relationships and our sexual 
relationships in particular. By so doing, we learn more of how God calls us to be 
human in the modern world. 

0.1.2 As part of our Pilgrimage of Faith, and even before that, the Methodist Church has 
reflected on these matters of human relating and produced several reports, including 
a Statement of our theology in 1992.4 As a Church, we have continued to work out 
what it means to treat one another as persons equally made in the image of God.  
We have focused chiefly on matters of divorce, gender equality and same-sex 
sexuality. We, the current Task Group, are building on all that work and expanding it. 

 We believe that God has made us to be in relationships and has shown us how to 
flourish through those relationships. 

0.1.3 Our task is a deeply complex one, with a long history and a vast array of relevant 
insights from theology and nearly every other aspect of human learning. In the wider 
world, new terms and a specialised vocabulary have been developed to talk about 
these matters, and we include a glossary in section 1. Some additional thinking that 
lies behind our reflections and our recommendations can be found in the ancillary 

3 For what we mean by ‘sexual relationships’ see further 1.4.1 and 1.4.5 and the glossary of terms.
4 A Methodist Statement on A Christian Understanding of Family life, the Single Person and Marriage, 1992.
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papers and in the accompanying bibliography to this report.5 We would stress that 
what follows is simply a summary of our findings and recommendations, as we 
seek to discern more of what it means to follow God in all of our relating and to hold 
together as a diverse body of disciples. 

0.2  Why is this task necessary?
0.2.1  Our group was set up by the Methodist Conference in 2016, as a consequence of 

the work done by a previous Marriage and Relationships Task Group which reported 
to the 2016 Conference.6 Our terms of reference were then amended by the 2018 
Conference.7

0.2.2 Building on the 2016 Task Group’s Report, and the debates and workshops at the 
Conference in 2018, we have identified the following needs for this work. 

 ● Relationships, sex and marriage are important issues for everyone. This is both 
a challenge and an opportunity. As part of its calling and mission, the Methodist 
Church must engage with the reality of how people are living today.8

 ● There have been many developments in the understanding of these matters in 
the last forty years, and also several important legal changes. Since the Methodist 
Church has not fully reflected upon our theology of marriage and relationships 
since 1992, the 2016 Task Group identified the need for an update and the 

5 See the Marriage and Relationships 2019 page on the Methodist Church website.
6 In 2016, the Conference adopted Resolutions 29/7, 29/8 and 29/9 in the following form (Daily Record 

6/14/1 and 6/14/2):  

29/7.  The Conference directed that a new Statement of the judgment of the Conference on marriage  
and relationships shall be prepared and that, as part of the process, the definition of marriage  
should be revisited. 

29/8. The Conference appointed a new Task Group, which shall include people with expert knowledge 
of matters of Faith and Order and marriage and relationships, to update the Statement and to 
oversee the process of consulting with the Methodist people on the definition of marriage.

29/9. The Conference directed that the new Task Group shall report to the 2018 Conference with a 
draft text of a new statement which shall include:

a)  consideration of all relevant Reports produced and Resolutions passed by the Conference… 
(sc. as set out in paragraph 3.5.1 of the 2016 report);  

b) consideration of the definition of marriage, including the matters raised throughout section 
3 of… (sc. the 2016) report. 

7 In 2018, the Conference adopted Resolutions 27A/1 and 27A/2 (Daily Record 7/17/2), which charged 
the Task Group with bringing to the 2019 Conference a report with recommendations in place of a draft 
formal Statement. This process would allow for proper consultation, but also meet the sense of urgency 
being expressed by many in these matters.

8 Marriage and Relationships Task Group 2016 3.1.1 (a). Please see the Marriage and Relationships web 
page for a fuller discussion of how the current task group have developed the work of the 2016 Report.
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provision of policy guidance.9

 ● Through their consultation with the Methodist people, the previous Task Group 
identified the need for the Methodist Church to revisit the ‘definition’ of marriage.10 

 ● There are pastoral imperatives for such work. These include addressing the hurt 
felt by those who perceive that the current definition implies they are ‘lesser 
persons’, and at the same time a need to recognise “the feelings of alienation 
and distress” expressed by those concerned that any revision to the definition of 
marriage might damage “how they understand their own marriage”.11 There is also 
a need to review what the current definition with its emphasis on “marriage as 
gift” says to single people.12

 ● A further pastoral imperative arises with regard to how the Methodist Church 
supports those “living faithfully together, but for whom marriage is a difficult 
option”. 13 At the 2015 Conference, Notice of Motion 2015/219 directed that 
consideration of cohabitation should form part of any process of revising the 
Methodist Church’s definition of marriage.14

 ● There is a need to be able to talk better together about relationships, marriage 
and sexuality. This has come most clearly from the Methodist young people at 
3Generate.15 It is also clear from previous reports to the Conference that there is 
still work to do to enable more of us across the Connexion to be able to engage 
openly, positively, biblically and respectfully with each other around these issues.

 ● The debate at the 2018 Conference on several notices of motion indicated that 
the time has come to make decisions about our theology and practice which will 
affirm our diversity and enable us all to flourish as a people who hold contradictory 
convictions.16

0.2.3 In our worshipping lives as Methodist people, we often pray and sing about our 
commitment to one another. In our pastoral care and reflecting together we often 
focus on our significant relationships. This report aims to provide a resource that will 
enable us to be more who we are and talk well about matters of sexuality. In setting 

9 The request for policy guidance recurs repeatedly throughout the 2016 Marriage and Relationships 
report: see 3.2.1, 3.2.2 (a), (c) & (e).

10 Marriage and Relationships report, 2016, 3.7.
11 2016 Report 3.1.1 (b)
12 2016 Report 3.1.1 (b) (ii)
13 2016 Report 3.1.1 (b) iv
14 2016 Report 3.2.1
15 2016 Report 3.3.5
16 Notice of Motion 2018/203 was carried (Daily Record 7/17/8 and 8/53/1-2). Notice of Motion 2018/112 

was fully debated but eventually not put (Daily Record 7/17/6). The debate showed the passion and 
urgency with which many are pressing for same-sex marriage to be made available within the Methodist 
Church, while at the same time there were other opinions that need to be respected.
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about our work as a Task Group, we have learnt more of how to do this while still 
holding contrary convictions.

0.3  How have we set about this task?
0.3.1 As a Task Group we have begun in all things with God. We were called to this work by 

the Conference as eight people of faith. We have brought to our encounters what we 
discover about God through prayer and the Bible, and what we already know of God 
and who God has formed us to be. We are of different genders, sexualities, cultural 
backgrounds and ages. Between us, we are in various kinds of relationship. We differ 
in our identities but we all find our primary identity in Christ. 

0.3.2 In our conferring, we have remembered and heeded, as far as we are able, the 
diversity of theological traditions and emphases within the Methodist people. We 
have recalled the range of identities to be found among human beings, especially 
with regard to gender and sexuality. We have spoken with those of other identities 
and insights not represented on our group. We have shared our own stories and 
experiences, and drawn from those stories and experiences publicly available on 
websites and in publications. Within our limitations, we have remembered other sister 
Churches (both in the UK and beyond) and followed their discussions and insights.17 
We acknowledge the contexts from which our World Church partners carry out their 
ministry; that these contexts present different realities from those in Britain and may 
require different responses from what we are suggesting in this report. We have also 
read past British Methodist reports on these matters to familiarise ourselves with 
what our Church has said and done previously; and we have met with those who have 
led this work in recent years.18 

0.3.3 As a group, we have disagreed about how best to reach conclusions. While we 
all honour the authority of Scripture, some of us place primary importance upon 
Scripture and on particular interpretations of Scripture. Others emphasise the 
importance of interpreting Scripture with the benefit of insights from experience (not 
least, our experience of God), scientific discovery or the traditions of the Christian 
Church. In the past, the Conference has identified seven different attitudes to 
biblical authority, and indicated a range of ways in which Methodists use what is 
written in the Bible as a source for what they believe and do.19 In this report, you will 
therefore find the Bible being referred to in a number of different ways. Sometimes 

17 The 2014 report of the Working Party on Marriage and Civil Partnerships and the 2016 report of the 
Marriage and Relationships Task Group both reflect on this issue with regard to ecumenical and World 
Church relationships.

18 A full list of relevant reports is available on the web pages of the Methodist Church’s Marriage and 
Relationships section.

19 Faith and Order Committee report to the 1998 Conference, A Lamp to my Feet and a Light to my Path.
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we shall quote a verse or phrase because we believe that it points to a truth or has 
an emotional resonance with what we are saying. At other times we shall explore 
a passage in greater depth, comparing and contrasting its context with ours. At 
yet other times we shall explore broader biblical themes and trajectories. On each 
occasion, we have referred to the Bible in what we believe is the appropriate way, 
and which ‘seemed good to the Holy Spirit and us’.20 Like those who have developed 
Methodist theology before us, we believe that “our theological reflection is firmly 
rooted in the revelation of God in scripture, in Jesus Christ and through the work of 
the Holy Spirit in our tradition, experience and the exercise of human reason”.21

0.3.4 Importantly, we have followed the Model Statement on Conferring, which the last Task 
Group published and which we would again commend for all conversation in areas 
where we Methodists differ in our beliefs and views.22 By so listening and talking and 
praying, we have identified the principles of belief which we bring to inform this task. 
These include: God’s radical love; the inclusivity of God’s grace; God’s unrelenting 
call for justice; God’s holiness and righteousness, and the call for us to be holy and 
righteous also; God’s desire to live in covenant relationship with God’s people; and 
God’s nature as three persons (the Trinity), modelling for us the nature and importance 
of relationships. We also started with our experiences of God’s loving presence in all 
situations: with those on the margins; with us in the diverse body of Christ; in our 
relationships and in good loving; and ultimately in mercy and forgiveness for us 
and others. It is from within this rich and varied landscape that our reflections have 
emerged, as we summarise in the following section. 

0.4  What is in the report?
0.4.1 The report begins in section 1 by examining where relationships fit into our 

understanding of what it is to be human, exploring how God created us all to be 
fundamentally relational beings, and the part our sexuality plays in that. By focusing 
on the nature of God, in whose image we are made, we expand our perception 
of what it means to be human, while still remembering our creatureliness and 
difference from God. As part of this, we explore the meaning of sexuality, consider 
developing understandings of sexual diversity, and look to see how sexuality can be 
celebrated more fully in our Church as one aspect of God’s gracious goodness. 

0.4.2 Next, we consider in section 2 the good purposes that God has in mind for 
relationships and the possibilities of great outcomes for self, community, creation 

20 The allusion is to Acts 15:28.
21 Created in God’s image: an ecumenical report on contemporary challenges and principles relating to 

early human life (2008), para 59. 
22 Model Statement on Conferring as published in the report of the Marriage and Relationships Task Group 

to the 2016 Conference (Agenda Item 29).
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and kingdom. We explore how God calls us as disciples of Christ to bear the marks of 
the love of Jesus in all of our relationships (what in shorthand we call good or ‘Christ-
like’ relating), and we rejoice in the precious value of all relationships lived in this 
way.

0.4.3 We continue this section by applying these general principles of good relating to 
our sexual relationships, noting that the same outcomes apply here as for Christian 
relationships in general. We find that the patterns and practices of mutuality, 
exclusiveness and ever-deepening commitment that lead two people towards life-
long union are also paths towards richer fulfilment for self, couple and community. 
We ponder how these insights can be offered to us all (whether heterosexual or 
LGBTQI+23), and how they might apply with regard to cohabitation or whatever other 
place we have reached on our journey into deeper relating.

0.4.4 In section 3, we note the distinctive character of marriage and consider how the 
important concepts of covenant and grace have particular application to marriage. 
We highlight the potentially enriching character of marriage relationships, recognising 
that the lived reality may sometimes differ from the vision which God offers to us. We 
track the changes in the Methodist Church’s teaching on marriage towards it being 
more about companionship between equal partners.

0.4.5 Having developed our theology of marriage, we go on to explore the relationship 
between this and marriage as a legal institution. We note how, just as theological 
understandings of marriage have changed across the centuries, so marriage as an 
institution has varied in character through time and across cultures. We recognise 
that the relationship between Church understandings and practices of marriage and 
the legal institution of marriage has, historically, sometimes been closer together and 
sometimes further apart. We also note the changes in the State’s understanding of 
marriage, which now includes same-sex marriage, as well as the move to offer civil 
partnerships to mixed-sex couples as well as same-sex couples. We conclude that the 
legal institution of marriage can prove a critical support for good relating, and that 
the change in the law opens up the possibility for the Methodist Church to consider 
extending its practice of marriage to include same-sex couples, which can be seen as 
part of an ongoing expanding of our understanding of marriage. 

0.4.6 In section 4, we explore an understanding of marriage that is rooted in Christian 

23 For this term see the Methodist Church’s Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Toolkit Module 7.2 page 27. 
LGBTQI – an umbrella term (sometimes just LGB, LGBT or LGBT+). LGB referring to people who are 
lesbian, gay or bisexual; T referring to transgender people; Q for people questioning or nonconforming to 
gender identities or sexual orientations and I for intersex people who do not identify exclusively as male 
or female.
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principles of good relating and grace-filled commitments. The report then  
re-examines the issue of who can be married within the Church. In particular, it 
explores the question of whether same-sex couples may be married in Church, 
given that the Conference has already decided that there is no reason why any 
member ordained or lay may not enter into a (same-sex) civil partnership or same-sex 
marriage. Recognising that this is a matter about which Methodists hold contradictory 
convictions, we consider the various concerns that arise and in particular look at the 
teaching in Scripture with regard to these matters. 

0.4.7 In section 5 of the report we move to consider how we can hold together in practice 
as a Christ-centred community of equal persons who hold differing convictions about 
relationships and marriage. In essence, we offer some guidance and some changes 
to the Methodist Church’s Standing Orders concerning marriage. We also consider 
what further resources the Methodist Church might offer to support people in various 
stages of their relationships. 

0.4.8 Overall, our developing theology is rooted in the God of love who is constantly 
enabling us to know fresh experiences of that love. As a Task Group, we believe that 
the Methodist people can find a way to stay together around the table and to enable 
one another to flourish. That is not to suggest that anything goes. The outworkings of 
the theology we offer also call for repentance with regard to how we have sometimes 
treated each other, and a recommitment to becoming more authentically who we 
are as a gospel people. This will also enable us to offer more humbly and joyfully the 
riches we are uncovering to all God’s world.
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1.  God has made us to be in relationships and to be sexual

In this section we draw on common understandings of significant Bible verses and 
Christian theology to reflect on what it is to be human. We begin with the nature of God, 
in whose image we are made, and consider what this teaches us about human relating. 
We reflect further on how God has created us to be social and sexual beings and consider 
developing understandings of the complexity and diversity of human sexuality.

1.1 Made in God’s Image
1.1.1. As human beings, we are made in the image of God. Therefore, in order to 

understand what it means to be human, we need to begin by understanding what 
God is like.

1.1.2  God is love. Out of love, God brings everything and everyone into being. That love is 
therefore creative. That love means that God sees the value and the worth in all that 
God makes, calls it ‘good’ and offers it life in abundance. When we human beings 
fail to return God’s love and to reflect it to one another, God seeks in love to renew 
and restore us. God’s love is therefore also re-creative. It is costly in that God gives 
of God’s self to save us. Because God is love, God is forgiving, offering mercy and a 
fresh beginning to those who turn again to God.

1.1.3  In Christian conviction and experience, we see the creative and redeeming love of 
God most fully revealed in Jesus Christ, and we know that love through the ongoing 
work of the Holy Spirit. Understanding God in this way, we find ourselves talking of 
God both as ‘one’ and as a trinity of ‘persons’.24 In the concept of the Trinity, we see 
these three persons of God being united in a relationship of dynamic love that is self-
giving and overflowing in abundance. Relating is therefore an essential part of what it 
is for God to be God, within God’s own being. In this we find a pattern for our relating 
in love. 

1.1.4  In Jesus, “the Word became flesh” and revealed and embodied what God intends for 
everyone.25 Jesus is the model for each of us. He shows how, within the particular 
circumstances of our own embodiment, we can each be a true person, fully alive, 
living in harmony with God and God’s creation, and in loving relationship with other 
people.

1.1.5  We are made in God’s image, but we are not God and God is not made in our 
image. We are finite, whereas God is infinite. God loves perfectly, whereas we love 

24 In the traditional Creeds, the three persons are Father, Son and Holy Spirit.
25 John 1:14 (NRSV)
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imperfectly. Yet we may be perfected by God and made holy when we open ourselves 
more and more to being in relationship with God, and to being shaped by God’s 
dynamic of love.26

1.2 Made to relate to God
1.2.1 We are made to be in relationship with God. Throughout the Bible we read of God 

constantly reaching out to human beings with a love that will transform them and 
their communities. That relationship is characterised as a covenant. It is a covenant 
rather than just a contract because it is “an act of favour, an act of grace which calls 
for a responding commitment. Those accepting the covenant choose to do so, but the 
initiative is God’s.”27 

1.2.2 The Bible also tells of the ways in which we, as human beings, have failed to live in 
covenant with God. We may choose to relate in love to God, and likewise to ourselves 
and our neighbours; or we may turn away in selfishness. As we have just noted, it 
was through Jesus that God offered to save and restore us, and brought to fulfilment 
what had been seen throughout the history and experience of the people of Israel. 
This new covenant relationship was celebrated by the community of Christ’s Church, 
whose members shared a foretaste of God’s new kingdom breaking into the world. 

1.2.3 The response to God’s covenant love, as Jesus re-iterated it, is to love God and others 
as we love ourselves.28

 
1.3 Made to relate to others 
1.3.1 Since as human beings we are made in the image of God, the capacity to love and 

be loved is a fundamental feature of being human. We are made to be in relationship 
with others. The Task Group has reflected on the different ways in which human 
beings relate. From the Bible, we learn that God created us to be interdependent and 
social beings. It is not good for us to be alone; we are made for companionship with 
one another and with God.29 As we respond to God in love, we are called and enabled 
to relate to each other and to the rest of the world that God has made, and to care for 

26 John Wesley returned to and wrestled with the idea of Christian Perfection again and again, attempting to 
understand and explain it clearly.

27 Called to Love and Praise 2.2.2. This dynamic is well-known amongst Methodists, because it is that of 
the annual covenant service.

28 Matthew 22:37-40, citing Deuteronomy 6:4-5 and Leviticus 19:18.
29 “It is not good that a human being (in terms of the story being told, a man) should be alone; I will make 

him a helper as his partner.” Genesis 2:18 (NRSV adapted)
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it all. For Methodists, there is always a ‘social’ aspect to holiness.30

 
1.3.2 God’s love is supremely expressed in God’s creative and redeeming care for 

humankind. Although we are not God and our love cannot match God’s, the fact that 
we are made in God’s image means that God has made us capable of loving others 
in a way that reflects God’s own nature. The way that we express that love varies 
according to the nature of the different kinds of relationship in which we engage. 

1.3.3 We are social beings. We relate to others, giving and receiving as interdependent 
beings. We may do so, for example, in family relationships, in which we support each 
other and depend on each other for nurture. We may develop friendships or peer 
group relationships. We may have work relationships, and relationships with special 
interest groups. We may have church relationships, in which we celebrate, explore 
and develop the ways in which we relate to ourselves, to God and to others. In the 
Task Group’s observation, ‘friendship’ is a significant, if wide-ranging, category in the 
way people now talk of their relationships.

1.3.4 In each society, people typically develop terms and phrases to mark out key 
relationships. In contemporary British society, there is an increasing variety of 
relationships, many of which are largely functional and brief. In that context, the 
phrase ‘in a relationship’ is sometimes used to denote a greater level of commitment 
between two people. This phrase does not automatically carry sexual connotations, 
but it is often understood to imply that there may be sexual expressions of that 
commitment. It is notable that people in our society are still concerned about 
commitment. While it will not be the case for everyone, we observe that people still 
commonly desire to find a ‘significant other’ (to use another contemporary term) with 
whom they may spend significant time, often hoping to grow old together.

30 In other words, holiness is not just a matter of an individual’s private, internal state. “The Gospel
 of Christ knows of no Religion, but Social; no Holiness but Social Holiness.” – John Wesley, writing in the 

preface to Hymns and Sacred Poems, first published 1739.
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1.4 Made to relate as sexual beings

As a Task Group we have informed ourselves about the rapidly changing and developing 
understandings of sex, sexuality and gender. These are complex and contested areas. 
We begin this section with the theology of sexuality as developed so far in reports to the 
Methodist Conference, and move to draw on insights from emerging theologies as part 
of the Methodist Church’s ongoing theological thinking. None of us are experts on these 
highly specialised issues and within our limits we have drawn on a number of agencies 
and commentators to help us on our way. We provide a glossary of terms to aid our 
common understanding at this moment in time, while recognising that this glossary does 
not include every term used in discussion of this subject, nor every understanding of the 
terms offered by different individuals, groups and commentators.

1.4.1 God has made us to be, in the broadest terms, sexual beings. In unpacking what 
it means to be a sexual being we need to consider: “sex” (as it is assigned to us at 
birth, based on perceptions of our biology)31, gender (how we express ourselves in 
terms of masculinity and femininity), and sexuality (which may include some or all of 
sexual feelings, orientation and activity).32 These areas are increasingly recognised 
as being complex aspects of what it means to be human. Many terms have been, 
and are being, developed in particular contemporary debates on these matters. 
We therefore provide below a glossary of how several of these terms are frequently 
used. It is important to note that, as well as new terms being created, the meaning of 
some earlier terms, and how they are being used by some groups, has also changed. 
The term “sexuality”, for example, has been used in previous Methodist Reports as 
an umbrella term for discussion of what it means to be a sexual being; yet it is not 
always used in that way in contemporary debate. In the light of this, we draw on our 
inherited understanding, but then turn to more precise discussions of “sexuality and 
gender” as this is commonly coming to be described. 

31 The EDI Toolkit Module 5 Gender points out, “people are not defined by their sex”.
32 These descriptions of key terms are based on the EDI Toolkit Module 5 Gender and the English Oxford 

Living Dictionaries en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/sexuality, consulted 29 March 2019.
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Glossary of Terms

There are numerous differently nuanced definitions in this rapidly growing area. The 
Task Group have selected what we have found to be most helpful on the basis of the 
following qualities: internationally respected (The World Health Organisation); reflecting 
the perspectives of LGBTQI+ people and referenced by the NHS (Stonewall); easily 
comprehensible and nationally respected (Childline and The Office for National Statistics); 
and reflecting our own Church’s work on these issues (EDI Committee).  
What follows is not meant to be in any sense definitive or comprehensive.

Sexual relationship is a relationship between two people which involves sexual and 
romantic attraction to varying degrees.

Sexual attraction is how physically attracted to someone you are, and includes whether 
you would like to have sex with them. 

Romantic attraction is how much you are emotionally attracted to someone. 

(From childline.org.uk/info-advice/your-feelings/sexual-identity/sexual-orientation/#Sexu
alityDefinitions accessed 11 March 2019)

Aromantic: Not feeling romantically attracted to anyone. (Childline)

Asexual: Not feeling sexually attracted to anyone. (Childline)

Bisexual or ‘bi’: Feeling emotionally and physically attracted to both sexes. (Childline)

Gay/homosexual: Feeling emotionally and physically attracted to people of the same sex. 
(Childline)

Gender: Often refers to the socially constructed characteristics of women and men – 
such as norms, roles and relationships. It is also about how we express ourselves, usually 
in terms of the ideas of masculinity and femininity which vary between societies. (based 
on World Health Organisation definition who.int/gender-equity-rights/understanding/
gender-definition/en and EDI toolkit methodist.org.uk/media/9016/edi-toolkit-5.pdf)

Heterosexual/straight: Feeling emotionally and physically attracted to people of the 
opposite sex. (Childline)

Intersex: A person who may have the biological attributes of both sexes or whose 
biological attributes do not fit with societal assumptions about what constitutes male or 
female. (Stonewall stonewall.org.uk/help-advice/glossary-terms#i)

LGBTQI+ - An acronym that stands for Lesbian, Gay, Bi(sexual), Trans, Queer/
Questioning, Intersex, + others.

Lesbian: Refers to a woman who has an emotional, romantic and/or sexual orientation 
towards women. (Stonewall)
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Glossary of Terms (continued)

Non-binary: An umbrella term for people whose gender identity does not sit comfortably 
with ‘man’ or ‘woman’. Non-binary identities are varied and can include people who 
identify with some aspects of binary identities, while others reject them entirely. 
(Stonewall)

Pansexual (Pan): Feeling emotionally and physically attracted to people of any gender or 
sexual orientation. (Childline)

Queer: Some people use this as an insult, but other LGBTQ+ people will use it to 
describe not fitting into other sexualities or categories. (Childline)

Questioning The process of exploring your own sexual orientation and/or gender  
identity. (Stonewall)

Sex: This, “refers to the biological and physiological characteristics that define men and 
women”. We note that these characteristics are used to assign a baby’s sex. (EDI toolkit/
WHO/Stonewall). 

Sometimes the terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ are used interchangeably and without precision 
and often imply a simplifying reference ‘male’ or ‘female’. (Based on Stonewall)

Sexuality: In contemporary discussion this now tends to be used to describe sexual 
and romantic attraction (Childline). In previous discussions sexuality was used as 
an umbrella term. The WHO in 2006 suggested that sexuality as “a central aspect 
of being human throughout life encompasses sex, gender identities and roles, 
sexual orientation, eroticism, pleasure, intimacy and reproduction. Sexuality is 
experienced and expressed in thoughts, fantasies, desires, beliefs, attitudes, values, 
behaviours, practices, roles and relationships. While sexuality can include all of these 
dimensions, not all of them are always experienced or expressed.” (WHO) who.int/
reproductivehealth/topics/sexual_health/sh_definitions/en 

Sexual orientation: An umbrella concept, which encapsulates sexual identity, 
behaviour and attraction. (ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/
culturalidentity/sexuality/bulletins/sexualidentityuk/2017). A person’s emotional, 
romantic and/or sexual attraction to another person. (Stonewall/EDI). 

Trans: An umbrella term to describe people whose gender is not the same as, or 
does not sit comfortably with, the sex they were assigned at birth. Trans people may 
describe themselves using one or more of a wide variety of terms, including (but not 
limited to) transgender, transsexual, gender-queer (GQ), gender-fluid, non-binary, 
gender-variant, crossdresser, genderless, agender, nongender, third gender, two-spirit, 
bi-gender, trans man, trans woman, trans masculine, trans feminine and neutrois. 
(Stonewall)
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1.4.2 The report on human sexuality to the 1990 Conference suggested that sexuality 
is essentially good because “it enables the expression of love in a deep personal 
encounter. It relates to the physical, psychological and spiritual dimensions of 
human nature. We have been made by God with the potential to be fulfilled in deep 
loving relationships”. It is “a dimension of every human relationship, and human 
relationship is always the context of sexuality; as such it is part of the goodness 
of creation”. Sexuality “expresses God’s intention that we find our humanness in 
relationship; as such it expresses to others both our incompleteness on our own and 
our relatedness to other people”.33

1.4.3 While finding this description of sexuality (in the broadest sense) helpful, the Task 
Group has also been aware that taken too far it might unhelpfully suggest that those 
who are not in a sexual relationship or do not experience sexual attraction, are by 
definition not fulfilled as human beings. 34 In addition, the idea that we need another 
human to complete us, is closely related to the concept of gender complementarity, 
in which women and men are understood to have different roles which complement 
each other. Yet gender complementarity often suggests fixed roles for men and 
women, in a way which can result in a valuing of one gender (often the male gender) 
over the other and the justification of gender discrimination and oppression.35 It often 
further assumes there are only two genders (male and female), which fit together 
in a mixed-sex relationship. The 1990 report, however, commented on a diversity 
of sexuality, and there has been a growing understanding of the diversity both of 
sexuality and of gender in the intervening years. It is important to keep this in mind 
as we seek more fully to appreciate the complex gift that is human sexuality.36

1.4.4 The Bible – most clearly in the poetry of the Song of Songs – vividly describes sex 
as something to be rejoiced in and as ‘passionate, equal, faithful and embodied … 
lasting and transformative’.37 Other sexualities are also noted in the Bible, and not 
always negatively.38 A branch of theology called “queer theology” seeks to move 
beyond a focus on assigning sex and gender identities to people. The theologian 
Patrick Cheng, for example, argues in this vein that sexuality can be an expression of 
radical love, bringing humans into deeper relationships with each other and with the 

33 The quotations in this paragraph are drawn from The Report of the Commission on Human Sexuality, 
1990, paras 17, 17 and 23 respectively. 

34 An asexual person is a person who does not feel sexually attracted to anyone (Childline).
35 James V. Brownson, Bible, Gender, Sexuality, (Cambridge/UK: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co, 2013) p. 

19
36 For the diversity of sexuality see further section 1.5 below. 
37 Rachel Starr, Reimagining the Theologies of Marriage in the Contexts of Domestic Violence (London: 

Routledge, 2017) p. 54
38 See, for example, Isaiah 56:3-5 and Acts 8:26-39.
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God of Trinitarian relationships.39 Marcella A Reid also makes the point that sexual 
desire can be seen as part of our wider desires for just and loving relationships.40 

1.4.5 Our understanding of how we might appropriately express the gift of human sexuality 
has also been developing. The 1992 Statement notes that “intimacy is a vital 
part of personal development” and that it involves the sharing of many elements 
of a personal nature, including “the appropriate physical expression of mutual 
affection”.41 Drawing on current developments in understanding of sexuality, the 
Task Group has noted that sexuality may be expressed in a wide variety of ways, from 
tender touch to sexual intercourse. In all intimate relationships, the expression of 
sexual intimacy can vary greatly. It can be affected by age and health (both mental 
and physical), and by experience, among other factors.42 Not all expressions of such 
sexuality are acceptable, though, and we unhesitatingly affirm the 1993 resolutions 
in stating that: “All practices of sexuality which are promiscuous, exploitative or 
demeaning in any way are unacceptable forms of behaviour and contradict God’s 
purposes for us all”.43 

1.4.6 The Task Group has noted that Christian theology has often emphasised concerns 
about human sexuality. As the 1982 report observed, some parts of the Christian 
tradition have seen sexual activity as essentially related to procreation. The story of 
Adam and Eve (Genesis: 2 – 3) has been interpreted as teaching that sex is somehow 
related to sin. Over the course of Christian history, this has led to an understanding 
of sex as basically sinful, except when engaged in for the purposes of procreation.44 
Sex came to be seen as dangerous, needing to be regulated and controlled.45 
Women’s sexual and reproductive activity, in particular, has caused anxiety amongst 
theologians and church leaders, often with devastating results on women’s wellbeing. 
We need to ask ourselves whether we, as a Church, have not for too long upheld a 
system which has sought “to keep women decent and under control.”46 

39 Patrick S. Cheng, From Sin to Amazing Grace – Discovering the Queer Christ (New York: Seabury Books, 
2012) p. xiv

40 Marcella Althaus-Reid, ‘Let Them Talk ..! Doing Liberation Theology from Latin American Closets’ in 
Liberation Theology and Sexuality, ed. Marcella Althaus-Reid (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2006), pp. 5-17

41 A Methodist Statement on A Christian Understanding of Family life (1992) 41
42 In this we drew on the knowledge of a Relate sex therapist.
43 1993 Resolutions on Human Sexuality, (2)
44 A Christian Understanding of Sexuality, report to the 1982 Conference. The 1992 Statement para 62 

says of the Christian tradition “some even regarding sexual intercourse as a sign of inherent depravity”. 
45 See, for example, Rachel Starr’s discussion of Augustine On the Good of Marriage in in her book, 

Reimagining the Theologies of Marriage in the Contexts of Domestic Violence (London: Routledge, 2017) 
pp. 44-49.

46 Rachel Starr, ibid. p. 54
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1.4.7 The Task Group has also reflected on whether the context of a world population 
explosion has something to say to our developing understanding of the diversity 
of expressions of sexuality. Susannah Cornwall, a contemporary theologian of 
sexuality, calls for a reconsideration of the theology that privileges ‘fertile, potentially 
procreative sex, which made good sense when communities were small and the 
human species was at risk of being wiped out’. She argues that the ‘theological 
sanctioning of only one type of sexual activity – that is, fertile penetrative sex 
between a male and a female’ – no longer makes sense.47

1.4.8 The power of sexuality has been commented on in previous reports.48 There is power 
in sexuality for great good and for great harm. Drawing on the work of historian 
Stephanie Coontz, the Task Group has noted that, throughout history, much energy 
has been invested in regulating and controlling sexual intimacy in general, and 
procreation in particular. 49 Yet the ‘norms’ have changed from era to era, and from 
context to context. For example, in many parts of contemporary society in Great 
Britain (as elsewhere in what we know as the “West”), the greater availability of 
contraception has lessened some of the reasons that have often been given for 
regulating sexual intimacy. The fears that have sometimes driven people to want 
to control sexual activity have diminished. At the same time there has also been a 
growing recognition that the control in these matters has often been exercised by 
men over women in ways that are inappropriate and oppressive. The negative aspects 
of the power of sexuality have been considered in various reports to the Conference 
in the last twenty years.50

1.4.9 The complexities of sexuality and gender have often meant that this is a subject 
about which we Methodist people find it difficult to talk. Yet as a Task Group we have 
come to understand that it is vital that we take seriously what it is to be made as 
sexual beings in order that we can experience more of the depth of God’s love and 
care for our whole being.51 In order further to inform this theology of sexuality, we turn 
now to developments in the natural and social sciences. 

1.5 The diversity of sexuality 
1.5.1 Sexuality in the broad sense, as we have noted above, is a core aspect of what it 

47 Susannah Cornwall, Un/familiar Theology – Reconceiving Sex, Reproduction and Generativity (London: 
Bloomsbury T&T Clark, 2017) p. 93 

48 The Report of the Commission on Human Sexuality 1990, p. 127
49 Stephanie Coontz, Marriage, a History: How Love Conquered Marriage, Penguin (USA): New York. 2005.
50 Domestic Violence and the Methodist Church, the way forward 2002; Safeguarding reports 2016 and 

2017; Responding to the Realities and Challenges of Pornography 2017
51 In this we are drawing on the writings of Tina Beatle, ‘The Theological Study of Gender’ in Adrian Thatcher 

(ed.) The Oxford Handbook of Theology, Sexuality, and Gender (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015).
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means to be a human being created in love by God. As a Task Group, we have found 
that it is important to remember that sexuality in terms of feelings of attraction is 
a very precious aspect of human identity, which cannot be reduced to biology or 
psychology or some other factor. At the same time, we have noted that the sciences 
are developing our understanding of the nature and diversity of sex, sexuality and 
gender. When the Task Group looked for an authoritative source of commentary in 
this area that was not only based in science but also accessible and respected (see 
introduction to Glossary above), we turned, like the EDI committee, to the World 
Health Organisation (WHO). As a highly respected and well-informed organisation 
it provides an independent and scientifically informed resource in these matters. 
The WHO takes a broad approach to understanding human health. The fact that 
we use the WHO definitions should not be seen as meaning that we are in any way 
reducing sexuality to a medical or purely physical issue. The WHO themselves situate 
sexuality within a wide range of considerations. From the WHO we learn that sexuality 
is a complex phenomenon, which “is influenced by the interaction of biological, 
psychological, social, economic,” and other cultural and spiritual factors.52 Our 
theological understanding can therefore be informed by greater understanding of the 
various other factors involved. 

1.5.2  Since 1979, reports on sexuality to the Conference have noted a diversity of human 
sexual identities.53 The 1990 report noted that social science research often used the 
image of a spectrum to describe human sexuality, while others spoke of overlapping 
possibilities.54 In previous decades, the dominant way of speaking of sex and gender 
was in simple binary terms, that is of male and female, men and women. This was 
accompanied by the assumption that everyone should fall into these categories and 
express their sexuality as heterosexual/mixed-sex. This connects with the way the 
term “sex” is commonly used to mean mixed-sex intercourse. Observations from the 
sciences now reveal that the situation is much more complex and diverse when it 
comes to the development of our sexual and gender identities, which can be much 
more fluid than previously assumed.

1.5.3 At birth we are given an identity by those who care for us and a key part of this is 
our sex, which is usually based upon the nature of our primary sex characteristics 
(genitalia) and reproductive functions.55 The vast majority of people are born male 
or female, and named boy or girl on this basis. A small proportion of people are born 

52 who.int/reproductivehealth/topics/sexual_health/sh_definitions/en/ consulted on 28 November 2018.
53 1979 Report A5
54 The Report of the Conference Commission on Human Sexuality, 1990 131
55 EDI Toolkit Module 5 Gender. We also note reports in the press that some parents are now choosing not 

to reveal the “sex” of their children and express a desire to bring their children up as “gender neutral”.
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with both sexual characteristics or characteristics which are not typical and may be 
described as intersex. The Intersex Society of North America states that “Intersex” 
is a general term used for a variety of conditions in which a person is born with a 
reproductive or sexual anatomy that does not seem to fit the typical definitions of 
female or male.56 Between 1 in 1,500 and 1 in 2,000 babies are born noticeably 
intersex.57 Sometimes a sex is assigned at birth that proves not to match the 
developing biological characteristics of the individual. Public awareness of intersex 
as a category has been raised by recent high-profile athletes being banned from 
competing under one sex or gender identity or another.58 

1.5.4  The Task Group has noted that, as with sex, gender has often been treated as if it 
were a simple given, when in reality it is also socially constructed and complex.59 One 
definition of gender is to say that, “While most people are born either male or female, 
they are taught appropriate norms and behaviours – including how they should interact 
with others of the same or opposite sex” within different settings.60 These gender 
norms and behaviours differ according to culture and can change within cultures. They 
are learned through a continuing process of socialisation and have usually involved a 
difference in the power being held by people of one gender over those of another.61 

1.5.5 The concept of gender has been further broken down into gender expression and 
gender identity. Gender expression is how an individual person will live out or express 
gender (eg in choice of clothing, body movement and actions).62 Gender identity 
is “the way an individual understands their own gender, which may or may not 
correspond to the gender or physical sex assigned at birth or by societal norms”. 63  
A person’s sense of gender identity may change through time. There are now a wide 
range of gender identities and we list some in the glossary above, including new 
terms that express the way in which binary gender terms have been questioned or 
rejected as too narrow. 

56 isna.org/faq/what_is_intersex consulted on 21 February 2019
57 isna.org/faq/frequency consulted on 21 February 2019
58 See theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/29/what-is-an-intersex-athlete-explaining-the-case-of-caster-

semenya consulted on 4 March, 2019.
59 The term ‘gender’ and ‘gender relations’ first began to be used in the 1970s in new ways which turned 

attention from the differences between the sexes to social and conceptual relations between them 
(apps.who.int/medicinedocs/en/d/Jh2997e/4.html accessed 11 March 2019).

60 WHO definition who.int/gender-equity-rights/understanding/gender-definition/en/ consulted 22 March 
2019

61 who.int/medicinedocs/en/d/Jh2997e/4.html accessed 11 March 2019
62 Childline childline.org.uk/info-advice/your-feelings/sexual-identity/transgender-identity/ accessed 22 

March 2019
63 Sexuality: The Inclusive Church Resource, pp/ 115-116
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1.5.6  Sexuality is coming to be understood as referring to the capacity for sexual feelings, 
sexual orientation or preference and sexual activity.64 Sexual orientation is about 
attraction to others and may include elements of physical, emotional and spiritual 
attraction.65 There are a wide range of sexualities now identified and spoken about, 
and we also include definitions of some of these in our glossary. While the majority 
of people find themselves to be heterosexual in sexual orientation, this is not the 
case for everyone. As a group, we have noted the difficulties in reporting accurate 
figures regarding the numbers of people who identify themselves as being lesbian, 
gay or bisexual in sexual orientation. This is largely due to the discrimination they 
experienced, which results in the under-reporting of these sexualities in statistical 
gathering exercises. Thus, while we note that in the UK the Office for National 
Statistics suggested that in 2016, 2% of people identified themselves as being 
lesbian, gay or bisexual, there are likely to be many more in reality.66 

1.5.7 The Task Group has reflected on what this widening understanding of the diversity 
of human sexuality means for our theology. The Methodist Church continues to 
develop its understanding of every human being as an equal person before God.67 
As the 1992 Statement put it, “every person has infinite value before God”.68 We 
have remembered that God has “made nothing in vain” and loves all that God has 
made.69 The Methodist Church has been making substantial progress over the years 
in applying this theology of equality, not least recently through the work of its Equality, 
Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) Committee. Yet there are still ways in which we do not 
pay equal regard in practice to people of different sexualities. We have all been made 
to be in relationship, and we have all been made as sexual beings in a diversity of 
ways. When we are grounded in the love of God and reflect that love we are all being 
authentically human. The hope that we might grow and flourish through committed 
loving relationships, including for most people specifically sexual relationships, is a 
widely shared human hope. The question then is how can we as Methodist people 
enable God’s generous gift of relating and of being sexual beings to be better 
celebrated by everyone?

64 English Oxford Living Dictionaries https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/sexuality consulted 29 
March 2019.

65  From the Genderbreadperson https://www.genderbread.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/02/Breaking-
through-the-Binary-by-Sam-Killermann.pdf accessed 25 March 2019

66 Statistics taken from Office of National Statistics Statistical Bulletin “Sexual Identity, UK: 2016” released 
on 3 October 2017.

67 Created in God’s image, 2008, p. 32
68 A Methodist Statement on A Christian Understanding of Family Life 1992, p. 29
69 The Methodist Worship Book, 1999, p. 493
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2. God guides us in all our relating

In section 1 we established that human beings are made to relate in love to God and 
to each other. In Section 2 we address the questions of what makes for good relating 
and for good sexual relating in particular. We seek to discern the purposes of good 
relationships, and also their qualities. We explore what patterns of behaviour and 
practices enable these good relationships to flourish. We then consider contemporary 
patterns and practices of relationships in the light of these reflections. In all this, we offer 
our reflections on biblical passages and previous Methodist teaching.

2.1 The purposes of good relating
2.1.1 God has made everything and loves everything that is made, showing that love by 

calling the creation ‘good’.70 The Bible tells of how God invites human beings to 
accept that love and return it. We are to return that love by praising God and caring 
for all that God has made: “the earth and those who live in it”.71 This gives us our core 
purpose as human beings. Those who have responded to God’s offer of a covenant 
of love have become communities whose loving response to what God has done 
involves both worshipping and serving God. The Church has recognised that this 
service means participating in God’s loving mission to the world. In what follows we 
identify several more of the main purposes for relating as revealed through the Bible 
and reflect on how participation in these purposes guides us towards good relating. 

2.1.2 A significant way in which we worship and love God in practice is through caring for 
God’s creation. We are made to relate to each other as co-stewards in this task. 
Genesis 1:26-28 and Genesis 5:1-2 make the point that all human beings are equally 
made in the image of God72 and being in that image means “having dominion” over 
all other created things (Genesis 1:26, 28-31). That dominion, if it is truly to be in the 
image of God, entails sharing in God’s creative love.73 

2.1.3 The praising of God and the caring for God’s creation are the work of communities. 
In the picture language of Genesis, we are told that God, in looking upon all of the 
creation as good, saw that it was not good for the first human being to be alone. A 
helper of the human being’s own kind was needed for the task of sharing in God’s 

70 Genesis 1
71 Psalm 24:1
72 The picture language of the narrative uses binary terms of male and female to express this, where we 

would now use more inclusive language.
73 Thus, in Genesis 2:15 the first human being to be created is placed in the creation (the Garden of Eden) 

to till it and take care of it. This shows how the statement in chapter 1 about ‘having dominion’ is to be 
understood.
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creative love.74 This leads to Genesis 2:21-25.75 Human beings are not intended to 
be completely independent, autonomous, and self-sufficient. Instead, as we read in 
Genesis 2, coming from one and the same flesh, humans look to become “one flesh” 
with each other. They are meant to be interdependent, relational and social beings. 
That drive is part of our human nature, as we collaborate in helping care for God’s 
creation. This companionship means that what was not good becomes good, and 
contributes to the flourishing of each individual. We are made to relate to each other 
as co-workers or companions.

2.1.4 The opening chapters of Genesis are situated within a broad understanding of the 
creation of a community of people who will love, worship and serve God. This means 
that the verses in Genesis 2:21-25 are not simply about what we have come to call 
‘marriage’ or a sexual relationship between two people. The purpose of their relating 
was not just to procreate, but also to share as co-workers and companions in caring 
for others and for the rest of God’s creation. This wider purpose applies to everyone. 
All human beings, single or in partnerships, can experience this companionship, 
express this collaboration and find ultimate life and fulfilment through various forms 
of relationships.

2.1.5 As we have seen above, having dominion over all things means sharing in God’s 
creative love as co-stewards. In other words, the emphasis is on being co-creators 
with God. We fulfil this purpose in procreation,76 and also when we use our bodies 
and minds, our skills and imaginations in ways that develop our own selves, our 
communities and the rest of creation. Co-creating requires us to develop new 
means of protecting the earth. As we noted in Section 1, in the current situation 
of overpopulation this can be seen to be as much in line with God’s purposes as 
procreation. 

74 Genesis 2:19-20 explains how other types of creature do not fully fit the bill of being the human being’s  
helper.

75 “21So the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon the man, and he slept; then he took one of his ribs 
and closed up its place with flesh. 22And the rib that the Lord God had taken from the man he made into 
a woman and brought her to the man. 23Then the man said, 
‘This at last is bone of my bones 
and flesh of my flesh; 
this one shall be called Woman, 
for out of Man this one was taken.’  
24Therefore a man leaves his father and his mother and clings to his woman/wife, and they become one 
flesh. 25And the man and his wife were both naked, and were not ashamed.” 

 The word in verse 24 translated by the NRSV as ‘wife’ is the same word for ‘woman’ as just used in 2:23. 
‘His woman’ does, in the context of a patriarchal society, come to mean a man’s partner or mate, and 
that is why the NRSV, like many other versions, translates it the way that it does. But that runs the danger 
of our reading in to it unthinkingly our own connotations of marriage and what it means to be a ‘wife’. 

76 Following the command or blessing to be “fruitful and multiply” (Genesis 1:28).
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2.1.6 With the coming of Christ a new impetus was given to speaking of God’s purposes in 
terms of the breaking in and realisation of God’s kingdom on earth. In the gospels 
of Matthew, Mark and Luke, Jesus refers many times to the kingdom of God or the 
kingdom of heaven.77 The disciples and early followers of Jesus were commanded to 
spread the message of the promise of this kingdom and to help bring it in. Followers 
of Jesus became co-workers with him in this task. This was foreshadowed in his 
earthly ministry with them, but became really important with the breaking in of the 
new life of the resurrection. Then and now a purpose for the relationships of the 
followers of Jesus is to help bring in God’s kingdom. 

2.1.7 Those who were transformed by their encounters with Christ became members of 
a new community. As such, they were to share the message of the new covenant 
relationship made available through Christ and be workers in God’s Kingdom. The new 
community was to be the means of them nurturing one another in this as brothers and 
sisters. As the 1992 Statement put it, “Jesus described the fellowship of the people 
of God as the provision of a new family context for the individual: Matthew 19:27-30, 
Mark 3:35, John 19:25-27. Paul taught that those who believed in Christ were adopted 
as the children of God (Ephesians 1:5) experiencing the fatherhood of God and the 
sister/brotherhood of believers.”78 The emphasis that we draw from this as a Task 
Group is on a relationship with Christ bringing about a new family context, one in which 
believers were and are co-heirs together.79 From the teaching of Jesus in the Gospels 
we can deduce that ‘kinship’ relationships and ‘discipleship’ relationships were to be 
melded together and re-founded in the light of the values of God’s kingdom.80 

2.1.8 From the Bible we can therefore see that God’s good purposes for relationships 
include bringing about:  

 ●  care for creation; 
 ●  the flourishing of the person, community and Kingdom; 
 ●  procreation (but not essentially so); and
 ●  nurture. 

77 There is a long, scholarly debate about the ‘kingdom’ language. The metaphor points to something 
dynamic and has been described by one scholar as “a process, a course of events, whereby God begins 
to govern or to act as king or Lord, an action, therefore, by which God manifests his being-God in the 
world”, Schillebeeckx, Edward, Jesus: An Experiment in Christology (London, Fount Paperbacks, 1983), 
pp. 140–141.

78 1992 Conference Statement on A Christian Understanding of Family Life, the Single Person and 
Marriage 

79 Romans 8:17
80 Jesus was remembered as in effect warning against making anything into an idol and exalting it over the 

love of God, including: work (eg Mark 1:16-20 and 2:13-14); money (eg Matthew 6:24); the state (eg John 
19:8-11); religious institutions and functionaries (eg Mark 12:38 – 13:37); or, of most relevance to us 
here, marriage and the family (eg Mark 3:31-35 and 10:28-31, Luke 9:59-60).
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 Wherever we see these purposes at work in relationships we can look to celebrate 
the presence of God. 

2.1.9 This applies as much to sexual relationships as to other relationships. We have 
already discussed in Section 1 some aspects of the nature of sexual relationships 
which contribute towards the fulfilling of the purposes mentioned here. These 
include the desire to relate beyond ourselves and the joyful pleasure of sex when 
appropriately managed. Sexual intimacy creates a psychological, spiritual and 
social bond between people as well as a physical one.81 This can strengthen the 
relationships between couples which form the basis for family and community 
relationships. A good sexual relationship will serve the purposes of nurturing the self 
and couple involved, strengthening their relationship, and enabling them in turn to 
support members of their family and friends, strengthening ties in the community 
around them, and potentially thereby helping care for the creation and love God. 

2.2 The qualities of good relating
2.2.1 God is revealed in the person and work of Jesus Christ. Jesus’ actions, behaviour 

and attitudes are all rooted in his relationship with God and flow from it. They reveal 
something of God and the transforming nature of God’s love, and they make the 
kingdom present. In this way, the New Testament points to Jesus as incarnating 
God’s way of relating. In the Gospels, Jesus is shown as relating to real people in 
the midst of their daily lives and struggles. He made real relationships with women 
and men, with children and the elderly. Amongst them, he shared a deep intimacy 
with Martha, Mary and Lazarus; and he had a special relationship with the ‘beloved 
disciple’.82 As noted above, he both loved and at times ‘distanced’ himself from blood 
family, pointing to a transformed family – the sons and daughters of God. He openly 
challenged unjust practices of the time in which he lived: for example, the attempted 
stoning of the woman, but not the man, caught in adultery; the exclusion from society 
of an unclean bleeding woman. He turned expectations on their head, sometimes 
physically demonstrating his relationship to people through touch.83 

2.2.2 In essence Jesus shows us that God’s way of relating involves self-giving love, mercy, 
grace, and forgiveness. It leads to a commitment to seek the flourishing of others; 
to hunger and thirst to see things put right in the world; and to look actively for the 
coming of God’s kingdom. It embodies the values that we find not only in the Gospels 
but also:

81  We echo here paragraphs 15 and 16 of the 1990 Commission on Human Sexuality report.
82 See John 19:26; 20:2 and 21:7.
83 Called to Love and Praise 1999, para 2.1.2
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 ● underlie the prescriptions of the Biblical Law;84

 ● are pointed to by the Old Testament prophets;
 ● are incorporated into the dynamics of love in 1 Corinthians 13; and
 ● are encapsulated in the fruit of the Holy Spirit described in Galatians 5:22-23.

 These marks of the love of Jesus we call ‘Christ-like’, ‘holy’, or simply ‘good’ relating 
for short.

2.2.3 As followers of Jesus, we aspire to bear the marks of the love that we see in Jesus. 
Paul deals with this movingly in Philippians 2. To paraphrase verse 5, ‘In your 
relationships with one another, have the same mindset as Christ Jesus’.85 This basic 
way of being and behaving, of imitating Christ and being a disciple, works out in every 
aspect of human life and all sorts of human relationships. It leads to the Methodist 
emphasis on living and growing in holiness.86 It flows out from our responding to the 
love of God through Jesus Christ, and our being transformed by that love.

2.2.4 As a Task Group we found it helpful to note that while as human beings we are 
created in the image of God, we are called to grow into the likeness of Christ. Christ’s 
Church is a community of persons committed to doing this and, amongst other things, 
being shaped by the Spirit of God to respect and revere other people. This truth 
is expressed in the 1999 formal Statement on the nature of the Christian Church 
in Methodist experience and practice, Called to Love and Praise. We pray it in our 
prayers and sing it in our hymns, for example “Let me be as Christ to you”.87 This is 
who we say we are. 

2.2.5 By the grace of God transforming our hearts and the guidance of the Spirit, we 
continue to deepen our understanding of what this Christ-like, holy relating means. 
We recognise that modern concepts of ‘equality’ and ‘mutuality’ and the ways in 
which they are now expressed in the Methodist Church cannot be read back simply 
into the stories of Jesus, who was incarnated as a Jewish man in first century 
Palestine. We believe, though, that these and the other qualities named below are 
the fruits of a long process of reflection on the Scriptures (including those stories) 
and on Christian experience. We now see that women and men are equal persons; 

84 ‘Law’ here refers to what is otherwise known as the ’Torah’, the story of God’s creative ordering of the 
universe that is told in the Old Testament. 

85 Philippians 2:5
86 One of the classic spiritual texts that Wesley edited and published for the Methodist people was The 

Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis. For further descriptions of the holiness traditions in Methodist 
spirituality and practice see The Call to Holiness: From Glory to Glory - Report of the Joint International 
Commission for Dialogue between the World Methodist Council and the Roman Catholic Church (2016) 

87 Singing the Faith, no. 611
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differently able people are equal persons; people of different skin colour and ethnic 
backgrounds are equal persons.88 As we learn how to respect all as equal persons 
and to behave in an authentically Christian way, the Task Group recommends that 
the Conference affirms the following summary understanding of the principles or 
qualities of good relating: 

 ● All significant relationships should be built on self-giving love, commitment, fidelity, 
loyalty, honesty, mutual respect, equality and the desire for the mutual flourishing 
of the people involved. 

 ● It is through that self-giving, rather than through self-seeking, that the self 
flourishes and begins to experience life in all its fullness (although it needs to be 
recognised that the universal Church’s historic emphasis on self-sacrifice has 
often been misunderstood and misused [eg by abusive partners] in a way that is 
destructive of the well-being of the ones abused [often women]).

2.2.6  Given the power of the feelings evoked in sexual relationships and the potential 
for good or harm, it is particularly important that these qualities are nurtured and 
cultivated. They apply as much to sexual relationships as they do to other kinds of 
relationship. Sadly, though, as a Methodist people we have not always been good at 
talking about this and supporting one another in it. We have privatised matters of 
sex (declaring them to be ‘personal’) and regarded them as happening in the ‘world’ 
that lies outside the Church’s overview. This has sat alongside, and in tension with, 
the desire to regulate and control people’s sexual behaviour that we noted earlier. It 
is noticeable that when matters of sexual intimacy are talked about in our Church, 
it is in the context of same-sex relationships far more often than mixed-sex ones 
(particularly with regard to the application of biblical texts and insights). The Task 
Group would suggest that a shift to focusing on the qualities of good relationships, 
and good sexual relationships in particular, would help to enable all of us in the 
Methodist Church to flourish. It would also be something that we can offer in humility 
to others outside the Church.

2.3  The patterns and practices of good relating
2.3.1 There are practices and patterns of behaviour that support and enable the purposes 

and qualities of good relating. With regard to our relationships with God, we see this, 
for example, in the ordering of creation where God sets aside the seventh day as holy 
and as a day of rest.89 The fourth commandment makes clear the application of this 

88 Yet whilst Methodism has come some way towards treating those who are lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans, 
queer, questioning or of other sexualities (LGBTQI+) as equal persons, it has not yet agreed to same-sex 
couples marrying in Church.

89 Genesis 2:1-3
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practice to human life.90 In the Gospels we see Jesus following a pattern of religious 
life, attending the synagogue and also drawing aside for times of private prayer. 

2.3.2 As a Task Group, we have noted that our primary calling is to be a disciple of Christ. 
From this flows our subsidiary callings to particular forms of service and to particular 
relationships. All of these require good patterns and practices of support, if we are 
to flourish in them. Within the Methodist tradition, our relationship with God and our 
discipleship are supported as we follow a ‘methodical’ way of life in the company of 
others.91 This finds expression through various ‘means of grace’, including: baptism; 
receiving Holy Communion and attending worship regularly; renewing our Covenant 
with God annually; sharing in friendship; and putting our discipleship into practice. 
We see an emphasis on the patterns and practices which support our discipleship 
being developed in the Methodist Way of Life which is currently being explored afresh.

2.3.3 What patterns of behaviour and practices might encourage good relating in 
our relationships with other people, particularly our more ‘personal’ or ‘family’ 
relationships? There are a few indications in the Bible. For example, there is a 
movement towards monogamy by New Testament times, and that seems to be the 
position of Jesus.92 There are also references to practices of betrothal and wedding 
ceremonies, and there was a practice of divorce.93 Beyond that, there is not much 
said directly in the New Testament about how sexual relationships were to be 
conducted. In New Testament times, the belief that the Second Coming and the end 
of the world were imminent led to the early Christians continuing traditional Jewish 
models of the family.94

2.3.4  Advice on patterns and practices for personal relating has been given throughout 
Christian history. There was a variety of reasons for such advice being offered. Often 

90 Exodus 20:8-11
91 The 2018 Conference heard of how suggestions for a contemporary Methodist Way of Life were being 

explored in the context of the relaunch of the programme Our Calling. 
92 In the area of relationships and marriage, biblical texts originating from earlier times provide for 

polygamy in the form of a man being able to have many wives (without that being seen as a contradiction 
of a man and a woman becoming ‘one flesh’). Texts from later times, however, only allow for monogamy. 
Whereas the Hebrew text of Genesis 2:24 simply talks of “man” and “woman”, and “they shall become 
one flesh”, in the Greek Septuagint translation of the Hebrew Scriptures that was made between the third 
and the second century BC the phrase is “the two shall become one flesh”, with the emphasis on “two” 
(and, presumably, only two). It is this version which is quoted by Jesus in Mark 10:7-8 and Matthew 19:4-
6, where the emphasis on ‘two’ is repeated in a phrase that comes after the quotation. This emphasis 
on monogamy leads to the statements in 1 Timothy 3:2 and 12, and Titus 1:6 that bishops, elders and 
deacons (and presumably therefore men in general) should only have one wife. 

93 Matthew 19:3-12
94 For the New Testament household codes see, for example: Ephesians 5:22-6:9, Colossians 3:18-4:1, 

Titus 2:1-10, 1 Peter 2:13-3:7 and 1 Corinthians 7:24ff.
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it was with good intentions, in the light of the circumstances and understanding at 
the time. With hindsight, however, it can fairly be argued that whether intentionally or 
not it resulted in the controlling or moderating of sexual activity. One important guide 
to the Christian life from 1650 was Holy Living by an Anglican Cleric, Jeremy Taylor. 
It was influential for about two centuries, being held in high regard by John Wesley 
(who abridged and published it in Volume 9 of A Christian Library) and went through 
30 editions. In it, Taylor commends marital affection but in moderation, saying 
the married couple should be “restrained and temperate in the use of their lawful 
pleasures”.95 The recent consideration in the Methodist Church on sexuality as a gift 
and the place of joy and pleasure might seem to some to be far removed from this 
influential text.

2.3.5 Even so, beyond the ‘Marriage service’ and ‘Service for the blessing of a marriage 
previously solemnized’ in our Worship Books, we have very few resources specifically 
designed to promote patterns of good relating for couples, parents or families. The 
1992 Statement spoke of the importance of stability and commitment for the nurture 
of children, yet we have offered little as a Church to promote such stability and 
commitment. As a Task Group we recommend that the Methodist Church look again 
at the production of resources for the development of good relating in various forms, 
and we make specific suggestions about this later in this report (Section 5.4.3).96

2.4 Good sexual relating
2.4.1 As a Task Group we now turn to offer additional reflections on good sexual relating 

in particular, drawing on some insights from Scripture and some contemporary 
theological developments. Two qualities that the New Testament promises the 
disciple of Christ are the gift of wisdom (eg Ephesians 1:16-19) and one of the fruits 
of the Spirit, self-control (eg Galatians 5:22-23). The Task Group found these helpful 
with regard to sexual relationships. The former is about discernment. The latter is not 
just about saying ‘no’. Both can help us to identify patterns and practices which will 
enable our sexuality to flourish to the glory of God.

2.4.2 In this regard, the Task Group has reflected on two key terms, ‘chastity’ and ‘fidelity’. 
The root of the concept chastity is in purity, which we would understand in terms 
of the dynamic of holiness. Just as the love of God means that it is God’s nature 
to be loving, and the righteousness of God means that it is God’s nature to work to 
make things ‘right’, so the holiness of God means that it is God’s nature to seek to 

95 Jeremy Taylor, The Rule and Exercises of Holy Living 1838, pp. 79-80
96 The 2002 report suggested that materials for marriage preparation be prepared. We suggest that the 

Methodist Church work ecumenically to produce resources for couples and families.
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make people holy. That holiness is dynamic.97 As God makes people holy, their lives 
are opened up to be transformed so that they live in holy ways. What that means in 
practice may vary according to circumstances. At times, it may appropriately involve 
sexual abstinence, both for those who are married and for those who are not. At all 
times, it involves one person being open to another person and putting their interests 
before her or his own. For a Christian, it also involves being open to God, and putting 
God’s interests before one’s own. 

2.4.3 Chastity in this sense is the opposite of self-seeking, self-gratifying casual sex which 
potentially demeans or diminishes those who engage in it. Instead, it is a means of 
setting appropriate boundaries for passion. Holy ways of loving involve discovering 
what it means to love in a way that is self-giving. A chaste way of loving is one in 
which one person always intends to give pleasure to the other above all else; and 
gratefully receives a similar intention in return.98

2.4.4 The concept of fidelity flows from the New Testament understanding of faith. The 
underlying train of thought is that just as we love because God first loved us (1 John 
4:19), so we have faith because God first had faith in us. Fidelity, therefore, is not 
about believing or trusting that such-and-such a fact is the case. It is much more 
a matter of believing in somebody and entrusting yourself to them, and allowing 
them to believe in you and entrust themselves to you. Being faithful in this sense is, 
therefore, a way in which people affirm each other and enable each other to take the 
risk of becoming more intimate with each other. In doing so, they start to realise that 
there might need to be exclusivity in their relationship, if such a deep sense of mutual 
trust is to flourish in an intimate and sexual way. 
  

2.4.5 Intimate expressions of sexuality can deepen the bonds between couples and also 
at the same time increase their vulnerability and potential to be hurt and to hurt, 
especially where there is a lack of commitment. As we discussed in section 1, sexual 
expression is a precious and powerful aspect of our humanity that should be treated 
with great care. The greater the intimacy in a relationship (sexual or otherwise), the 
greater the vulnerability of the people concerned; and the greater the need for a 
constant dynamic of loving fidelity and exclusivity.

97 “Note: ‘Holy’, as applied to people and things, means first of all ‘set apart for God’s exclusive use’. As 
applied to God, it refers to that which makes (sc. God) God, wholly different from human beings, awe-
inspiring, glorious, yet not separated by distance so much as nature.” This quotation is from What we 
believe: a Catechism for the use of the people called Methodists, 1986/2000. 

98 The Task Group has been prompted in these reflections by Richard Rohr Meditations https://cac.org/
purity-and-passion-2017-11-13/ where Rohr in turn draws on the work of Cynthia Bourgeault, The 
Meaning of Mary Magdalene: Discovering the Woman at the Heart of Christianity (Shambhala: 2010), 
121.
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2.4.6 These insights help us to identity patterns of behaviour that enable good relating 
as people become more intimate with one another. They include practices such 
as monogamy, the commitment of time and resources to the relationship, and the 
attentiveness of each person to the other. If a couple have an exclusive sexual 
relationship, their love expresses itself towards others by including and nurturing 
them through hospitality. Wisdom and self-control help with the management 
of expressions of sexuality in the relationship between couples, and also in the 
management of appropriate relationships within communities.99 

2.4.7 To bring together and summarise some of the points we have been making, sexuality 
and sexual intimacy are part of God’s gracious ordering of things, and are also 
capable of being affected by our sinfulness. What matters is whether we use them for 
God, and for God’s purposes, or for our own selfish ends. This moves the emphasis, 
from a Christian perspective, from a narrow concern with particular sexual acts 
or focus on the outcome of sex in procreation, to a wider recognition that sexual 
intimacy is an important element in the way that couples relate to each other; that 
the ways in which that intimacy is expressed can vary greatly (and may or may not 
include sexual intercourse); and that sexual expression is best directed towards 
enhancing the relationship between a committed couple and thus enabling their good 
relating to one another. Then in turn the couple can offer a stronger contribution to 
community and the care of creation, thus fulfilling God’s good purposes for relating. 

2.4.8 In the face of this, the Task Group believes that sexual activity should not be seen 
merely as an interaction with someone to fulfil a particular purpose, to experience a 
particular pleasure, or to meet a particular need. Rather, it is something that involves 
many other forms of interaction between the persons concerned, and is enriched by 
the vision God has shared for good relating. 

2.5 Contemporary sexual relating
2.5.1 Attitudes towards sexual intimacy have constantly changed over the years, and will 

continue to change. There is, for example, an increasing talk of ‘friendships’ or other 
‘relationships’ being with or without ‘benefits’, where the ‘benefits’ are what would 
once have been termed ‘sexual favours’. There has also been a growing acceptance 
that the choices people make and the things that they do are a personal and private 
matter, unless they involve harassment, oppression, harm or abuse. The result has 
been an increasing openness in society at large to people engaging in all sorts of 
sexual intimacy. 

99 One example of the latter is the development of robust safeguarding procedures and harassment 
policies in the Methodist Church in order to avoid abuse.
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2.5.2 As a Task Group we have been open and honest in recognising the reality of many 
people’s experiences. We would urge the Methodist Church likewise to recognise 
the lived realities of the way relationships are practised today. A failure to do so 
may ultimately be regarded as hypocrisy, if it simply ignores how its members and 
adherents are actually leading their lives. In our mission and ministry as a Church, 
we need to be able to engage in conversations about these matters in a discerning 
and pastorally sensitive way, which draws in other resources when the conversation 
exceeds our skills or our competence. These reflections on the purposes, gospel 
qualities and patterns of good relating enable us to offer insights on relating 
irrespective of the sexuality of a couple or the place in their relationship journey, and 
it is to this that we next turn. 

2.6 Cohabitation 
2.6.1 The cohabiting couple family is described as “the fastest growing family type in the 

UK”.100 Cohabitation has sometimes been seen as a ‘young person’s issue’; and, 
indeed, youth representatives from the 3Generate gatherings have repeatedly asked 
the Conference for guidance on it.101 Yet we also know that many older people in our 
churches are living together as a couple in relationship, unwilling to get married for 
various reasons including complications with pension rights, inheritance issues and 
other matters.102 At the same time, over recent years the number of weddings that 
have taken place in Methodist churches has fallen quite heavily, as has the number 
of blessings of marriages previously solemnised. In 2013, the figures were 2751 and 
350 respectively, and 1879 and 269 in 2017.103

2.6.2 People live together for a variety of reasons. Because we have increasingly 
recognised and emphasised that all people are made in the image of God, we 
need to express in practice the theological principle of respecting the otherness 
(distinctiveness) of every human life. Stigmatising children whose parents are not 
married is no longer acceptable in our Church, if it ever were. At the same time, it 
follows from our theology of relating as described above that it is a better situation 
when there is a deep and long-lasting commitment between those acting as parents 
in a particular ‘family unit’, whether they are the biological parents or not.

100 Office for National Statistics ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/
families/bulletins/familiesandhouseholds/2017#number-of-families-in-the-uk-continues-to-grow-with-
cohabiting-couple-families-growing-the-fastest (consulted 25th March 2019)

101 A detailed summary of the requests can be found in the Methodist Church website version of the report 
of the Marriage and Relationships Task Group to the 2016 Conference, Section 3.3.5 and Appendix 6. 
methodist.org.uk/downloads/conf-2016-29-Marriage-and-Relationships-Task-Group.pdf

102 Reasons for cohabiting are discussed in the 2016 report 3.1.1 (b) iv.
103 In 2017, the Connexion consisted of 4355 Local Churches (not all of which are authorised for the 

conducting of marriage services); and there were also 1517 ministers in the active work. 
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2.6.3 The Task Group has noted that in recent years, cohabitation and various other 
forms of intimate personal relationship have become well-established and generally 
accepted. Over the course of time, the levels of commitment in those relationships 
may develop or diminish. Those who cohabit may move through various degrees of 
sharing their selves with each other. The Task Group judges that more work needs to 
be done on considering how the Methodist Church can encourage good relating in all 
couple and family relationships in order for this to be a deepening commitment; and 
in the development of liturgical practices to support and celebrate various stages or 
forms of committed relating.

2.6.4 To this end, we recommend that the Conference affirms the following summary 
understanding of cohabitation:

 ● The Church recognises that the love of God is present within the love of human 
beings who are drawn to each other, and who enter freely into some form of 
life-enhancing committed relationship with each other, whether that be through 
informal cohabitation or a more formal commitment entered into publicly. 

 ● As a Church we wish to celebrate that the love of God is present in these 
circumstances, even if that grace is not responded to or even discerned by the 
people concerned. 

 ● The Church has an important calling, therefore, to point to the presence of God’s 
love within such relationships, and to encourage people to respond to it in the 
renewing and deepening (by whatever means) of their commitment. 

2.7 Civil Partnerships
2.7.1 The State has already moved to offer forms of affirming and legalising committed 

relationships in addition to marriage. In 2004, the Civil Partnership Act allowed same-
sex couples in the United Kingdom to enter into a civil partnership. In 2006, the 
Conference effectively permitted its members and ministers to enter same-sex civil 
partnerships (and then, in 2014, to enter same-sex civil marriages). In other words, 
entering such a partnership was not to be seen as putting people in breach of the 
1993 Conference Resolutions on Human Sexuality. 

2.7.2 A crucially important recent development was the announcement in 2018 that the 
UK Government intended to introduce civil partnerships for mixed-sex couples. This 
means that, in future, there will be options under UK law for both same-sex and 
mixed-sex couples to enter either a civil partnership or a marriage. Reflecting on this 
matter, the Task Group urges the Conference to affirm in due course those who enter 
mixed-sex civil partnerships, just as it has affirmed those who enter same-sex civil 
partnerships. Where it is appropriate, we would then welcome it if the relationship 
that has led a couple to enter a partnership were to strengthen further and bring 
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them to seek marriage as the Church understands it.104 

2.7.2 That said, where couples are open and receptive to the possibility of discerning 
God’s love present in what has brought them to form their partnership, and where 
real pastoral need exists for not simply offering the couple an opportunity to marry 
in church, we believe it would be appropriate for the Church to offer thanks for and 
bless such partnerships on its premises. This would require developing and offering 
appropriate forms of prayer and orders of service. 

2.8 LGBTQI+
2.8.1 As a Task Group, as at successive discussions during the Conference, we have shared 

many stories and experiences of people whose sexuality and gender is lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, trans, queer or intersex not being treated equally in our churches. These 
experiences included the following:

 ●  LGBTQI+ people not being treated as God’s people;
 ●  a fear of “coming out” and keeping sexuality hidden;
 ●  discrimination that led to suicide;
 ●  attempts at changing a person’s sexuality that led to illness;
 ●  meeting God powerfully at times of being persecuted for sexuality;
 ●  finding God through a committed, faithful, loving same-sex relationship;
 ●  faithfully keeping on with the Methodist Church in hope. 

 
 The Task Group believes that the faithfulness of those of us who are LGBTQI+ needs 

to be respected and honoured. Since 1979, the Methodist Church has been seeking 
ever more to understand the variety of human sexual identities and to support 
everyone in being treated with love and dignity. The insights on the purposes, gospel 
qualities and practices of good relating that we have identified above apply equally to 
people who are LGBTQI+ as they do to everyone else.

2.8.2 The Task Group commends the use in Methodist churches of the EDI toolkit and in 
particular modules 7.1 Sexual-orientation and 7.2 Welcoming Same-Sex Couples and 
their families. 

2.9 Moving towards marriage
 The Task Group believes that our theology leads us to want to value and support all 

committed faithful loving relationships (within the law of the land) and to look for all 
to bear the marks that we can see in the love of Jesus. We believe that the Bible and 
Christian tradition, as explored above, provide rich resources for the understanding 

104 See 2.9 below.
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of, and flourishing of, intimate, sexual relationships in our contemporary context. 
In particular, reflecting in this way offers the possibility that might lead to that 
particularly deepening and intensifying form of relating that we know as marriage.
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3. God’s guidance for marriage: developing our vision 

In this section, we note the distinctive character of the commitment that constitutes 
marriage as the Methodist Church understands it. We consider how the important concepts 
of covenant and grace have particular application to it. We highlight the potentially enriching 
character of marriage relationships, recognising that the lived reality may sometimes differ 
from the vision which God offers to us. We track the changes in the Methodist Church’s 
teaching on marriage towards it being more about companionship between equal partners, 
with less emphasis upon the creation of children. As a Task Group, we offer our reflections 
upon a theology of marriage based upon our reading of the Bible, Methodist theology (as 
distilled in marriage service liturgies), and people’s lived experiences.

3.1 Our developing theology of marriage
3.1.1 In Christian understanding and practice, marriage is a distinct and particular form 

of a relationship through which two people may experience, explore and express 
God’s gracious love. The committing of a couple to each other, within God’s ordering 
of creation as it is described in the Genesis narrative, is what we have later come to 
call ‘marriage’. This plays an important part in enabling the partners, the society of 
which they are part, and the human race to flourish according to God’s purposes. This 
is what is sometimes meant by those who talk of marriage as one of the ‘creation 
ordinances’, and can be seen to be what is being endorsed by Jesus in Mark 10:6-8 
and Matthew 19:4-6.105 In other parts of the Old Testament, marriage is also used as 
a metaphor for God’s covenant relationship with God’s people.106 The nature of that 
covenant relationship then influences the Church’s understanding of marriage. In the 
New Testament, marriage is used as a metaphor for the relationship between Christ 
and the Church, which is itself seen as an experience of saving grace.107 

3.1.2 Within the Methodist Church, marriage has been treated as a very important 
relationship, sometimes called a ‘vocation’, or ‘calling’, or even “a gift of God” (as the 
1998 report described it).108 The Task Group has noted that the phrase “marriage is 
a gift of God” is one that for some people carries a great deal of weight. However, the 
report of the 2016 Marriage and Relationships Task Group raised pastoral concerns 
around use of this phrase. It noted, for example, that some people have questioned 
what this language says to single people about how they are valued.109 

105 See further paragraph 2.3.3 and footnotes 92, 112, 122 and 160. 
106 Hosea, Jeremiah, Second Isaiah and Ezekiel all turn to this metaphor to describe God’s covenant 

relationship with god’s people.
107 Ephesians 5:25, 32; 2 Corinthians 11:2; and (implicitly) Romans 7:4
108 Christian Preparation for Marriage 1998 Report 1.14 and SO 011A
109 2016 Report 3.1.1 (b) ii
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3.1.3 Although Scripture uses the language of marriage in particular ways that point to its 
importance, there is no direct scriptural precedent for talking of marriage as a gift of 
God. The introduction of this language is relatively recent. The 1992 Statement while 
clearly privileging marriage as something ‘good’ which carries its own special blessing 
from God, does not use this phrase. 110 The Methodist Service Book 1975 talks of 
marriage being ‘given by God’. The language of ‘gift’ is then introduced in the 1996 
report on Preparing for Christian Marriage and incorporated into Standing Order 011A 
in 1998. The Methodist Worship Book 1999 also speaks of thanking God for the “gift 
of marriage”.

3.1.4 Having considered these matters the current Task Group has come to the following 
conclusions. 

 ● The phrase “marriage is a gift of God” is a metaphor which expresses something 
of the esteem in which marriage may be held, and the intentions of God through 
marriage to bestow something good on humankind. This picture language is 
evocative and sits well in a marriage service.

 ● Thanking God for the gift of marriage is consistent with the theology being 
developed in this report. Thanking God for the gift of other relationships is also 
important and we have developed these themes below. 

 ● Marriage is a gift of God, alongside other gifts from God in relationships that are 
lived according to God’s purposes and bear the qualities of God’s love.

3.1.5 Marriage is given by God as a particular channel of grace. The Task Group has found 
it helpful to see marriage as a significant form of close and enriching relationship, 
which calls for particular commitment and discipline and through which grace may 
be joyfully experienced. In 1 Corinthians 7:7, Paul describes both being ‘married’ and 
being ‘single’ as ‘charisms’ from God. That word is often translated as ‘gifts’, but 
not always helpfully. The term can best be understood in terms of ways of being and 
behaving that are both experiences and also expressions of God’s grace. 

3.1.6 That is true of all close relationships, but it is particularly true of marriage. All the 
purposes, qualities and practices which we have noted above as applying to all 
relationships, apply also to it. 111 Marriage, though, is also intentionally life-long, 
exclusive and monogamous.112 Above all, marriage is a relationship in which grace 

110 1992 Statement paragraph 64
111 See Section 2
112 Older forms of the marriage service talked about ‘forsaking all other’. In the Bible, the practice of 

heterosexual polygamy in the Old Testament was never revoked, but by the time of the New Testament 
exclusive monogamy had become the norm. This is reflected in the words of Jesus in Matthew 19:3-12, 
and Mark 10:2-12. 
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may and should be known abundantly. This means that the nature of marriage 
is sacramental, even though in Methodist understanding the marriage ceremony 
is not a sacrament. As the theologian Rachel Starr expresses it, “its sacramental 
nature must be located in the ongoing lived relationship of the couple, through the 
celebration of the gifts of creation, the sharing of sorrows and struggles, and the 
increase of joy and justice”.113 

3.1.7 Throughout its history, the Methodist Church has built on these biblically based 
insights and developed its understanding of marriage.114 As a priest in the Church of 
England, John Wesley ensured that Methodism inherited that Church’s formulations 
about marriage. Those in turn derived from a tradition of thinking whose origin can be 
traced back to St Augustine writing in 401 AD. Those formulations, as set out in the 
Church of England’s Book of Common Prayer of 1662, described particular purposes 
for marriage. They can be summarised as:  

(1) the procreation of children (and Christian children in particular, who will live to 
praise God); 

(2) a remedy for sin (and sexual sin in particular); and 
(3) mutual comfort and help.

3.1.8 Over time within the Methodist movement, the relative importance of these purposes 
has changed. Indeed, ‘remedy for sin’ has disappeared altogether. This can clearly 
be seen in the table below, which sets out some important historical developments 
within the marriage liturgies of the different parts of the Methodist Church. 

113 Rachel Starr Reimagining Theologies of Marriage in contexts of Domestic Violence: When Salvation is 
Survival Abingdon: Routledge 2018 p. 120

114 See further the 2016 report 3.1.2(c).
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Table: Changes in the expressed purpose of marriage within Methodist liturgy115

Date Source Details

1846 Wesleyan 
Methodists

deleted the second purpose (remedy for sin) and removed 
the explicit reference to procreation in the first (perhaps 
owing to a reluctance to talk explicitly about sex)

1890 Primitive 
Methodists

stated that the two purposes of marriage were: mutual 
society, help and comfort; and “that children might enjoy the 
blessings and privileges of family life”

1903 Bible Christians purposes in both were given as: comfort and help, and 
enabling families to be trained up in obedience, love, 
wisdom and piety1913 United Methodist 

Church

1936 Book of Offices following Methodist Union in Great Britain in 1932, the 
new service book repeated the above purposes in the 
same order but provided an alternative form of words that 
removed the reference to children

1975 Methodist 
Service Book

set out the purposes of marriage as: fulfilment in mutual 
companionship and care; the foundation of true family life 
through growing and deepening love; and the continuance of 
the human race when the marriage is ‘blessed with the gift of 
children’

1999 Methodist 
Worship Book

stated that the purposes are: to “experience life-long unity 
of heart, body and mind, comfort and companionship, 
enrichment and encouragement, tenderness and trust”; and 
to “enable people to grow towards maturity, so that children 
may be nurtured, family life strengthened, and human 
society enriched”

3.1.9 It is crucial to recognise, therefore, that even in the short history of Methodism – 
compared to the 2,000 year history of the Christian Church – our understanding 
of the purpose of marriage has changed significantly. Our marriage services have 
demonstrably moved over the years from seeing the dominant purpose of marriage 
as being procreation, to seeing it as being about profound companionship. Exactly 

115 Material largely taken from: David M Chapman, Born in Song: Methodist Worship in Britain (London, 
Church in the Market Place Publications, 2006), ‘The Solemnisation of Christian Marriage’, pp. 197-217.
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why this change has happened is unclear. It may be because Methodists have 
become more and more reticent about sexual activity. It may be in response to the 
increasing number of people coming to it for marriage who are beyond child-bearing 
age. (However, it needs to be noted that even older couples entering marriage can 
still provide a nurturing and caring environment for children, including children 
from earlier marriages, and grandchildren.) It may also be because of the growing 
availability of effective means of contraception, and the realisation that sexual 
expression can have other important functions as well as procreation. 

3.1.10 Proponents of both emphases (‘companionship’ and ‘procreation’) might claim support 
for their point of view in Genesis 2:22-24, but by reading those verses in different 
ways.116 Those who interpret the reason for a man ‘leaving his father and mother and 
cleaving to his wife’ as being a response to God’s statement in Genesis 2:18 that it 
is not good for a human being to be alone, would tend to a ‘companionship’ view of 
marriage. Those who interpret those verses as a response to the statement in Genesis 
1:28 to “be fruitful and multiply” would tend to see the purpose of marriage as being 
procreation. But it is hard to see whether that statement is a command or a blessing, 
or a mixture of both. It is certainly the case that there is not a ‘duty of procreation’ 
in the Bible, in the sense that procreation is an absolute command for all people at 
all times. There is a recognition that there are other ways of responding to God and 
dedicating oneself to God’s ways than through fulfilling a duty to procreate.117  

3.1.11 Bearing all this in mind, the Task Group has been happy to affirm the understanding 
of Christian marriage as expressed in the Methodist Worship Book (1999), namely, 
that marriage is not a duty, but a relationship in which grace and love may be 
experienced and expressed. It is a relationship where two people may enjoy a “life-
long unity of heart, body and mind; comfort and companionship; enrichment and 
encouragement; tenderness and trust”. This in turn will allow them both to “grow 
towards maturity, so that children may be nurtured, family life strengthened, and 
human society enriched”. 118 All of this provides the context for the commitments 
that the couple freely make to each other. As the liturgy goes on to make clear, 
this act of commitment is made in the presence of witnesses and a congregation, 
grounding both the service and the relationship in the worshipping and caring life of 
the church community. The text of the marriage service then goes on to describe the 
act of commitment between the couple as one of “binding themselves to each other 
in the covenant of marriage”. That phrase both complements and also deepens the 
reference in the introduction to “a solemn, legal contract”. The legal proclamation 

116 See footnote 75 for the biblical text.
117 See, for example, 1 Corinthians 7 and Matthew 19:12
118 Methodist Worship Book 1999 p. 369.
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of the couple as husband and wife is similarly complemented and deepened by a 
spiritual or religious blessing of them: “God so join you together that none shall ever 
part you”. 

3.1.12 The Task Group suggests, therefore, that marriage is a grateful response to gracious 
love, a commitment to love graciously in turn, and a deepening experience of God’s 
love and grace in and through the love for the partner. 

3.2 Divine grace and human frailty
3.2.1 The Task Group has found it important to recognise that marriage has not always been 

understood in the same way, nor to have required what we now think of as good or holy 
relating. This is true both in the various Christian traditions, and in wider society. Some 
understand marriage to be an inherently unjust, and often patriarchal institution; and 
that the Christian Church has traditionally supported, recommended and even tried 
to enforce that view.119 There is indeed a history of seemingly unjust and patriarchal 
practices being affirmed in Christian liturgies, and of various biblical texts being cited 
as justification for doing so. Specific examples would include the practice of women 
being given from the authority of a father to that of a husband; the transfer with them 
of property and resources to husbands; and women promising to obey their husbands. 

3.2.2 A different understanding can be found, however, in the 1992 Statement on A 
Christian Understanding of Family Life, the Single Person and Marriage and the 
Marriage Services in the 1999 Methodist Worship Book.120 That understanding can 
in turn be grounded in the reading of other Scriptures that are judged to take priority 
over the ones which appear patriarchal.121 

3.2.3 Taking these Scriptures together, our Task Group finds no biblical basis justifying 
imbalances of power within marriage, exploitation and abuse, or the reduction of one 
person to the status of an object in the relationship. In the same vein no one should 
be coerced to enter a marriage or to stay in a marriage. Marriage, therefore, cannot 

119 See Liberating Sex, Adrian Thatcher, 1993 for a discussion of these themes
120 A Methodist Statement 1992, paras 57 and 58
121 Thus Ephesians 5:22 states that wives are to obey their husbands. But there are already signs that 

this is part of a passage in which understandings of the patriarchal family structures of the time 
are being modified by gospel values and insights. Wives are to obey their husbands as part of their 
obedient response to Christ; and husbands are to love their wives as part of Christ’s love for the Church 
(Ephesians 5:23-33). There is still a potential imbalance there between husband and wife, but underlying 
both is the dynamic of Christ’s love. That raises the question of how the imbalance might be modified 
by the insight in Galatians 3:28 that “… there is no longer male and female; for all of you are one in 
Christ Jesus”. Philippians 2:1-18 states that in Christ all are to relate to each in Christ-like love. So in any 
relationship there may be a diversity of roles, but an equality of persons. 1 Corinthians 7:3ff states that 
both partners in a marriage have equal rights and responsibilities sexually. 
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be used by anyone to damage, oppress or control people in their weakness, for the 
God revealed to us in Jesus is not like that. If power is to be exercised, it must be the 
power of self-emptying not self-serving love. 

3.2.4 People approaching marriage may well understand that it is God’s intention that 
marriage be a life-long commitment in love. They may also understand the dynamic 
of this love, and anticipate in turn that the nature of their commitment to each other 
be life-long. But human beings are frail and fallible because we are all affected by 
sin. The Methodist Church has recognised that not everyone who has made that 
commitment with integrity finds it possible to fulfil it.122 In some cases, the damage 
being caused in a marriage not just to the partners concerned but also to others 
(notably children) is greater than that of ending it. 

3.2.5 The good news of the gospel is that God’s response is always to be gracious, merciful 
and forgiving to those willing to seek it. The Methodist Church changed the way it 
responded to divorce across the 20th century. These issues have been thoroughly 
addressed in the 1998 Report on Christian Preparation for Marriage and in the 
1996 report that led to it.123 Following from the qualities of good relating outlined 
above, the Task Group suggests a marriage needs to be entered into in love, and, if 
breakdown is unavoidable, ended in love as far as possible.124 Our Church needs to 
enable us to support one another in all our significant relationships, and especially 
through times of pressure. Where appropriate, that support can come in the context 
of worship and prayers that acknowledge both our weaknesses as human beings and 
the power of God’s grace to heal. 

3.2.6 We therefore recommend that liturgical texts be produced and commended for use 
at the ending of a marriage, not to glorify divorce but to acknowledge its reality and 
enable the partners and other people affected (and also the Church) to offer and 
open themselves to the gracious love of God as they go through it.125 The availability 
of such a service would be an expression of our belief in God’s grace and healing, 
and show that nothing is beyond the care of God and the Church. The recent service 
of the Presbyterian Church (USA) provides a helpful model.126 

122 In Mark 10:1-12 Jesus points out how God’s intention for marriage is not undermined but damaged 
by divorce and re-marriage. He then seems to say that the provision for divorce in the Old Testament 
book of Deuteronomy continues to exist to deal with cases where, through hardness of heart or of 
circumstances, it is impossible to sustain the marriage.

123 Christian Preparation for Marriage (1998) and Preparing for Christian Marriage.
124 Whilst recognising that in cases of domestic violence or abuse, it may be hard for the victim to express or 

even feel love in ending the relationship.
125 The booklet Vows and Partings published by Methodist Publishing House 2002 has some helpful 

material for prayers, but not a service.
126 The Book of Common Worship 4th edition Presbyterian Church (USA) 2018
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3.2.7 So, we note that the Methodist Church has developed a theology of marriage which 
is about equality, mutuality and companionship. Over the years, the Church has 
changed the wording and the practice of the service of marriage in response to 
that.127 This developing sense of God as a God of grace and mercy has led to changes 
in how Methodists respond to those going through marriage break-up. While marriage 
is a particular kind of relationship about which the Scriptures reveal something of 
God’s vision, as the people of God we are constantly reviewing and updating our 
expression and practice of that vision. The theology of marriage and the practice of 
marriage both as a ceremony and as a relationship has changed and can continue 
to change as we come to understand more about the God of grace who loves us and 
leads us into greater truth and love.

3.3 Marriage as a social and legal institution 
3.3.1 Marriage is a social institution identifiable beyond the Methodist Church’s 

understanding and experience of it. As a social institution marriage has also 
appeared in many guises and is constantly changing. In British society, and many 
societies across the world throughout history, a special category of significant 
intimate relationships called ‘marriage’ has long been recognised and socially 
sanctioned. There is a long pre-Christian history of marriage; and even in our culture, 
heavily influenced over many centuries by Christianity and the Church, the practice 
of marriage has changed.128 It is therefore vital that we do not fall into the trap of 
imagining that relationships portrayed in the Bible were conducted in the same way 
and according to the same values as those portrayed in many adverts, films and 
television shows.

3.3.2 Within our own context, we must note the developments in the relationship between 
a civil marriage and a religious one. At one point in British history, the two were seen 
to be almost indistinguishable.129 More recently, however, it has become increasingly 
difficult to say that the understanding of marriage in the law of the land and that of 
the Churches are coterminous.130 Over time, a ‘secular’ understanding has become 

127 See the Marriage and Relationships webpage for a further discussion of changes in the Methodist 
Church’s wording and practice of the marriage service.

128 Coontz, Stephanie, Marriage, a History: How Love conquered Marriage. London: Penguin. 2005. 1.
129 In the Marriage Act 1753 (often known as Lord Hardwicke’s Act), marriage in England and Wales was 

regulated so that it could only take place in a local Parish Church of the established Church, the Church 
of England. In a judgement of 1866, Lord Penzance stated that “… it is obvious that the matrimonial law 
of this country is adapted to the Christian marriage, and it is wholly inapplicable to polygamy” and that “I 
conceive that marriage, as understood in Christendom, may for this purpose be defined as the voluntary 
union for life of one man and one woman, to the exclusion of all others”

130 The law of the land has stretched over time to encompass marriage ceremonies not just of the established 
Church of England (in England) but also those of other Christian denominations (including Methodism); 
those of other faiths; and those that are purely ‘secular’ with no aspects of religious faith in them.
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the prime source for the defining of civil marriage rather than a ‘Christian’ one. 
The law in England and Wales at least (provisions in other jurisdictions vary) now 
stipulates that ceremonies for both civil partnerships and civil marriages can contain 
readings, songs or music, but must not contain anything that is religious, including 
hymns or readings from the Bible. In the case of a marriage service in an authorised 
church building, Methodist or otherwise, the couple are required to make a particular 
declaration and exchange promises in order to fulfil legal requirements, following 
which the couple and witnesses sign the register.131 When all these things have 
been done, the marriage service in the church results in the couple’s marriage being 
counted as valid under the law of the land.132

3.3.3 The Introduction to the current Methodist Worship Book’s services for “Marriage and 
the Blessing of a Marriage” therefore states that: “A marriage ceremony is a formal 
occasion when a solemn, legal contract is made between a man and a woman. In 
a Christian context, it is also an act of worship in which marriage is celebrated as a 
gift of God and the joy of the couple is shared and their commitment to each other is 
witnessed by family and friends.”133

  
3.3.4 It could be inferred from the use of the term ‘solemn, legal contract’ and the 

reference that follows to ‘a Marriage previously solemnised’ that it is primarily the law 
or the state which not only defines what marriage is, but also in some sense ‘makes’ 
a particular marriage by declaring that from a particular moment it validly exists. It 
is certainly the case that the Church judges that its own understanding of marriage 
from a Christian perspective is not contradicted by, and does not itself contradict, 
that of the state, but adds something special to it. 

3.3.5 The Task Group has reconsidered whether ‘decoupling’ the civic ceremony and 
the church service would strengthen or weaken the Church’s understanding and 
practice of marriage, and its standing in and influence on society.134 Doing so might 
enable the Church to put the emphasis more on the quality of the relationships being 
developed, and on the spirituality of the union being effected. However, ‘decoupling’ 
would likely decrease the opportunities to engage with members of wider society 
at crucial moments in their journey of life, embodying God’s grace and ministering 
God’s love to them. This was a very clear message from the workshops at the 2018 
Conference. Moreover, it is hard for an incarnational faith to separate the spiritual 

131 Only fourteen words are needed to fulfil those legal requirements. 
132 Please see the additional web site pages for a timeline of relevant developments in the history of 

marriage and relationships.
133 Methodist Worship Book 1999, p. 367
134 This was previously considered in the 2016 Marriage and Relationships report 3.1.3 
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or religious aspects of life from civic, legal or practical ones. On reflection, therefore, 
we do not recommend ‘decoupling’. We judge that the legal or civil understanding of 
marriage with regard to mixed-sex marriages is contained within the understanding 
of the Methodist Church, which then goes beyond it. Having said that, the Task Group 
would want to continue to affirm those couples undertaking a civil marriage. The 
making of vows, often before the couple’s community, symbolises and confirms the 
commitments being made. Civil marriage can support good relating and all such 
relationships are precious and to be celebrated.

3.4 Resources to support marriage
 Over recent years, marriage has become less popular, and statistics show that a 

high proportion of marriages fail.135 The Task Group therefore recommends that 
the Methodist Church offer more support for marriage, alongside other committed 
relationships.136 Resources to help provide this support could include the theological 
insights of the purposes, qualities and patterns for good relating that are set out in 
this report.

135 The Office for National Statistics Divorces in England and Wales 2015 suggests that 42% of marriages 
end in divorce. ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/birthsdeathsandmarriages/divorce/
bulletins/divorcesinenglandandwales/2015#what-percentage-of-marriages-end-in-divorce (consulted 
25th March 2019)

136 The 2002 Marriage in the Methodist Church report to Conference raised questions as to how we should 
continue to develop our marriage preparation practice. Resolution 5 named various officers of the 
Connexional Team as being tasked with producing an action plan for 2003-2005.
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4. Widening the practice of marriage 

We have noted that while the Methodist understanding of marriage goes deeper and is 
more particular than that stipulated in the law of the land, the validation by the State is 
in practice necessary to confirm all marriages in the Methodist Church. In this section, 
we look at how the State has developed marriage-like relationships with the creation 
of civil partnerships and also widened the definition of marriage itself to include same-
sex couples. Alongside this, we consider whether the developing Methodist theology of 
marriage and relationships, and the previous decisions of the Methodist Church not to 
debar its members from entering into such relationships as defined and validated by 
the law, mean that the Methodist Church can now widen its own practice of marriage. 
In reaching our conclusions we reflect upon previous arguments for not widening the 
celebration of marriage to include same-sex couples. We consider previous approaches to 
Scripture and emerging interpretations. We share here the thinking that has enabled the 
Task Group to offer its conclusions.

4.1 The question posed by the Marriage (Same Sex Couples Act) 2013
 The Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013 legalised same-sex marriage in England 

and Wales starting from March 2014.137 Despite the fall in the numbers of mixed-
sex couples entering into marriage, there have been significant numbers of same-
sex couples seeking to take up the opportunity to get married.138 As a Church, we 
have declared that all people are equally valued by God.139 Now we must address 
the question of whether it should be possible for same-sex couples to marry in the 
Methodist Church.

4.2 Who can register a civil partnership or be married in law?
 At the time of publication of this report, only couples who are of the same sex 

and meet the requirements of the law can register to enter a civil partnership.140 
Corresponding provisions apply to the marriage of mixed-sex couples under the 

137 The Marriage and Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act 2014 legalised same-sex marriage in Scotland from 
December 2014. Same-sex marriage has not, however, been legalised in Northern Ireland. There are a 
variety of provisions in the non-UK jurisdictions of the Channel Islands, Isle of Man, Gibraltar and Malta.

138  In the first year that such marriages were possible (March 2014 to June 2015), a total of 7,366 
marriages were formed in England & Wales, of which 55% were between female couples and 45% 
between male couples. (ONS: Marriages in England and Wales (provisional) for Same Sex Couples, 2014, 
released 20 October)

139  See the EDI Toolkit
140 The requirements are that they are not blood relatives; are over the age of 18 (or 16 if they have the 

written consent of their parents or legal guardians); and are free to enter the partnership (ie are not 
already in a civil partnership or married). For further details, see: www.gov.uk/get-married-in-england-or-
wales. 
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various pieces of legislation in all parts of the United Kingdom, and to the marriage of 
same-sex couples in those parts of the UK where that has been legalised.  

4.3 Who may register a civil partnership or be married under the discipline of the 
Methodist Church?

4.3.1 So far as same sex civil partnerships are concerned, the Methodist Conference 
resolved in 2006 that “there is no reason per se within our discipline to prevent 
anyone within the Church, ordained or lay, from entering into, or remaining within 
a civil partnership. However, the 1993 Resolutions [sc. on Human Sexuality] do 
still apply”. The same should presumably apply in due course to mixed-sex civil 
partnerships. With regard to same sex marriages, the Conference resolved in 2014 
that the same provisions as applied to those registering civil partnerships “should 
also extend to those entering into legally contracted same sex marriages”.141

4.3.2 With regard to mixed-sex marriages, the Conference has always accepted and 
affirmed those who solemnise them in a civic ceremony rather than a Church. 
Indeed, it has provided a form of service for the ‘Blessing of a Marriage previously 
Solemnised’ for those who subsequently wish to celebrate and pray for their 
relationship in an act of worship.142 

4.3.3 The current situation is somewhat different when it comes to authorised services 
for civil partnerships and marriages. With regard to civil partnerships, the 2006 
Conference Report The Pilgrimage of Faith led to the Conference resolving that “the 
1993 Resolutions preclude the possibility of the Methodist Church giving an ‘official’ 
blessing to a same-sex relationship.”143 It resolved that this excluded “the possibility 
of authorised liturgies being adopted for the blessing of same-sex relationships and 
that Methodist premises may not be used for such a purpose”.144 

4.3.4 At the same time, however, the 2006 Conference issued guidance about what would 
be good pastoral practice in responding to requests for prayers or for services of 
blessing for same-sex couples. Those approached in this way could offer “informal, 
spontaneous prayer in response to a pastoral need”, but were not to use Methodist 

141 Resolution 40/6 of the 2014 Conference reads in full “The Conference resolved that, whilst recognising 
that the 1993 Resolutions on Human Sexuality would still apply to all relationships, the ruling regarding 
those entering civil partnerships, namely that there is no reason per se to prevent anyone within the 
Church, ordained or lay, from entering into or remaining within such a relationship, should also extend to 
those entering into legally contracted same sex marriages.” 

142 Methodist Worship Book 1999 p 385ff
143 Agenda Item 40 of the 2006 Conference.
144 Resolution 40/8 of the 2006 Conference. The 1993 Resolutions referred to can be found in Book VII 

Guidance Part 11 of the Constitutional Practice and Discipline of the Methodist Church 
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premises “for the blessing of same-sex relationships.”145 Then in 2014, the 
Conference revised that guidance in a way that implicitly recognised that Methodist 
premises could be used as the venue for any response that was consonant with 
the Methodist Church’s understanding and discipline.146 In 2018, the Conference 
adopted a Notice of Motion which effectively made this an explicit part of the formal 
guidance, stating: “The Conference… reiterates the Guidance on Requests for 
Services in Book VII Part 10 of CPD and affirms that this allows for Local Churches to 
allow their premises to be used to conduct public thanksgivings for same-sex couples 
who have solemnised a civil marriage or partnership, presided over by an appropriate 
minister, probationer or member.” 147

4.3.5 When first introduced, the legislation for civil partnerships did not allow for them to 
be contracted on religious premises. In 2010, however, the Equality Act removed that 
barrier, but stipulated that any application to the registration authorities for local 
church premises to be authorised for use in this way could only be made with the 
consent of a specified body.148 In the case of the Methodist Church, this would be the 
Methodist Conference. Yet no resolution seeking the Conference’s consent has as yet 
come to the Conference. Moreover, since the essence of a civil partnership is above 
all to register the partnership, with no vows or commitments being necessary, the 
Task Group does not recommend that such a resolution be brought.

4.3.6 In the case of marriage, the Conference has authorised forms of service solemnising 
the marriages of mixed-sex couples. Those services contain the statements and 
commitments that are necessary for the marriage to be legally registered as ‘valid’ 
but place them in the context of the formation of a covenant relationship between 
two people in an act of worship. In England and Wales, they take place in those 
Methodist premises that have been authorised under the law for the registration of 
marriages. Such authorisation has to be applied for by the local managing trustees. 
The Conference has permitted them to apply, if they choose so to do. 

4.3.7 Legally in England and Wales, same-sex marriages are registered under a different 
Act of Parliament to that for mixed-sex ones, and buildings that are used to register 
them are separately authorised under that Act.149 The Conference has not given 
permission for local managing trustees to apply for that authorisation, nor has it 

145 Resolution 40/10 of the 2006 Conference.
146 Resolution 40/5 of the 2014 Conference. The full text of the revised guidance can be found in the 

Constitutional Practice and Discipline of the Methodist Church Book VII Part 10. 
147 2018 Conference Notice of Motion 203 [Daily Record 7/17/8 as clarified by 8/53/1-2].
148 Equality Act 2010, section 202, which amended section 6 of the Civil Partnership Act 2004.
149 Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013, Schedule 1.
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authorised forms of service for the solemnisation of same-sex marriages or the 
blessing of such marriages that have been previously solemnised.150 

4.3.8 The implication of the above is that the Methodist Church is content for Methodists 
(whether lay or ordained) to enter the legal institutions of same-sex civil partnership 
and same-sex marriage, but does not see them as falling within the Methodist 
Church’s understanding of marriage. The Task Group is aware that some members 
of the Methodist Church would be happy to see the Conference authorising forms of 
service which enable same-sex couples to exchange vows and to make commitments 
to each other in the sight of God and the Church that create a life-long, exclusive 
covenant relationship between them; but that they would not want this relationship to 
be called ‘marriage’.151 Others oppose any sort of formalised same-sex relationship, 
and some struggle with the 1993 declarations of the Conference concerning sexuality 
as a whole. 

4.3.9 A basic reason often given for this opposition is that anything other than a sexual 
relationship between a man and a woman is said to be not natural. This is 
sometimes due to a dislike or fear of habits and practices that are not our own, or 
beyond our personal experience. At other times, it is because an assumption is being 
made that what is good for human beings is what is in accordance with the principles 
engrained in nature, and that those principles can be discerned by reason.152 Yet 
what is declared to be ‘natural’ and what is not is often what is in accord with the 
judgement and self-interest of the powerful. What are perceived to be principles of 
nature are often more like social conventions. Thus when in 1 Corinthians 11:14 
Paul says that it is not natural for a man to have long hair, he is not saying that it will 
not grow long, but that allowing it to grow long is not normal.153 Moreover, the fact 
that same-sex activity has now been discerned in many classes of animals makes it 
difficult to argue that it is not ‘natural’ for humans because it does not occur among 
other animals. Among human beings, there is a diversity of human sexuality, each 
expression of which can be said to be influenced by a variety of factors (as we have 
explored in Section 1 of this report). 

150 Although public prayers of thanksgiving for same-sex marriages are permitted (see para 4.3.4 above).
151 Appendix 5 of the 2016 Report gives examples of such opinions given in District consultations.
152 It is worth noting that although the Wesleys and later Methodism have not paid much formal attention 

to ‘natural law’ as such, their emphasis on combining reason, experience and tradition with Scripture 
makes them receptive to the possibilities of “integrating an implicit natural law approach with theological 
perspectives that may be both complementary and critically constructive”. See further John Harrod 
Natural Law in the Methodist Tradition = Chapter 6 in ed. Norman Doe Christianity and Natural Law: An 
Introduction Cambridge University Press 2017

153 Long hair was often seen as a sign of effeminacy.  
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4.3.10 It is also sometimes said that for marriage to be other than between one man and 
one woman is not moral. Morality can be seen as a set of standards for good or 
bad behaviour and character that are adopted by a person or society, ostensibly 
to promote welfare. For Christians, those standards are outworkings of God’s 
holy nature. In the Old Testament, they lead to ordinances which condemn some 
particular forms of sexual conduct, amongst other things. However, Jesus is seen 
as fulfilling the law (Matthew 5:17) in a way that brings everything under two basic 
principles of ‘loving God and loving others’ (Matthew 22:36-40). In fulfilling those 
principles, people are to bear each other’s burdens and gently restore those who 
transgress.154 So far as the ordinances about sexual conduct are concerned, it is 
noticeable that the emphasis of Jesus and Paul “is entirely on the quality of the 
relationship, and in particular that it should be a covenant of total sexual fidelity and 
indissoluble union”.155 It can be argued that it is no less moral to see that fulfilled in 
same-sex relationships as in mixed-sex ones.156 

4.3.11 The last two paragraphs have already been referring to the Scriptures. For Methodists 
by far the strongest argument has been that for marriage to be other than between 
one man and one woman is not scriptural. There are seven texts which are 
sometimes cited as condemning all acts that we would now term ‘same-sex’. They are: 

 ● Genesis 19:1-29, where the men of Sodom seek to gang-rape Lot’s male visitors;
 ● Judges 19:1-30, where the men of Gibeah seek to gang-rape a man’s male visitor;
 ● Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13, where it is said to be an abomination for a man to lie 

with another man, as if with a woman;
 ● 1 Corinthians 6:9-10, where there are two words, one of which recurs in 1 Timothy 

1:9-10, which are often understood as referring to same-sex male behaviour 
(the New Revised Standard Version translates them as ‘male prostitutes’ and 
‘sodomites’) and occur in lists of people whose behaviour is said to put them 
outside the kingdom of God; and

 ● Romans 1:26-27, in which the giving up of mixed-sex for same-sex intercourse is 
seen as the result of people worshipping the creature rather than the Creator God. 

4.3.12 These texts have, however, been much discussed and fiercely debated. Some people 
have experienced them being used to justify all manner of prejudice, exclusion and 
even, sadly, violence. They, and others, have often read and interpreted the texts in 
other ways.  

154 See “the law of Christ” (Galatians 6:2).
155 Jeffrey John Permanent, Faithful, Stable 2nd ed. DLT 2012 p.20
156 Ibid. page 22.
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 ● Genesis 19:1-29 and Judges 19:1-30 are about violent rape intended to 
subjugate and humiliate foreigners or strangers in a way that breaches God’s law 
of love and hospitality. There is no condemnation in the stories of the offering up 
of women to be sexually abused by the mobs in place of the visitors; but we would 
not use these stories to condone such behaviour today. When Jesus is reported 
in Matthew 10:11-15 as referring to Sodom and Gomorrah it is in the context of a 
discussion about the rules of hospitality.

 ● Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13 occur in the Holiness Codes, which define the religious, 
civic and cultural identity of the people of God (‘Israel’). This was above all to be 
done through separation. For example, Israel should keep separate from other 
nations (the Gentiles) in all things; male and female should be kept distinct; 
different kinds of seed should be sown in separate fields; different kinds of 
material should not be woven together in the same garment.157 These and other 
things are not differentiated in the codes. It is hard to pick some out some of 
them as still binding and dispense with the others without importing other criteria 
from outside the texts themselves. Moreover, in Matthew 15:10-11, 17-20 Jesus 
says that holiness is not so much a matter of external act as of inner disposition, 
in other words whether what is being done is done to love God and love one’s 
neighbour. 

 ● It is hard to establish exactly the meaning of the words used in 1 Corinthians 
6:9-10 and 1 Timothy 1:9-10. It is the case that the most commonly visible forms 
of same-sex acts in the predominately Gentile world would be prostitution and 
pederasty. In any event, it is not possible to generalise with confidence from the 
terms used and to conclude that non-exploitative, consenting and loving same-sex 
acts are necessarily condemned by them.

 ● Romans 1:26-27 occur in a passage which is about idolatry. It is aimed at showing 
that all the Gentiles have sinned and fallen short of God’s glory, whereas chapter 
2 turns to show how all the Jews have also sinned and fallen short of God’s glory 
through disobedience. Paul may be thinking of ritual prostitution and excessive 
sexual acts committed in connection with pagan cults and temples (which have 
‘idols’). He may be assuming that all people are heterosexually oriented, and that 
all same-sex behaviour is the result of choices to act against that orientation (an 
idea which no longer accords with what is known today about human nature). 
“Idolaters fail to give God glory and gratitude. God allows them to lose control in 
erotic passion, which brings them dishonour”.158 

4.3.13 At the same time, other texts have been brought to bear on the debate and, as a task 
group, we have considered what light these bring to the topic. For example:

157 Leviticus 19:19
158 Jack Rogers Jesus, the Bible and Homosexuality 2nd edn. Westminster John Knox Press 2009 pp. 75-76
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 ● Psalm 139 sings of God’s intimate knowledge of and love for each person, who is 
‘fearfully and wonderfully made’ in every part.

 ● Isaiah 56:3-5 states that those who are deemed ‘sexually other’ and who will not 
enjoy the Old Testament blessing of progeny (called ‘eunuchs’ in the text) will be 
given an equivalent blessing by God, because God loves them.

 ● Acts 8:26-39 shows how, so far as God is concerned, the sexual status of an 
Ethiopian eunuch does not exclude him or make a barrier to his inclusion in the 
community of the followers of the risen Christ.

 ● Acts 10 describes how Peter learns that God’s declaration about who and what is 
clean and included in God’s people is not defined by human boundaries, or even 
human understanding of God’s law.

 ● Matthew 22:34-40 and parallels in Mark 12:28-34 and Luke 10:25-28 show 
Jesus bringing all the laws and prophetic teaching in the Old Testament under the 
over-riding principles of love for God and love for neighbour.

4.3.14 The above are not meant to be exhaustive treatments of the relevant texts, but 
representative ones. They are presented in groups which reflect basic ways of 
reading the Bible and interpreting the authority of its statements. The challenge 
for the Methodist Church, and therefore for our work as a Task Group, is that, (as 
we mentioned in 0.3.3) a report to the 1998 Conference identified seven different 
attitudes to biblical authority, and indicated a range of ways in which Methodists use 
what is written in the Bible as a source for what they believe and do.159 But neither 
the 1998 Conference nor any subsequent Conference has chosen to reject any of 
these ways of using Scripture that it had identified; nor has it promoted any of them 
as being more useful or correct than the others. So, where a variety of views about 
the interpretation and use of the Bible - each of which the Conference has affirmed - 
lead to different or even contradictory conclusions about matters of belief or practice, 
the Conference has a challenging task in finding its way forward. 

4.3.15 That said, the Task Group is aware that the scholarly debate is tending to move away 
from arguments about the precise meaning and implication of terms in particular 
texts, to judgements about their importance within the context of the whole range of 
voices that make up the Bible. Together, these voices form its authority as the Word 
of God, through which the Word made flesh in Jesus speaks to us. As a Task Group, 
we have come to see that we can only proceed humbly, carefully, prayerfully, and in 
constant engagement with the Scriptures as we confer together to attempt to see 
how the principles of God’s love might be embodied today. 

4.3.16 In every generation, faithful, Bible-reading Christians have interpreted and re-

159 Faith and Order Committee report to the 1998 Conference, A Lamp to my Feet and a Light to my Path  
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interpreted particular texts under the guidance of the Spirit, as they have come to 
understand more of the cultures in which they were written and in the light of the 
changing circumstances of their own times. The Scriptures themselves are full of 
examples of texts that were at one time granted great status or privilege, but which 
are later declared to be of much less importance in other parts of the Bible. In the 
area of relationships and marriage, for example, scriptures in the Old Testament 
provide for polygamy in the form of a man being able to have many wives, without 
that being seen as a contradiction of a man and a woman becoming ‘one flesh’. Texts 
from later times, however, only allow for monogamy; and this is a position endorsed 
in the gospels by Jesus.160 Another example is the provisions for levirate marriage.161 
Under these, even if he is already married, a man marries his brother’s widow, in 
order to provide for her and preserve his brother’s inheritance. These scriptural 
provisions are never countermanded, even by Jesus. Yet, following trajectories set by 
Jesus, and in the light of their experience of the Spirit in the early Church, Christians 
have later ceased to treat them as normative or grant them any importance. 

4.3.17 One argument sometimes made against same-sex marriage is that it is not 
mentioned in the Bible; and that every mention of marriage in the Bible involves 
a man and (at least) one woman. Other Methodist reports, however, have stated 
that we should not limit our ideas of what God might do to those things which have 
occurred historically within biblical times.162 

4.3.18 Another objection to same-sex marriage often raised is that a same-sex couple 
cannot naturally procreate.163 We have seen earlier that as the emphasis in the 
Methodist Church’s understanding of Christian Marriage on companionship and 
human flourishing has grown over the years, so that on procreation has lessened.164 
If the clock were to be turned back in the Methodist Church, and the importance of 
procreation re-emphasised, the rationality of conducting marriages for those who, 
through age, capability or some other reason, are not able to procreate would have to 
be reassessed. This would not be welcome or easy. The Task Group would not want 
the Church’s representatives to refuse to conduct marriage services for people in 
such situations. Pastoral sensitivity and compassion have always made Methodists 

160 Mark 10:7-8, Matthew 19:4-6. See paragraph 2.3.3 above.
161 Genesis 38; Deuteronomy 25:5-6; Ruth (passim); Matthew 22:23-28
162 Created in God’s image is a good example of such a report.
163 Robert Song, Covenant and Calling: Towards a Theology of Same-Sex Relationships (London, SCM Press, 

2014), pp. 47, 53, 81 and 84.
164 There are still Christian traditions, however, where what we might term ‘the duty of procreation’ is the 

predominant issue for determining their thinking. For example, under Roman Catholic Canon Law, people 
are not allowed to marry if, through natural or accidental disability, they are incapable of vaginal sexual 
intercourse. There is also provision for a marriage that has not been consummated to be dissolved.
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want to respond positively in such cases. In line with our developing theology of 
relationships and marriage, the Task Group would want to affirm and rejoice in self-
giving love wherever it can be found.

4.3.19 The Task Group believes that the ‘companionship’ model of marriage that the 
Methodist Church has developed over the years in terms of mixed-sex relationships, 
applies, theologically and practically, just as well to the same-sex marriages that 
are now permitted by the law of the land in most parts of the United Kingdom. The 
purposes, qualities and practices of marriage relationships that we have identified 
in this report as enabling those relationships to flourish can be applied to same-sex 
committed loving relationships as well as to mixed-sex relationships.

4.3.20 Consequently, we believe that, in awe and humility, the Methodist Church needs to 
recognise that it is being called by God to take the next steps in the development of 
its understanding of relationships and marriage. Those steps include enabling people 
of the same sex to commit themselves to each other in Christian marriage services. 
There is a strong case that, if marriage is what the Methodist Church says it is, and is 
as wonderful as it says it is, this Church cannot remain true to the God of justice and 
love by continuing to deny it to those same-sex couples who desire it so deeply. 

4.3.21 In recommending this move, the Task Group believes that we are responding to 
the promptings of the Spirit in the light of the gospel values and the trajectories of 
development that are recorded in the Scriptures overall. We believe that in taking 
this step, the Methodist Church will be being both scriptural and faithful. But the Task 
Group also recognises that there will be those in the Church who, with equal integrity, 
will continue to grant great privilege to those verses in the Bible mentioned above, 
which speak against forms of sexual activity between people of the same sex. The 
faithfulness of those of us who base our theology on those interpretations will also 
have to be respected and honoured, and our convictions protected in the same way 
as we are asked to respect those of others. We shall return to how this may be done 
in Section 5 of this report. According to Paul (Romans 14:1-15.7), when Christians 
hold opposing convictions on the same issues, all equally are accountable to God, 
each must act according to their conscience and none must behave in a way which 
damages or even destroys the faith of another.165 The summary in Romans 14:13 of 
Paul’s advice on how to live with contradictory convictions amongst the members of 
the body of Christ still stands: “Let us therefore no longer pass judgement on one 
another, but resolve instead never to put a stumbling block or hindrance in the way of 
one another”.  

165 The Pilgrimage of Faith (2006), paragraph E10. 
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5. Next Steps for the Methodist Church 

In this penultimate section of the report, we move to consider what our developing 
theology of relationships and marriage will mean for the Methodist Church in practice 
and how we hold together as a Christ-centred community of equal persons who have 
differing convictions on these matters. In essence, we offer changes to the Standing 
Order on marriage and suggest that a more developed description of our understanding 
of marriage be included in the Guidance section of The Constitutional Practice and 
Discipline of the Methodist Church (CPD). We also offer proposals for the development of 
resources to support marriage and other significant relationships.

5.1 Guidance on the understanding of marriage
5.1.1 The Standing Orders and other material in the Constitutional Practice and Discipline 

of the Methodist Church (CPD) do not just contain definitions as in a dictionary. Nor 
do they just consist of rules. They also reflect the Church’s teaching, and express 
theological principles and theological descriptions that apply to the matters they 
address.166 

5.1.2 In the light of what is said in earlier sections of this report about the developing 
Methodist theology and practice of marriage, the Task Group recommends that the 
following Guidance on the Understanding of Marriage appear in the Guidance section 
of CPD.

G1  The Methodist Church welcomes everyone, whether or not a member, who
 enquires about an intended marriage in any of its places of worship. It looks for
 an openness to God in them, not necessarily a developed understanding of the
 Christian faith.

166 Examples include Standing Order 400A about the ‘Nature and Purposes’ of Districts; 500 about the 
‘Nature and Purposes’ of Circuits; 600 on ‘The Nature of the Local Church’; 700 about the ‘Principles of 
Presbyteral Ministry’ and 701 about the ‘Principles of Diaconal Ministry’. With regard to these latter two 
sets of ‘Principles’, it is interesting to note for our present purposes that Standing Orders 700(2) and 701(2) 
clarify how the Church’s covenantal understanding of the relationship between its ordained ministers and 
the Conference fits with a contractual understanding in the eyes of the law. The Standing Orders state that 
the covenant relationship between ministers and the Conference arises within their existing relationship 
with the Church as members, which continues; and neither entry into the covenant relationship nor 
service within it has ever created or is intended to create, or does create, contractual relations. This in 
turn relates back to the basic understanding of membership in the Methodist Church. The Deed of Union 
Clause 9(b) states that “The privileges and duties of membership…. are commitments by each member to 
Christian discipleship within the Methodist Church, and to acceptance of its discipline, and by the Church 
to provision of the means by which that discipleship may be fully expressed, including pastoral care and 
oversight. Membership is therefore a covenant relationship between the member and the Church, freely 
entered into by the grace of God, but entry into membership has never been, and is not, intended on the 
part of either party to create, and does not create, a contract or other legal relations.” 
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G2 Legally, marriage is a contractual relationship entered into by two people who
 make solemn vows and commitments to each other, without either the nature
 of the marriage or the nature of the commitments being further defined under
 the law of the land. In the understanding of the Methodist Church, marriage
  encompasses that but is also deeper and richer. The Methodist Church believes
 that marriage is a covenant relationship between two people, within God’s
 covenant of love with them. Through it, they may experience, explore and express
 God’s gracious love. 

G3 The Methodist Church believes that marriage is an exclusive relationship, freely
 entered into with a life-long intention of uniting two people in body, heart, mind
 and soul in ways that are appropriate to each partner. In it, God’s Spirit enables
 both partners to know the security of love and care, bringing to each other
 comfort and companionship, enrichment and encouragement, tenderness and
 trust. Through such marriage children may be nurtured, family life strengthened,
 and human society enriched. 

G4 The Methodist Church recognises that amongst its members different views
 are held about the interpretation of the Bible and Christian tradition as to
 whether those being married may be any two people, or may only be a woman
 and a man. The Methodist Church has decided to respect and make practical
 provisions for both positions. 

G5 A marriage service or a service of blessing of a marriage that has been previously
 solemnised may only be conducted in a Methodist place of worship when it can
 be shown that the requirements of the legislation in the appropriate jurisdiction
 have been met. 

G6 Where there is a desire to use places of worship for marriage services or
 for services of blessing for a marriage previously solemnised, the managing
 trustees of those premises should actively consider whether they wish to do so
 solely for marriages of mixed-sex couples, or for marriages of same-sex couples
 as well as mixed-sex couples. The managing trustees should re-consider the
 question of the use of the place of worship for such services every five years or
 sooner. 

G7 Where the managing trustees wish to use a place of worship for marriage
 services, and the legislation of the relevant jurisdiction requires church buildings
 or personnel to be registered or authorised for the solemnisation of marriages,
 the managing trustees should take the relevant steps to comply. 
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5.2 Amended Standing Order concerning Marriage
 The Task Group recommends that the Standing Order concerning marriage be 

amended to read as follows (for a full description of the changes to the current 
Standing Order, see Resolution 9 below)167:

 
 011A Marriage

(1) The Methodist Church believes that marriage is given by God to be a particular 
channel of God’s grace, and that it is in accord with God’s purposes when a 
marriage is a life-long union in body, mind and spirit of two people who freely 
enter it. 

(2) The Methodist Church welcomes everyone, whether or not a member, who 
enquires about an intended marriage in any of its places of worship.

5.3 Respect for differing convictions
5.3.1 The previous paragraphs have raised the question of whether differing convictions 

can be protected in the Methodist Church concerning matters to do with marriage. As 
a Task Group, we recognise that our recommendations touch on issues of love and 
affirmation in marriage which go to the very heart of people’s identity, happiness, 
flourishing and position in their communities. Some will therefore see these as 
being much more serious and important than other matters that the Church has 
considered, and about which it has made provision for differing views. Nevertheless, 
there may be useful parallels and pointers in what has been allowed before. 

5.3.2 With regard to the remarriage of divorcees, the emphasis is on the convictions of the 
minister or authorised person, not those of the local church. There are clauses in 
Standing Orders which were designed to address this in respect of the remarriage of 
divorcees, but phrased in such a way as to be much more generally applicable. They 
state that a minister or other person who is authorised to conduct marriages and who 
is under the discipline of the Church is not required to officiate at the marriage of a 
particular couple contrary to the dictates of his or her ‘conscience’; but is required 
to refer the couple concerned to an authorised colleague who is not so prevented.168 
The underlying principle of this latter is that of ‘connexionalism’.169 

167 The Task Group recommends that the provisions for divorce and remarriage currently found in other 
clauses of Standing Order 011A should be grouped with new provisions for the protection of differing 
convictions concerning who may be married in a Methodist Church, and placed in a new Standing Order 
011B. See further 5.3.8 below.

168 SO 011A (2), (3) and (4).
169 Connexionalism is the underlying dynamic of the Methodist way of being the Church. As the 2017 report 

The Gift of Connexionalism paragraph 9 put it: “Relationship is at the heart of connexionalism. Methodist 
structures and practice seek to express and witness to “a mutuality and interdependence which derive 
from the participation of all Christians through Christ in the very life of God” (Called to Love and Praise, 
§4.6.1).”
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5.3.3 On the other hand, if a couple request that a particular minister should not officiate at 
their marriage service, and do so on the grounds of gender or race, Standing Orders 
state that because the Church opposes discrimination, no exception is allowed.170 The 
argument here is again that of connexionalism. No matter what the individual view of 
a minister, of another member, or of a local church, they all belong to a Church which 
refuses to discriminate; and they are bound by that. 

5.3.4 How, then, should ‘conscience’ be protected in the matter of the Christian marriage 
of same-sex couples? With regard to ministers or other officiants, provisions 
analogous to those concerning the remarriage of divorcees could be introduced. In 
no circumstances would a minister or other authorised officiant be forced to conduct 
a same-sex marriage, but they would be required to refer any couple who requested 
one to a colleague who could. 

5.3.5 With regard to the use of local church premises, the 2014 report from the Working 
Party on marriage and civil partnerships noted that, were the Conference to agree to 
allow same-sex marriages to be solemnised in Local Churches, the Church Council of 
any Local Church wishing to avail themselves of this opportunity would be required to 
apply to register the church for such purposes under the relevant legislation before 
any such marriage could take place.171 The 2014 report also reported concerns 
expressed to them about the difficulties that the making of such decisions in the 
Local Churches might create.172 The Task Group is profoundly conscious of the 
tension which lies within these issues, although it is already the case that the local 
Church Council has to decide to register a building under relevant legislation before 
mixed-sex marriages can be solemnised in it. Nevertheless, such individual choices 
for the Local Church lead to a congregational model of decision making and loosen 
the unity of the Connexion. This is also problematic as the Methodist Church would 
be giving a mixed message to people with regard to inclusivity, their welcome and 
pastoral need. The result might well be inherent tension between individuals within 
each church and between churches in Circuits. 

5.3.6 The difficulty is not just about how we live together as the Methodist Church when we 
have contradictory convictions, but how we live with contradictory practices between 
different churches in the Connexion. One possibility might be for managing trustees 
to be told by the Conference that if premises are to be registered as an authorised 
building for the solemnisation of any kind of marriage, they must be registered both 
under the Marriage Act 1949 (in respect of mixed-sex marriages) and also under the 

170 SO 011A (5)
171 Working Party on Marriage and Relationships 2014, para 10, 116
172 Working Party on Marriage and Relationships 2014, paras 61, 117
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Marriage (Same-Sex Couples) Act 2013 in England and Wales (and their equivalents 
in other jurisdictions). 

5.3.7 The Task Group is aware that the guidance previously given about Local Churches 
and same-sex marriages are parallel to the provisions for Local Churches about 
mixed-sex marriages, where the managing trustees already have a choice about 
whether to register their premises for them. Therefore, the Task Group is not minded 
to recommend that the previous guidance be changed. Local Churches would 
therefore have the option whether to register as an authorised building for both 
types of marriage, or just one of them. But the Task Group believes that the unity of 
connexionalism should be maintained as far as possible by seeking to parallel the 
provisions that apply to ministers, and to require churches that choose not to register 
their premises for same-sex marriages to refer any couple seeking one to the nearest 
church that will.

5.3.8  The Task Group recommends that provisions for the protection of differing convictions 
concerning who may be married in a Methodist church be grouped in a new Standing 
Order 011B, together with provisions for the protection of ‘conscience’ concerning 
divorce and remarriage that are currently found in clauses of Standing Order 011A. 
(For a full description of the changes to the current Standing Order, see Resolution 9 
below.) 

 011B Divorce, Remarriage, Same-sex Marriage and Respect for Conscience
(1) Divorce in a court of the land, and matters of sex or gender, do not of 

themselves prevent a person being married in any Methodist place of worship. 
(2) Under no circumstances does the Conference require any person authorised to 

conduct marriages who is subject to the discipline of the Church as a minister, 
probationer, officer or member to officiate at or participate in the marriage of a 
particular couple, should it be contrary to the dictates of his or her conscience 
to do so.

(3) A minister, probationer or member who is duly authorised to conduct marriages 
but who for reasons of conscience will never officiate at the marriages of 
couples in particular circumstances, shall refer such couples to an authorised 
colleague who is not so prevented. A couple who seek to be married in 
Methodist premises that are not appropriately registered for such purposes shall 
be referred to the persons responsible for the conduct of marriages at ones that 
are so registered, preferably in the same Circuit.  

(4) The Methodist Church opposes discrimination on the basis of sexuality, gender 
or race. Accordingly, if a couple is seeking to be married in a Methodist place of 
worship no objection to the performance by a particular minister, probationer or 
member of any duty in respect of their proposed marriage shall be entertained 
on such a ground. No minister, probationer or member shall perform the 
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relevant duty or duties in place of the other person concerned or otherwise 
assist the couple to make the objection effective.

5.4 Steps to support marriage and other significant relationships 
5.4.1 As proposed in 2.7 we recommend that the Methodist Church develop resources 

for the celebration of civil partnerships. The analogy would be with what is already 
provided for the marriage of mixed-sex couples. We already have a service for mixed-
sex couples who have entered a marriage in a civil ceremony (eg at a Registry Office). 
We call it a Service of or for ‘The Blessing of a Marriage Previously Solemnised’. 
Such a service does not affect or create a legal marriage. A similar service for civil 
partnerships would not affect or create a legal partnership. But it would open the 
occasion up to the grace of God through thanksgiving, and to the blessing of God as 
we have outlined it.

5.4.2 As proposed in 3.2.6 we recommend that that liturgical texts be produced and 
commended for use at the ending of a marriage, to acknowledge the reality of the 
ending of the relationship and enable the partners and other people affected (and 
also the Church) to offer and open themselves to the gracious love of God as they go 
through it. While it may seem strange to recommend this in a section headed support 
for marriage and other significant relationships, endings are important and this would 
honour that which has ceased to be. An ending can become the first step towards a 
new beginning. The recent service of the Presbyterian Church (USA) provides a helpful 
model.173 

5.4.3 We ask that steps be taken to review the resources that the Methodist Church has 
produced in the last twenty years to support marriage (and not just preparation 
for marriage), parenting and other significant relationships. In the light of this 
review, which will include the guidance given in Book VII of CPD, Section C, Part 
8, on Christian Preparation for Marriage, we suggest that materials be updated or 
developed to take account of the contemporary realities described in this report. 
Such resources should also include the matters raised by the 2016 Marriage and 
Relationships Task Group Report to be included in any updated Statement or pastoral 
and policy guidance.174 We suggest that in whatever ways possible this work be 
done ecumenically. Such work should take into account the paper “We are family” 
published jointly by the Children’s Ministry Network and the Methodist Church which 
documents the changing nature of families and the crucial role the Church has to 
play in supporting families in nurturing a sense of wellbeing.175

173 The Book of Common Worship 4th edition Presbyterian Church (USA) 2018
174 Marriage and Relationships Task Group Report 2016 3.2.2 (e)
175 We are Family: the changing face of family ministry p 30-31, TMCP 2017
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 5.4.4 We ask that the materials produced already by the EDI committee to enable the 
development in understanding of sexuality and gender be further promoted and 
used around the Connexion (EDI Toolkit modules 5, 7.1 and 7.2). We commend 
the work being done concerning the inclusion of transgender, intersex and other 
gender diverse people in church life, and ask that in due course the Connexion be 
encouraged to use this new module of the EDI Toolkit when it is produced.176

5.4.5.  At the 2018 Conference, Notice of Motion 2018/203 asked that we include 
proposals in this report which were consistent with previous commitments to live with 
contradictory convictions and also that the Conference “receive reports on emerging 
practice which will inform ongoing theological reflection”.177 We simply note that 
reference here for future inclusion in work undertaken on these matters.

176 Notice of Motion 2018/204 Trans Stakeholder Group. Daily Record No 7/17/9
177 Daily Record 2018 7/17/8
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Conclusions
“Though we cannot think alike, may we not love alike?”

John Wesley (Sermon XXXIV, Catholic Spirit178)

As a Task Group, we answer John Wesley’s challenge to be “of one heart, though we are 
not of one opinion” with his own words: “Without all doubt, we may”.179 We invite you, the 
Methodist people, to receive this report with that same spirit, using it as a map for our 
continuing Pilgrimage of Faith. In this, we seek to encourage all Methodists to love each 
other, despite holding differing opinions in matters of relationships and sexuality.

We began this report by acknowledging the vast array of relationships around us today. We 
then considered how we might all better understand relationships, and sexual relationships 
in particular. We noted how God has made us as sexual beings, in a way that we now 
understand to be much more complex and diverse than had been previously thought; and 
that God made us to relate to one another. We then reflected upon how those relationships 
might be more (and less) in accord with God’s purposes, and how they might (and might not) 
bear the marks of Jesus’ example. Beyond that, we looked at what patterns and practices 
might help these relationships to grow and flourish. Finally, we indicated steps that our 
Church might take to support good relating, and what further work needs to be done.

At the conclusion of our reflections, we have identified three key themes that run through our 
work. We offer them now as suggestions for how the Methodist people may wish to continue 
with this work. In summary, we propose the following aims. 

 ● Be open and positive about sexuality and relationships. We hope to enable the 
Methodist Church to speak openly, positively, and joyfully as well as wisely about 
relationships and sexuality as one aspect of God’s gracious goodness and of who 
God has made us to be.

 ● Value all relationships of grace. We invite the Methodist Church to value all 
committed faithful loving relationships that bear the marks that we can see in 
the love of Jesus, and are within the law of the land. We encourage the Church 
actively to offer greater dignity, inclusion and restoration in the community of God’s 
new creation to those who cohabit, are single, or are developing relationships, 
irrespective of sexuality and gender.

 ● Widen and justify the understanding of marriage as being between two persons. 
We offer to the Methodist Church a theological reflection on marriage as a particular 

178 John Wesley, Sermons on Several Occasions Fourteenth Impression 1980
179 Ibid
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form of ‘gospel’ relationship between two persons, and propose that we take steps 
to enable same-sex couples to get married in the Methodist Church. At the same 
time, we recognise that not everyone will agree with this and so we ask that the 
Church seek to protect the differing convictions of those who do not agree.

The Methodist Church has worked hard over twenty-five years to enable us as a body of 
Christians to live with contradictory convictions about these and other matters. The call is to 
continue in that way. To quote John Wesley again, in describing the character of a Methodist: 
“As to all opinions which do not strike at the root of Christianity, we think and let think”.180 

We recognise that, as followers of Jesus, we are called to love one another, and so to express 
gospel values in relating to each other as members of the household of God. The same 
self-giving love we see in Jesus is the mark we are to bear with regard to each other. This 
is of course costly. It takes real grace, especially on the part of those who do not share any 
majority opinion. It is important to honour and respect that grace at work.

In this, we all require the help of the Holy Spirit to bring us to the maturity that enables us to 
practise such love and grace even when we differ greatly in our understanding and opinions. 
But we have been promised such help. We are a body of people formed by the Holy Spirit. We 
each have a share in the gifts and graces the Spirit brings. Together, we have all that we need 
to continue to figure out how we might be a diverse body of people. As we do so, we will have 
something very important to offer a world that is constantly in divisive conflict.

As a Task Group, we realise that we have had the privilege of working together over the past 
three years on these matters. Most people reading this report will not have had anything 
like that opportunity. We urge you to take what time you can to reflect on these matters 
prayerfully, and to engage with others in as open an attitude as possible. Our time as a group 
has helped us to grow in our understanding of these issues and of the different viewpoints 
that are held about them. Yet, we recognise that we still have a great deal to learn. This report 
marks the fruit of our labours to this point. We offer it in the hope and the prayer that it will 
enable all of us to learn and grow, and to commit ourselves as a Church to continuing to do 
so. Going forward together, in the words of a recent hymn, may we remember that we are all:

Summoned by the God who made us
rich in our diversity,

gathered in the name of Jesus,
richer still in unity.181 

180 John Wesley, The character of a Methodist first published 1742 
181 Dolores Dufner, OSB as in Singing the Faith number 689. 
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***RESOLUTIONS

10/1. The Conference receives the Report and commends it to the Connexion for study
 and prayerful discussion.

10/2. The Conference adopts the recommendation in paragraph 2.2.5 that it affirm the
 following summary understanding of the principles or qualities of good relating:

 ●  All significant relationships should be built on self-giving love, commitment, 
fidelity, loyalty, honesty, mutual respect, equality and the desire for the mutual 
flourishing of the people involved. 

 ●  It is through that self-giving, rather than through self-seeking, that the self 
flourishes and begins to experience life in all its fullness (though it needs to be 
recognised that the universal Church’s historic emphasis on self-sacrifice has 
often been misunderstood and misused [eg by abusive partners] in a way that 
is destructive of the wellbeing of the ones abused [often women]).

10/3. The Conference adopts the recommendation in paragraph 2.6.4 that it affirm the
 following summary understanding of cohabitation:

 ● The Church recognises that the love of God is present within the love of human 
beings who are drawn to each other, and who enter freely into some form of 
life-enhancing committed relationship with each other, whether that be through 
informal cohabitation or a more formal commitment entered into publicly. 

 ● As a Church we wish to celebrate that the love of God is present in these 
circumstances, even if that grace is not responded to or even discerned by the 
people concerned. 

 ● The Church has an important calling, therefore, to point to the presence of 
God’s love within such relationships, and to encourage people to respond to it 
in the renewing and deepening (by whatever means) of their commitment. 

10/4. The Conference adopts the recommendation in paragraph 5.4.1 and directs that
 the Methodist Council, in consultation with the Faith and Order Committee,
 ensure resources be produced for the celebration of civil partnerships.

10/5. The Conference adopts the recommendation in paragraphs 3.2.6 and 5.4.2, and
 directs the Faith and Order Committee to explore producing liturgical resources
 and relevant guidance for use at the ending of a marriage.

10/6. The Conference adopts the recommendation in paragraph 3.4 that the
 Methodist Church offer more support for marriage, alongside other committed
 relationships; and directs that the Methodist Council ensure resources be
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 produced to help provide this support drawing on the theological insights of the
 purposes, qualities and patterns for good relating set out in the report.

10/7. The Conference adopts the Guidance on the Understanding of Marriage set out in
 paragraph 5.1.2 and directs that it be included in the Guidance section of CPD.

G1 The Methodist Church welcomes everyone, whether or not a member, who  
enquires about an intended marriage in any of its places of worship. It looks for 
an openness to God in them, not necessarily a developed understanding of the 
Christian faith.

G2  Legally, marriage is a contractual relationship entered into by two people who 
make solemn vows and commitments to each other, without either the nature 
of the marriage or the nature of the commitments being further defined under 
the law of the land. In the understanding of the Methodist Church, marriage 
encompasses that but is also deeper and richer. The Methodist Church believes 
that marriage is a covenant relationship between two people, within God’s 
covenant of love with them. Through it, they may experience, explore and 
express God’s gracious love. 

G3  The Methodist Church believes that marriage is an exclusive relationship, 
freely entered into with a life-long intention of uniting two people in body, 
heart, mind and soul in ways that are appropriate to each partner. In it, God’s 
Spirit enables both partners to know the security of love and care, bringing 
to each other comfort and companionship, enrichment and encouragement, 
tenderness and trust. Through such marriage children may be nurtured, family 
life strengthened, and human society enriched. 

G4  The Methodist Church recognises that amongst its members different views 
are held about the interpretation of the Bible and Christian tradition as to 
whether those being married may be any two people, or may only be a woman 
and a man. The Methodist Church has decided to respect and make practical 
provisions for both positions. 

G5 A marriage service or a service of blessing of a marriage that has been 
previously solemnised may only be conducted in a Methodist place of worship 
when it can be shown that the requirements of the legislation in the appropriate 
jurisdiction have been met. 

G6 Where there is a desire to use places of worship for marriage services or 
for services of blessing for a marriage previously solemnised, the managing 
trustees of those premises should actively consider whether they wish to do so 
solely for marriages of mixed-sex couples, or for marriages of same-sex couples 
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as well as mixed-sex couples. The managing trustees should re-consider the 
question of the use of the place of worship for such services every five years or 
sooner. 

G7 Where the managing trustees wish to use a place of worship for marriage 
services, and the legislation of the relevant jurisdiction requires church 
buildings or personnel to be registered or authorised for the solemnisation of 
marriages, the managing trustees should take the relevant steps to comply. 

10/8.  For the purposes of section 26A of the Marriage Act 1949 (as inserted by section 
4(1) of the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013) the Conference consents 
to the marriage of same sex couples and accordingly authorises the managing 
trustees or, if none, the trustees, of any Methodist building in England and Wales 
capable of registration under section 43A of the Marriage Act 1949 (as amended 
by paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 to the Marriage (Same Sex Couples) Act 2013) to 
register that building under that section.

It may be necessary for the Conference to consider additional resolutions relating to 
jurisdictions within the Connexion which are not covered by the Acts mentioned here. Any 
such resolution will be circulated to members of the Conference as soon as possible and will 
be printed on the Order Paper.

10/9. The Conference amends Standing Orders as follows:
 011A Marriage. 

(1) The Methodist Church believes that marriage is a gift of God and that it is 
God’s intention that a marriage should be is given by God to be a particular 
channel of God’s grace, and that it is in accord with God’s purposes when 
a marriage is a life-long union in body, mind and spirit of one man and one 
womantwo people who freely enter it. 

(2) The Methodist Church welcomes everyone, whether or not a member, 
 who enquires about an intended marriage in any of its places of worship. 

011B Divorce, Remarriage, Same-sex Marriage and Respect for Conscience.
(2)(1) Divorce does not of itself in a court of the land, and matters of sex or gender, 

do not of themselves prevent a person being married in any Methodist place of 
worship. 

(3)(2) Under no circumstances does the Conference require any person authorised to 
conduct marriages who is subject to the discipline of the Church as a minister, 
probationer, officer or member to officiate at or participate in the marriage 
of a particular couple, should it be contrary to the dictates of his or her 
conscience to do so.
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(4)(3) A minister, probationer or member who is duly authorised to conduct marriages 
but who for reasons of conscience will never officiate at the marriages of 
couples in particular circumstances, shall refer such couples to an authorised 
colleague who is not so prevented. A couple who seek to be married in 
Methodist premises that are not appropriately registered for such purposes 
shall be referred to the persons responsible for the conduct of marriages at 
ones that are so registered, preferably in the same Circuit.  

(5)(4) The Methodist Church opposes discrimination on the basis of sexuality, 
gender or race. Accordingly, if a couple is seeking to be married in a Methodist 
place of worship no objection to the performance by a particular minister, 
probationer or member of any duty in respect of their proposed marriage shall 
be entertained on such a ground. No minister, probationer or member shall 
perform the relevant duty or duties in place of the other person concerned or 
otherwise assist the couple to make the objection effective.

10/10 The Conference directs that Resolutions 10/2, 10/3, 10/7, 10/8 and 10/9 above
 be treated as Provisional Resolutions under Standing Order 122. 
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Contact name and details Karis Kolawole 
Head of Faith Partnerships  
karis.kolawole@actionforchildren.org.uk

1. Introduction

1.1. This is an important year for Action for Children as we mark 150 years of supporting 
children, young people and families using a diverse portfolio of interventions. Our 
founder, Methodist minister the Revd Thomas Bowman Stephenson, established our 
organisation in 1869, and we remain relevant, forward-thinking and resilient today.

1.2. We plan to mark our anniversary from 9 July 2019, starting with the launch of 
a landmark report looking at the challenges of childhood today. Our staff and 
volunteers hope to join as many churches as possible for special Action for Children 
Sunday services on or around 14 July, and at other local celebrations throughout the 
year.

Leadership changes

1.3. In 2018/2019, we were delighted to welcome our new Chief Executive, Julie Bentley, 
and our new Chair of the Board of Trustees, Sarika Patel. We gave our previous Board 
of Trustees chair, John O’Brien, a befitting send-off in December 2018 to express our 
sincere thanks for his strong leadership since 2012.

2. Methodist partnership in 2018/2019 

2.1. The generous support of the Methodist Church has been a source of strength and 
inspiration for 150 years. We have so much to be thankful for, from the wisdom of 
Methodist leaders and the work of our dedicated volunteers, to the committed local 
church supporters who help us raise thousands of pounds for our vital children’s 
services. Some examples of the support we received include:

 ● Almost £1.3 million raised through local church fundraising and memorials as 
at February 2019 (this does not include national events such as marathons and 
legacy gifts). 

 ● The placement of two ONE Programme interns who brought valuable knowledge 
and skills. 

 ● Kent College, Canterbury, adopting Action for Children as charity of the year.

2.2. We had the privilege of welcoming the Reverend Michaela Youngson and Bala 
Gnanapragasam, the President and Vice-President of the Methodist Conference 
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(2018/2019), to visit some of our services. We appreciate their prayers and 
encouragement during their year of office.

2.3. We would like to thank David Humphreys, Methodist Independent Schools Trust 
General Secretary, for providing opportunities for exploring greater collaboration, 
which will impact on both the lives of children who use our services and young adults 
in schools. These opportunities have paved the way for discussions between some of 
our local services and the Methodist Schools around them. We were delighted that 
Methodist College, Belfast, adopted our Blues Programme, an initiative that helps 
young people look after their emotional and mental wellbeing.

2.4. In June 2018, we joined in the 150th anniversary celebrations of Bethnal Green 
Methodist Church, East London, which is situated near the site of one of the first 
Children’s Home on 8 Bonner Road. The celebration showcased the impact of 
the church and charity on the local community through a history exhibition and 
educational activities for our Hackney Young Carers.

3. Seeking justice through our policy and campaigning work

3.1. Policy and campaigning remains a vital part of our work to tackle the challenges 
children face today. Our research revealed some of the crucial issues that affect 
vulnerable children and families, and we are working with young people on matters 
that are important to them. We have made good use of various opportunities to 
positively engage with the government and other organisations (including at party 
conferences and events), and these have produced encouraging results. Notable 
achievements include:

3.1.1 Best Start in Life: The campaign stepped up a gear this year as our petition 
reached 10,000 signatures (www.actionforchildren.org.uk/how-to-help/support-our-
campaigns/best-start-in-life/). Alongside families and young children from one of our 
centres, we marched to Westminster to demand that the government urgently review 
the support children receive in the first few years of their lives.

3.1.2 Domestic abuse: As part of a cross-sector group of organisations, we have called on 
the government to ensure that the draft Domestic Abuse Bill addresses the needs of 
children who have experienced domestic abuse and violence. The impact of domestic 
abuse on children and young people is devastating, and the response to those 
affected needs to improve. When the draft Bill was published, we were encouraged to 
see that our work had influenced the government’s overall approach.

3.1.3 Build Sound Minds event: We hosted an event in Parliament to raise awareness 
of Children’s Mental Health Week. Young people spoke about their experiences of 
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the Blues Programme, and we encouraged MPs to take our message back to their 
constituencies.

3.1.4 Young campaigners’ workshop: We delivered a campaigning workshop to young 
people from our services, equipping them with the skills they need to make a real 
difference. The young people designed their own mental health (#DontZipItUp) and 
homelessness (#TheFightAgainstHomelessness) awareness campaigns.

3.2. Plans are underway to launch a landmark report in July 2019, which will look at the 
state of childhood today. The report will outline the challenges faced by young people 
across the UK, and suggest how we – the government and society – can improve 
childhoods, particularly for those in or on the edge of crisis.

3.3. For more about our campaigning and policy work, please visit: actionforchildren.org.
uk/what-we-do/policy-and-research/ 

4. Making a difference to children’s lives

4.1. We continue to develop new areas of work to support vulnerable children and 
young people. These include increased mental health support and the expansion of 
our permanency work (residential support and fostering and adoption), which will 
enable us to give more children a safe and loving home. We are also looking at the 
commercial activity of our nurseries.

4.2 In 2017/2018, we supported more than 301,000 children, young people and 
families. This included those who attended at least one session, had been seen 
by a staff member, received advice from us, or used any of our 529 services. The 
overall reach has drastically reduced from 340,000 in the previous year as a direct 
consequence of the reduction in the number of children’s centres we manage.

Mental health services

4.3. Mental health services for children and young people are in crisis. We have identified 
several schools-based programmes that are proven to work, and we are using these 
to support children and young people. We continued to deliver our Blues Programme 
in schools and this is achieving some remarkable results, with 75% of young people 
reporting improvements in their mental health and emotional wellbeing. We are 
working on the sustainability of this programme and an expansion of the service.

4.4. Another successful programme is GUIDE, which is supported by Welsh Government 
Grant Funding and Swansea University. GUIDE will be rolled out across Wales for 
year 9 students (13- to 14-year-olds). The programme was developed in Canada 
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and provides schools with a complete set of resources that are proven to increase 
the understanding of mental health issues and reduce stigma. The programme 
also offers professional learning sessions for two teachers in each school, which 
enhances the mental health literacy of both students and teachers.

4.5. We have also secured funding to pilot the FRIENDS for Life programme in Dewsbury. 
This is a social skills and resilience building programme that is recognised by the 
World Health Organisation as an effective means to prevent anxiety among children 
aged 8 to 11 years old. FRIENDS for Life is proven to give participants the necessary 
tools to reduce their anxiety and cope in stressful and challenging situations. It also 
improves participants’ social and emotional skills, their ability to focus, confidence, 
and capacity to relax and regulate emotions.

Residential care and permanency services

4.6. Our permanency work offers a range of options designed to meet a child’s needs and 
help them to remain in a secure and stable placement. Our goal is to minimise the 
number of times children move home, thereby reducing the upset and trauma they 
experience.

4.7. Over the last year, we have further expanded our residential developments, which 
now include two new homes in North Wales and Cardiff. We have also:

 ● Repurposed a property we own in North Somerset to provide a long-term home for 
children with disabilities.

 ● Purchased the first of four properties in Tyne and Wear, which will form a 
new cluster of residential homes for children with emotional and behavioural 
difficulties (EBD).

 ● Explored using our East Midlands properties to create a cluster of EBD children’s 
homes, as well as the development potential of properties in Stroud and Hastings.

4.8. As part of our efforts to improve fostering services, we embarked on the Digital 
Handbook Project last year. Our aim is to develop a ‘welcome’ app to support foster 
children as they move into a new home. The inspiration came from a foster child in 
an Action for Children placement who talked about the need to improve our paper 
welcome pack to meet the communication needs of the digital generation. Our 
corporate partner, CBRE, has provided some funding for the project, enabling us to 
co-create the product with young people and foster carers. We will be rolling it out to 
our carers over the coming months.
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Nurseries

4.9. The number of Spring by Action for Children nurseries has increased to 46 following 
the acquisition of additional RAF nurseries and the purchase of an existing nursery 
business in Kent. We plan to open more locations in the coming year.

4.10. We are proud to have made such an impact, but we know there are still significant 
numbers of children and families who need our help.

5. Youth Advisory Board

5.1. Action for Children believes in actively engaging children and young people in 
decision-making. We have set up the Youth Advisory Board to increase input from 
young people and extend their influence in terms of developing our work. Our Board 
of Trustees, Executive Leadership Team and National Committee meetings have 
found the group’s opinions extremely useful.

5.2. In the past year, the Board has been involved in the recruitment of our new Chief 
Executive and Chair of Trustees. They have also helped us appoint young people to 
our Scotland National Committee, designed new resources that will support young 
people across the UK, including a Mental Health Outcome Star, and helped with our 
new ‘welcome’ app for young people moving into foster placements.

5.3. In 2019, we will implement our new participation and co-production strategy to support 
the meaningful engagement of children and young people throughout the charity.

6. The year ahead

6.1. During this anniversary year, we hope to increase support from the public, partners 
and our Action for Children family of supporters, staff, children and families. We will 
continue to work in partnership with others to find innovative solutions to the tough 
challenges faced by children, young people and families.

6.2. We are grateful for the prayers, gifts and encouragement we receive from the 
Methodist Church, and look forward to making the coming year one to remember.

***RESOLUTIONS 

11/1.  The Conference receives the General Report of Action for Children. 
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11/2.  The Conference notes that the trustees of Action for Children for the current year 
are:

  Chair: Sarika Patel (2019), Vice-Chair: Kate Guthrie (2014), Methodist Church 
Appointee: Dr Daleep S Mukarji (2014), the Revd Dr Sheryl M Anderson (2016), 
Richard Cryer (2015), Tracy Griffin (2015), Debbie Morgan (2016), Markus 
Ruetimann (2015), Josephine Larbie (2017), Fiona Thorne (2017), Patricia Gordon 
(2017), Gill Ellis (2017)
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Contact name and details Jasmine Yeboah, Youth President 
youthpresident@methodistchurch.org.uk

Resolutions 12/1.  The Conference receives the Report.

12/2.  The Conference urges Local Churches actively 
to engage with the 3Generate manifesto, by 
including it on Church Council agendas and 
committing to intentional actions as a response.

Summary of content

Subject and aims A summary of 3Generate 2018 - The Methodist Children 
and Youth Assembly and the work of 3Generate year 
round.

Main Points  ● Attendance and Representation of 3Generate 
 ● The overview of 3Generate 
 ● Candidates elected for the role of Youth President 

and 3Generate Youth Representatives.
 ● 3Generate Manifesto 
 ● Highlighted areas for action and Resolutions

3Generate 2018-Methodist Children and Youth Assembly 

Introduction

1. 3Generate is the Children and Youth Assembly of the Methodist Church where young 
people from across the Connexion aged between 8 years and 23 years old gather to 
engage in issues that are important to them. This action-packed weekend inspires 
young people to speak out, engage and respond to issues that affect them, the wider 
Methodist Church and society as a whole. 

Attendance

2. 1,120 delegates, aged 8-23, attended 3Generate 2018, supported by volunteers, group 
leaders, Connexional Team staff, ONE Programme Participants (OPPs), ONE Interns and 
Youth Representatives. Altogether, 1,711 people were a part of 3Generate 2018, making 
it our largest event ever. 
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3Generate 2018 theme: Courageous

3. This year’s theme was ‘#Courageous’. This theme aims to encourage young people to 
step outside of their comfort zone to do something Courageous for Christ. This theme 
has been carried throughout the year in the visits of the Youth President and at other 
youth events across the country. The Courageous theme has also sparked a social media 
campaign and this enables young people to keep up-to-date on how the theme is being 
used across the Connexion. 

Overview of the event

4. The event programme is designed and shaped to enable delegates to be immersed 
in opportunities to Speak out, Engage and Respond to topics that have been chosen 
and selected by children and young people from across the Connexion. 3Generate also 
gives children and young people the opportunity to raise issues that are important to 
them. This is explored and expressed in a variety of ways and styles across the event. 
The event enables and challenges the delegates to be agents of change in their own 
churches and communities. As a result children and young people are empowered to 
engage the whole church in dialogue and action on issues that are important to them 
through the manifesto.

Elections 

5. The following people were elected as 3Generate representatives at the 2018 event:

Role Name

Youth President 2019/2020 Thelma Commey

Conference Representatives Charlotte Hambly, Verity Wild and Martha 
Rand

Council Representative Michael Pryke

British Youth Council Representatives Mary Sharples, Alex Lea and Emily Roe

Ecumenical Representative James Jenkins

Social Justice Representative James Carver

6. These representatives will join Gemma Curtis, Roxanne Bainbridge and Roxanne 
Bromley on the 3Generate representative team. They will combine to form the Youth 
President’s Advisory Group, under Standing Order 250(9). 
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The 3Generate Manifesto

7. The manifestos and resources are produced to enable the rest of the Church to be in 
continuous dialogue with children and young people. The children and young people 
are empowered to work together to take action within their local area in a way that is 
relevant to their own context. The 2019 manifesto was created from feedback gathered 
across all the venues at 3Generate 2018. Children and young people challenged the 
Methodist Church to be courageous about the following issues:

Homelessness

8. Encouraging churches to take action within their local communities, by either supporting 
existing projects created by organisations such as the Joint Public Issues Team (JPIT), 
local community outreaches or creating new initiatives to help combat homelessness 
where there are no existing projects.  

Environment

9.  Inspiring churches to implement strategies that will encourage the members of 
their congregation to recycle more, use less plastic and pick up litter. The positive 
environmental strategies could be executed collectively (in the form of a church action 
plan) or individually in the hope that environmentally-saving methods become part of 
people’s daily lifestyles.   

Helping others

10. Seeking those who are lonely and struggling and doing something to help them. The 
young people strongly encourage churches to be explicitly welcoming and deliberately 
inclusive to people outside the church walls. By ‘inclusive’ the intention is to extend 
beyond merely focusing on issues to do with race, sexuality, gender etc but to seek to 
include people who may be in different circumstances, for example, ex-offenders, single 
parent families, refugees, asylum seekers, people with a disability. 

Creating Safe Spaces

11. Whether ‘church’ refers to the people or the building it is important to create safe spaces 
which allow everyone to be listened to and not judged. Therefore, we would encourage 
churches to think of new initiatives to allow this to happen. 

Creative in worship

12. Worship is a lifestyle. Therefore we encourage churches to be creative and varied in the 
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way that we worship God. Whether we are worshipping through song or fighting for social 
justice, it is important to keep God at the centre of our worship.

Making a positive impact in our local communities

13. In order to build bridges between the church and our local communities it is important 
to build positive relationships. Therefore the young people challenge the church to 
get to know and learn about more people in our local communities so that we build 
relationships, break down barriers and stop prejudice.

Resolutions 

14. The resolutions which accompany this report were produced using feedback from the 
children and young people present at 3Generate and by the Youth President’s Advisory 
Group. 

15. The resolutions derived from the 3Generate manifesto and therefore the children and 
young people ask that the Conference directs Church Councils actively to engage with 
the 3Generate manifesto, by including it on Church Council agendas and committing to 
intentional actions as a response.

16. In addition to this, it was evident from feedback that the young people would like the 
Church to be a place where all people feel welcome. Therefore we encourage churches 
to hold or expand an existing gathered community event, with the aim of ‘seeking 
those who are lonely and struggling and do something to help them’ in response to the 
manifesto. For example a lunch club, coffee morning or quiz nights. 

***RESOLUTIONS

12/1.  The Conference receives the Report.

12/2.  The Conference urges Local Churches actively to engage with the 3Generate 
manifesto, by including it on Church Council agendas and committing to 
intentional actions as a response.
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Contact name and details The Revd Timothy A Swindell
Connexional Treasurer
Tim.Swindell@methodist.org.uk

Resolution 13/1.  The Conference receives the Report as the 
Unified Statement of Connexional Finances 
required by SO 360.

 
Summary of content

Subject and aims Summary extracts of the full consolidated accounts 
of the Methodist Church for 2017/2018 which were 
adopted by the Methodist Council and are presented to 
the Conference as the unified statement of connexional 
finances required by Standing Order 360.

Main points These accounts consolidate figures for a wide variety of 
Methodist activities and entities. 

Background context and 
relevant documents

When the Methodist Church was registered with the 
Charity Commission it was agreed that the accounts of 
the registered charity would be those of the Methodist 
Council. The full consolidated accounts were presented 
to the Council and adopted by the Council under SO 
212(1). They are available for scrutiny on the Methodist 
Church website and in printed form from the Finance 
and Resources Team at Methodist Church House.

Under SO 360 the Council is required to present to the 
Conference a “unified statement of connexional finances 
... so as to give an overall view of those moneys and 
other assets for which the council is responsible”.

This Report consists of extracts from the full 
consolidated accounts which provide a summary of 
them to meet that requirement. It is submitted to the 
Conference as the trustee body of the registered charity.

1. Link to the financial statements 
The accounts can be viewed online at: www.methodist.org.uk/trusteesreport 

2. Strategic objectives, aims and purposes of the Methodist Church 
 The activities covered in these accounts fall within the work of the Methodist Church. 
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The strategic objectives of the Methodist Church are directly linked to its aims. They are:

 ● Worship – to increase awareness of God’s presence and to celebrate God’s love;
 ● Learning and Caring – to help people to learn and grow as Christians, through 

mutual support and care;
 ● Service – to be a good neighbour to people in need and to challenge injustice; and
 ● Evangelism – to make more followers of Jesus Christ.

3. Public benefit requirement
 The trustees of the Methodist Church had due regard to the public benefit guidance 

published by the Charity Commission in compliance with its duties under section 17 of 
the Charities Act 2011. This guidance sets out two key principles:

 ● the organisation must have an identifiable benefit.
 ● the benefit must be to the public or a section of the public.

 The Church exists, inter alia, to:

 ● increase awareness of God’s presence and to celebrate God’s love;
 ● help people to learn and grow as Christians, through mutual support and care; and
 ● be a good neighbour to people in need and challenge injustice.

 The trustees consider that for these reasons the charity meets these public benefit 
requirements.

4. Organisation of the work
 In 2017/2018 the Methodist Church, in response to its calling and in pursuit of the 

strategic objectives (worship, learning and caring, service and evangelism), organised its 
work in the following key areas:

Equipping the  
Church to engage  

society

Formation,  
training, development  

and resourcing

Empowering the  
ministry of  

overseas partners

Advocacy  
and education

5. Financial review
 The activities covered in these consolidated financial statements are those under 

the oversight of the Methodist Council. The Methodist Church in Great Britain is 
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the registered charity and the Charity Commission has agreed that these financial 
statements can properly serve as the financial statements of the charity.

 The total income for the year was £43.4m (2017: £46m) a decrease of 5.8% compared 
to the previous year. The net income for the year was a surplus of £0.24m (2017: £16m), 
a decrease of 98.5%, including net investments gains of £6.7m (2017: £18m).

 Other recognised gains for the year were £11.2m (2017: £9m). £11m arose from the 
actuarial revaluation of the Pension and Assurance Scheme for Lay Employees of The 
Methodist Church. The gain arose due to changes in the assumptions used to value the 
Scheme assets and liabilities for the financial statements. (These assumptions may be 
different to those used to calculate future contributions.)

 Income
 Total income decreased by 5.8% this year mainly due to a decrease in property levies 

of 37.3% with fewer properties sold compared to previous year. There was however a 
decrease of 9.5% on trading activities and increase of 13.7% on investment income.

 Expenditure
 Total expenditure increased by 4.2% to £50m (2017: £48m). Of this, £41.3m was 

spent on direct charitable activities (2017: £39m). This includes all amounts spent in 
furtherance of our mission including grants and direct programme activities. Spending 
from restricted funds was greater than income by 38.1%. This is reflecting the reserves 
policy of the Council to reduce reserves to new policy levels and use excess reserves in a 
planned manner over three years.

Methodist Church in  
Great Britain -  
Total Income £43.4m

1. Donations and Legacies 17%
2. Miscellaneous income 3%
3.    Charitable activities including  

district assessments 32%
4. Investment income 12% 
5. Capital levies 13%
6. Other trading activities 22%
7. grant income 1%
8. Net gains on the disposal of  

tangible fixed assets 0%

5

6

7 8

1

2

4 3
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6. Investments 
 The total value of funds held at 31 August 2018 was £284m (2017: £273m). There are 

restricted reserves of £168m (2017: £172m), unrestricted reserves of £96.1m (2017: 
£82.4m), and endowment reserves of £20m (2017: £19m).

 As at 31 August 2018, the Church held fixed asset investments with a fair value of £189 
million (2017: £181 million). The Investment Committee regularly reviews the investment 
portfolio and performs an annual review of the investment policy. The Church’s 
investment objective is to seek an optimal return from income and capital combined. 
The Investment Committee is satisfied with the overall performance of the investment 
portfolio against agreed benchmarks.

7. Consolidated statement of financial activities – see over

8. Consolidated balance sheet – see over

Methodist Church in  
Great Britain -  
Total Expenditure £50m

1. Raising funds 17%
2. Equipping the church  

to engage society 38%
3.    Formation, training, 

development and  
resourcing 22%

4. Empowering the ministry  
of overseas partners 17% 

5. Advocacy and  
education 6%

4

5
1

2

3
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  Notes Unrestricted Restricted Endowment 2018 Total Unrestricted Restricted  Endowment  2017 Total 
  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Income and endowments from:         
Donations and legacies 3a  1,206   6,123   -    7,329  653  6,699   -    7,352 
Charitable activities 3e  13,466   516   -     13,982   13,325   71   -     13,396 
Investments 4a  1,487   3,788   -     5,275   1,320   3,318   -     4,638 
Other trading activities 5a  7,650   1,636   -     9,286   8,049   2,214   -     10,263 
Other 
Capital levies 6a  5,484   -     -     5,484   8,742   -     -     8,742 
Grants 6b  6   565   -     571   -     585   -     585 
Miscellaneous income 3c  786   665   -     1,451   572   485   -     1,057 
Net gains on the disposal of tangible fixed assets   -     -     -     -     -     2   -     2 
          
 
Total income   30,085   13,293   -     43,378   32,661   13,374   -     46,035 
          
 
Expenditure on:          
 
Raising funds 7a  6,816   1,515   16   8,347   6,404   1,977   15   8,396 
Charitable activities          
 
Equipping the church to engage society 7a, 20a, 21a  13,183   5,857   -     19,040   12,551   6,174   -     18,725 
Formation, training, development and resourcing 7a, 20a, 21a  7,172   3,448   -     10,620   7,106   3,518   -     10,624 
Empowering the ministry of overseas partners 7a, 20a, 21a  1,707   6,868   -     8,575   1,534   6,103   -     7,637 
Advocacy and education 7a, 20a, 21a  2,413   672   -     3,085   2,322   97   -     2,419 
Net loss on the disposal of tangible fixed assets   -     -     -     -     37   -     -     37 
          
 
Total expenditure on charitable activities   24,475   16,845   -     41,320   23,550   15,892   -     39,442 
          
 
Total expenditure   31,291   18,360   16   49,667   29,954   17,869   15   47,838 
          
Net gains on investments 14a  2,607   2,925   1,000   6,532   3,444   13,044   1,376   17,864 
          
 
Net income   1,401  (2,142)  984   243   6,151   8,549   1,361   16,061 
Transfers between funds 22  1,332  (1,513)  181   -     1,187  (1,340)  153   -   
Net income after transfers   2,733  (3,655) 1,165   243   7,338   7,209  1,514   16,061 
Other recognised gains and losses:        
Remeasurement of net defined benefit pension scheme liability 28  11,024   139   -     11,163   8,644   63   -      8,707
Gains on revaluation of charitable properties   -     -     -     -     55   -     -     55 
Net movement in funds   13,757  (3,516)  1,165   11,406   16,037   7,272   1,514   24,823 
          
 
Total funds at 1 September   82,373   171,501  18,960   272,834   66,336  164,229   17,446   248,011 
Total funds at 31 August   96,130   167,985   20,125   284,240   82,373   171,501   18,960   272,834
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 Notes Unrestricted Restricted Endowment 2018 Total Unrestricted Restricted  Endowment  2017 Total 
  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000
Income and endowments from:         
Donations and legacies 3a  1,206   6,123   -    7,329  653  6,699   -    7,352 
Charitable activities 3e  13,466   516   -     13,982   13,325   71   -     13,396 
Investments 4a  1,487   3,788   -     5,275   1,320   3,318   -     4,638 
Other trading activities 5a  7,650   1,636   -     9,286   8,049   2,214   -     10,263 
Other 
Capital levies 6a  5,484   -     -     5,484   8,742   -     -     8,742 
Grants 6b  6   565   -     571   -     585   -     585 
Miscellaneous income 3c  786   665   -     1,451   572   485   -     1,057 
Net gains on the disposal of tangible fixed assets   -     -     -     -     -     2   -     2 
          
 
Total income   30,085   13,293   -     43,378   32,661   13,374   -     46,035 
          
 
Expenditure on:          
 
Raising funds 7a  6,816   1,515   16   8,347   6,404   1,977   15   8,396 
Charitable activities          
 
Equipping the church to engage society 7a, 20a, 21a  13,183   5,857   -     19,040   12,551   6,174   -     18,725 
Formation, training, development and resourcing 7a, 20a, 21a  7,172   3,448   -     10,620   7,106   3,518   -     10,624 
Empowering the ministry of overseas partners 7a, 20a, 21a  1,707   6,868   -     8,575   1,534   6,103   -     7,637 
Advocacy and education 7a, 20a, 21a  2,413   672   -     3,085   2,322   97   -     2,419 
Net loss on the disposal of tangible fixed assets   -     -     -     -     37   -     -     37 
          
 
Total expenditure on charitable activities   24,475   16,845   -     41,320   23,550   15,892   -     39,442 
          
 
Total expenditure   31,291   18,360   16   49,667   29,954   17,869   15   47,838 
          
Net gains on investments 14a  2,607   2,925   1,000   6,532   3,444   13,044   1,376   17,864 
          
 
Net income   1,401  (2,142)  984   243   6,151   8,549   1,361   16,061 
Transfers between funds 22  1,332  (1,513)  181   -     1,187  (1,340)  153   -   
Net income after transfers   2,733  (3,655) 1,165   243   7,338   7,209  1,514   16,061 
Other recognised gains and losses:        
Remeasurement of net defined benefit pension scheme liability 28  11,024   139   -     11,163   8,644   63   -      8,707
Gains on revaluation of charitable properties   -     -     -     -     55   -     -     55 
Net movement in funds   13,757  (3,516)  1,165   11,406   16,037   7,272   1,514   24,823 
          
 
Total funds at 1 September   82,373   171,501  18,960   272,834   66,336  164,229   17,446   248,011 
Total funds at 31 August   96,130   167,985   20,125   284,240   82,373   171,501   18,960   272,834
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           The Methodist Church in Great Britain      The Connexional Funds
 
 Notes 2018 2017 2018 2017
  £000 £000 £000 £000

Fixed assets
Intangible assets 13c 165 178 154 176
Tangible fixed assets 13 96,536 96,210 88,281 88,853
Investments 14 188,685 181,424 165,865 158,694
  285,386 277,812 254,300 247,723
Current assets      
Stocks 17 83 119 68 103
Debtors 15 5,100 6,112 4,876 5,215
Short-term deposits  14,729 24,133 13,284 21,456
Cash at bank and in hand  7,259 6,612 2,262 2,049

Total current assets  27,171 36,976 20,490 28,823
      
Creditors      
Amounts falling due within one year 16a (16,789) (20,751) (15,432) (18,578)
      
Net current assets  10,382 16,225 5,058 10,245
      
Total assets less current liabilities  295,768 294,037 259,358 257,968
      
Creditors       
Amounts falling due after more than one year 16b (9,667) (9,476) (5,745) (5,767)
      
Net assets excluding pension liability  286,101 284,561 253,613 252,201

Defined benefit pension scheme liability 28 (1,861) (11,727) (1,861) (11,727)
      
Net assets including pension liability 23 284,240 272,834 251,752 240,474
      
The funds of the charity
 
Unrestricted funds     

General funds  46,893 45,440 45,903 44,710
Designated funds  49,237 46,543 48,953 46,543

Defined benefit pension scheme liability  28   -    (9,610)  -    (9,610)

Total unrestricted funds 19,24 96,130 82,373 94,856 81,643
Restricted funds 20,24 167,985 171,501 136,771 139,871
Endowment funds 21 20,125 18,960 20,125 18,960
      
Total funds  284,240 272,834 251,752 240,474
      
 

     Restated Restated 
 Notes 2017 2016 2017 2016
  £000 £000 £000 £000

Fixed assets     
Intangible Assets 13c 178 171 176 171  
Tangible fixed assets 13a,b 96,210 93,101 88,853 85,931  
Investments 14a,b 181,424 166,509 158,694 151,022  
 277,812 259,781 247,723 237,124
Current assets  
Stocks 17 119 145 103 145  
Debtors 15 6,112 7,133 5,215 6,378  
Short term deposits  24,133 20,518 21,456 16,810
Cash at bank and in hand  6,612 1,349 2,049 1,078

Total current assets  36,976 29,145 28,823 24,411
     
Creditors     
Amounts falling due within one year 16a (20,751) (15,964) (18,578) (14,323)
     
Net current assets  16,225 13,181 10,245 10,088
     
Total assets less current liabilities  294,037 272,962 257,968 247,212
     
Creditors      
Amounts falling due after more than one year 16b (9,476) (6,343) (5,767) (6,341)
     

Net assets excluding pension liability  284,561 266,619 252,201 240,871
     
Defined benefit pension scheme liability 28 (11,727) (18,608) (11,727) (18,608)
     
Net assets including pension liability 23 272,834 248,011 240,474 222,263
     
The funds of the charity:     
     Unrestricted funds     
General funds  45,440 42,895 44,710 42,675 
Designated funds  46,543 39,776 46,543 39,776
Defined benefit pension scheme liability 28 (9,610) (16,335) (9,610) (16,335)

Total unrestricted funds 19, 24 82,373 66,336 81,643 66,116 
Restricted funds 20a,b, 24 171,501 164,229 139,871 138,701  
Endowment funds 21b,c 18,960 17,446 18,960 17,446  
Total funds  272,834 248,011 240,474 222,263 
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9. Statement of trustees’ responsibilities

 The law applicable to charities in England and Wales requires the trustees to prepare 
financial statements for each financial year which give a true and fair view of the state of 
affairs of the charity and the group and of the income and expenditure of the charity for 
that period. In preparing these financial statements, the trustees are required to:

a) select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
b) observe the methods and principles in the Charities SORP;
c) make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
d) state whether applicable accounting standards have been followed, subject to any 

material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and
e) prepare the financial statements on the going concern basis unless it is 

inappropriate to presume that the charity will continue in business.

 The trustees are responsible for keeping proper accounting records that disclose with 
reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the charity and enable them 
to ensure that the financial statements comply with the Charities Act 2011, the Charity 
(Accounts and Reports) Regulations 2008 and the provisions of the trust deed. They 
are also responsible for safeguarding the assets of the charity and the group and 
hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of fraud and other 
irregularities.

 The trustees are responsible for the maintenance and integrity of the charity and 
financial information included on the charity’s website. Legislation in the United Kingdom 
governing the preparation and dissemination of financial statements may differ from 
legislation in other jurisdictions.

Auditor

A resolution proposing the re-appointment of RSM UK Audit LLP as auditor to the charity was 
approved by the Methodist Council.

RSM UK Audit LLP has indicated its willingness to continue in office.

***RESOLUTION 

13/1.  The Conference receives the Report as the Unified Statement of Connexional 
Finances required by SO 360. 
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Trustees of The Methodist Church in Great Britain 

Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of Methodist Church in Great Britain (the 
‘parent charity’) and its subsidiaries (the ‘group’) for the year ended 31 August 2018 
which comprise the Consolidated Statement of Financial Activities, the Connexional Funds 
Statement of Financial Activities, the Consolidated and Connexional Funds Balance Sheets, 
the Consolidated and Connexional Funds Cash Flow Statements and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies. The financial reporting 
framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom 
Accounting Standards, including FRS 102 “The Financial Reporting Standard applicable in 
the UK and Republic of Ireland” (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).

In our opinion the financial statements:

 ● give a true and fair view of the state of the group’s and charity’s affairs as at 31 August 
2018 and of their incoming resources and application of resources for the year then 
ended; 

 ● have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted 
Accounting Practice; and 

 ● have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Charities Act 2011.

Basis for opinion

We have been appointed as auditors under section 151 of the Charities Act 2011 and report 
in accordance with regulations made under section 154 of that Act. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs 
(UK)) and applicable law. Our responsibilities under those standards are further described 
in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements section of our 
report. We are independent of the group and parent charity in accordance with the ethical 
requirements that are relevant to our audit of the financial statements in the UK, including 
the FRC’s Ethical Standard and we have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in 
accordance with these requirements. We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is 
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Conclusions relating to going concern

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters in relation to which the ISAs 
(UK) require us to report to you where:
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 ● the trustees’ use of the going concern basis of accounting in the preparation of the 
financial statements is not appropriate; or

 ● the trustees have not disclosed in the financial statements any identified material 
uncertainties that may cast significant doubt about the group’s or parent charity’s ability 
to continue to adopt the going concern basis of accounting for a period of at least twelve 
months from the date when the financial statements are authorised for issue.

Other information

The trustees are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises 
the information included in the Consolidated Report and Financial Statements other than 
the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Our opinion on the financial 
statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of 
assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the  
other information and in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially 
inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or 
otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If we identify such material inconsistencies  
or apparent material misstatements, we are required to determine whether there is a 
material misstatement in the financial statements or a material misstatement of the other 
information. If, based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material 
misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing 
to report in this regard.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception

We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Charities Act 2011 
requires us to report to you if, in our opinion:

 ● the information given in the financial statements is inconsistent in any material respect 
with the Trustees’ Report; or

 ● sufficient accounting records have not been kept by the parent charity; or
 ● the parent charity financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records 

and returns; or
 ● we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.

Responsibilities of trustees

As explained more fully in the Statement of Trustees’ Responsibilities set out in section 9, 
the trustees are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being 
satisfied that they give a true and fair view, and for such internal control as the trustees 
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determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the trustees are responsible for assessing the group’s 
and parent charity’s ability to continue as a going concern, disclosing as applicable, matters 
related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting, unless the trustees 
either intend to liquidate the group or parent charity or to cease operations, or have no 
realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as 
a whole are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an 
auditor’s report that includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, 
but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in accordance with ISAs (UK) will always detect 
a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are 
considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 
influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

A further description of our responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements 
is provided on the Financial Reporting Council’s website at www.frc.org.uk/
auditorsresponsibilities. This description forms part of our auditor’s report.

Use of our report 

This report is made solely to the charity’s trustees as a body, in accordance with the 
Charities Act 2011. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state to the 
charity’s trustees those matters we are required to state to them in an auditor’s report and 
for no other purpose. To the fullest extent, permitted by law, we do not accept or assume 
responsibility to anyone other than the charity and the charity’s trustees as a body, for our 
audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

RSM UK Audit LLP
Statutory Auditor
Chartered Accountants
St Philips Point
Temple Row, Birmingham
West Midlands B2 5AF

Date: 22 February 2019

RSM UK Audit LLP is eligible to act as an auditor in terms of section 1212 of the Companies 
Act 2006.
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Contact name and details John Weaving, Director of Finance and Company 
Secretary, Methodist Independent Schools Trust 
jweaving@methodistschools.org.uk

Summary of content

Subject and aims Appointment of Methodist Independent Schools 
Trustees and governors to three Methodist Independent 
Associated Schools.

Background context  
and relevant documents 
(with function)

The Conference is responsible for the appointment of 
Methodist Independent Schools Trustees and governors 
to the schools named in the resolutions.

Methodist Independent Schools Trust (MIST)

Appointment of Trustees to MIST and Governors to Associated Schools

Trustees of Methodist Independent Schools Trust are appointed by the Conference, normally 
for a three-year term. Nominations are made by the Trust, Chairs of Governors and the 
Methodist Council. 

Under the Schemes relating to the administration of Ashville College, Kingswood School 
and Rydal Penrhos School, the Conference is responsible for the appointment of governors 
to their governing bodies. Governors are nominated by the governing bodies and/or the 
Methodist Independent Schools Trust and are initially appointed for a period of three years. 
They may be re-appointed for a further period.

***RESOLUTIONS

14/1. The Conference adopts the re-nomination by the Trustees of the Revd Dr John 
Barrett as a Trustee and Chair of the Methodist Independent Schools Trust for a 
period of three years concluding 31 August 2022.

14/2. The Conference adopts the re-nomination by the Trustees of Mrs Elaine Cleland 
as a Trustee of the Methodist Independent Schools Trust for a period of three 
years concluding 31 August 2022.

14/3. The Conference adopts the nomination by the Trustees of Mr Hugh Monro as 
a Trustee of Methodist Independent Schools Trust for a period of three years 
concluding 31 August 2022.
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Ashville College

14/4. The Conference adopts the nomination by the Governors of Mr Humph Vincent as 
a Governor of Ashville College for a period of three years concluding 31 August 
2022.

Kingswood School

14/5. The Conference adopts the nominations by the Governors of Mr Ian Falconer, 
Miss Beth Garner and Mr Malcolm Gordon as Governors of Kingswood School  
for a period of three years concluding 31 August 2022.

Rydal Penrhos School

14/6. The Conference adopts the re-nominations by Methodist Independent Schools 
Trust of Mr Ralph Dransfield, the Revd Dr Stephen Wigley, Dr Della Fazey, Mrs 
Anne Watson as Governors of Rydal Penrhos School for a period of three years 
concluding 31 August 2022.

14/7. The Conference adopts the re-nominations by Rydal Penrhos School of Mr Iwan 
Williams, Mr Julian Barnes, Mr Paul Burgess, Mr John Payne, Mr Nigel Bickerton 
as Governors of Rydal Penrhos School for a period of five years concluding 31 
August 2024.

Reasoned Statements

Mr Hugh Monro
Current Governor at a Methodist Independent Schools Trust School, Shebbear College.  
Hugh is a former teacher, ISI inpector, serves on various academic committees and is the 
Vice-President of Council for Independent Further Education.

Mr Humph Vincent
Since retiring from the Royal Air Force after a career specialising in support to operations, 
Humph has worked in consultancy and property development; he is now semi-retired and 
actively involved in welfare work within the military charity sector. 
 
Mr Ian Falconer
Ian is a former pupil and Kingswood parent, with extensive experience in marketing and 
business management, particularly the development of new technology in industry.  
He has held several senior executive roles in Europe, Africa, the Middle East and the USA.
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Mrs Beth Garner
Beth is a former Kingswood pupil and currently works for a major accounting firm. She 
specialises in audit within the public and not-for-profit sectors.

Mr Malcolm Gordon
Malcolm is a former parent at Kingswood and is currently the CEO of an international 
Telecoms and IT company. He brings considerable financial, business management and IT 
knowledge to the Board.
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Contact name and details Mrs Louise C Wilkins
Conference Officer for Legal and Constitutional Practice
Secretary of the Committee 
wilkinsl@methodistchurch.org.uk 

SECTION A 
GENERAL REPORT

The Committee is charged under Standing Orders with the scrutiny of all new legislation 
which is proposed to the Conference in order to ensure its coherence with existing usage 
and Methodist polity. Various members of the Committee undertake this task and have 
commented upon all the proposals submitted to the Committee by the Methodist Council 
and other bodies. The Committee also seeks to ensure that Standing Orders comply with any 
changes in legislation or case law. 

The 2018 Conference directed the Committee to undertake several pieces of work with 
the Methodist Council, including consideration of the potential for alternative models of 
managing trusteeship. Such consideration has taken place at the Connexional Leaders’ 
Forum and the Methodist Council. Any policy decisions taken in respect of this piece of 
work requiring amendments to the Model Trusts or Standing Orders will be brought to the 
Conference in 2020. 

There were no special resolutions referred to the Committee by the 2018 Conference.  

The Committee continues to work closely with the Safeguarding Committee to ensure any 
policy amendments that affect Standing Orders are acted upon and discussions continue on 
the use of the word “contract” in section 69.  

The Committee has considered at length whether there are any legal or constitutional matters 
that would prevent amendments to paragraphs 14(2) and 14(2A) of the Model Trusts and 
this work has led to proposals being made to the Methodist Council in April 2019 in respect 
of paragraph 14(2A). Any proposals for amendment to paragraph 14(2A) will be contained in 
Volume 2 of the Conference Agenda. 

The Committee assisted in finalising the constitution for Ecumenical Areas so that they are 
able to register with the Charity Commission.

The Committee awaits the outcome of the consultation on the Code of Conduct and the 
final substance of the Code in order to decide how best to link this Code with the existing 
Complaints and Discipline or Ministerial Competence processes. It is also anticipated that  
any Code would assist the Committee in deciphering how to enable Circuits to reclaim  
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from ministers, costs that are incurred due to the condition that a manse has been  
left in.  

The Committee receives a report, at least annually, from the Complaints and Discipline 
Subcommittee and makes any proposals as necessary to amend Standing Orders to 
continually clarify and improve the process.  

The Committee has commented upon and assisted members of the Conference Office in 
responding to a claim by a minister for judicial review of a church process. Permission to 
make a claim for judicial review was not granted by the Court and therefore the claim never 
progressed. 

The Committee appointed the Law and Polity Conference Subcommittee under Standing 
Order 338(6) as follows: the Secretary of the Conference, the Conference Officer for Legal 
and Constitutional Practice, the Revds Jennifer M Dyer, Julian M Pursehouse and James 
Tebbutt, Miss Elizabeth H Ovey and Mr David S Walton (Chair).

***RESOLUTION

15/1.  The Conference receives the General Report. 

SECTION B 
MINOR AMENDMENTS TO CPD

As usual the Committee submits a list of corrections to The Constitutional Practice and 
Discipline of the Methodist Church consequent upon decisions already taken by the 
Conference, or to remedy minor errors and omissions. 

By way of explanation the 2018 Conference following a review of the Safeguarding Committee 
agreed to changes to Standing Order 232 and subsequently fewer former Presidents and 
Vice- Presidents serve on the committee. The consequential amendments to Standing Orders 
232 and 234 are set out below. 

There is one further consequential amendment to Standing Order 730(4) to ensure the 
correct cross-referencing. 

***RESOLUTION

15/2. The Conference, by way of minor and consequential corrections, amends 
Standing Orders as follows: 
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232 Safeguarding Committee. (1) The Methodist Council shall annually appoint a 
Safeguarding Committee consisting of:

(i) a chair who shall be appointed for four years;
(ii) up to 18 people who shall be appointed for six years who shall include:

(a) at least five persons who, by virtue of their relevant experience, will in the 
judgment of the council command wide respect, and

(b) at least ten other persons with relevant experience. 

234 Appeal Process. (1) The convener shall arrange for the appeal to be heard by an appeal 
panel which shall include one person referred to in Standing Order 232(1)(i)(ii)(b) and two 
persons referred to in Standing Order 232(1)(ii)(a), and one of whom the latter shall be 
a former President of Vice President, who shall chair the appeal panel. No member of the 
appeal panel shall have been involved in giving or making the direction or determination 
which is the subject of the appeal. 

730 Ministerial Transfer between Churches (4) Subject to clause (5AB) below the 
appropriate Connexional Team member responsible for presbyteral or diaconal candidates 
shall obtain: 

SECTION C 
JOINT ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON THE ETHICS OF INVESTMENT 

The Conference annually receives a report from the Joint Advisory Committee on the Ethics of 
Investment. It has been noted that this committee is not established within Standing Orders 
and the Law and Polity Committee has therefore been working with the committee in order to 
bring the proposed Standing Order set out below.  

231A Joint Advisory Committee on the Ethics of Investment. (1) There shall be a Joint 
Advisory Committee on the Ethics of Investment appointed annually in accordance with 
clause (2) below. 

(2) The committee shall consist of eleven persons and shall comprise: 

(i) A chair appointed by the Methodist Council;
(ii) Five other persons appointed by the Methodist Council;
(iii) Five persons appointed by the Central Finance Board. 

(3) The committee shall meet as frequently as need be, but in any event at least once a 
year. 

(4) The committee shall be responsible for advising the Central Finance Board on ethical 
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aspects of investments and proposed investments, and shall report annually to the 
Conference. 

***RESOLUTIONS

15/3.  The Conference receives the Report.

15/4.  The Conference adopts Standing Order 231A as set out in this Report. 

SECTION D  
LEGAL AND PROPERTY SUPPORT FOR MANAGING TRUSTEES 

In 2018, the Legal and Property Support for Managing Trustees working party reported to 
the Council and made a number of recommendations that were accepted by the Council 
and reported to the Conference. Recommendation 13 required that contracts that needed 
detailed connexional scrutiny under SO 931(3) should be reviewed with a full list of 
documents being produced and any amendments to SO 931(3) should be brought to the 
2019 Conference.  

The Law and Polity Committee has prepared a list of documents which, following consultation 
with the Trustees for Methodist Church Purposes (TMCP) and the group appointed by the 
Strategy and Resources Committee to oversee implementation of the working party’s report, 
will be presented to the Methodist Council in October 2019 for adoption.  

In order to offer clarity to managing trustees as to what requires Connexional Team inspection 
and approval, and to direct their attention to the full list, a proposed amendment to SO 
931(3) is set out below.  

931(3)(a) Subject to sub-clause (b) below all All contracts, relating to property, conveyances, 
leasehold agreements, sharing agreements, deeds and declarations of every kind relating 
to property, and in particular documents of a kind specified in a list to be published from 
time to time for this purpose by the Methodist Council, shall be forwarded submitted in 
draft to the Connexional Team for inspection and approval before being signed.

(b) Sub-clause (a) above does not apply to: 

(i)  contracts for building works or demolition, except insofar as they contain, or 
should contain, provisions relating to Party Wall Act matters, or

(ii)  licences, except those of a kind specified in the said list.  
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***RESOLUTIONS

15/5. The Conference receives the Report. 

15/6.  The Conference amends Standing Order 931(3) as set out in the Report. 
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Contact name and details The Revd Canon Gareth J Powell  
(Secretary of the Conference)
SoC@methodistchurch.org.uk
Mr Doug Swanney (Connexional Secretary)
CS@methodistchurch.org.uk 

Resolution 16/1. The Conference receives the Report.

Summary of content

Subject and aims Following agreement that the reaffirmation of Our 
Calling would be the primary strategic driver for the 
whole Church, this report celebrates some of the ways 
in which this reaffirmation has shaped the life and 
work of the Methodist Church during the 2018/2019 
connexional year.

Main points Section A – Introduction 
Section B – Evangelism 
Section C – Worship 
Section D – Learning and Caring
Section E – Service 
Section F – The Next Steps

Background context and 
relevant documents 

‘Reaffirming Our Calling: the future call of the Methodist 
Church’ – Discussion paper presented to the 2018 
Conference
Connexional Property and Financial Strategies (adopted 
October 2018)
MC/18/72 – Methodist Council Objectives 
MC/18/76 – Concordat 50th Anniversary Celebrations
MC/19/12 – Our Calling – Developing Vocation 
MC/19/29 – Report from the Strategy and Resources 
Committee (SRC)
MC/19/36 – Priorities for Mission in Britain Grants
MC/19/43 – Council Objectives
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SECTION A 
INTRODUCTION 

1. The 2018 Conference considered a discussion paper entitled ‘Reaffirming Our 
Calling: the future call of the Methodist Church’. Rather than simply sitting alongside 
the many other items of business before the Conference, this paper served to bring 
to the fore overarching questions about the state of the work of God and the shape 
of the continuing participation of the Methodist Church in God’s mission. It followed 
conversations at the Connexional Leaders’ Forum (CLF), the Strategy and Resources 
Committee (SRC) and the Council, which in turn sought to respond to the challenges 
presented by the triennial statistical returns to the 2017 Conference. 

2. The discussion paper noted that the culmination of the reflections of the CLF and Council 
was to agree that the reaffirmation of the statement Our Calling would be the primary 
strategic driver for the whole Church. This statement, first adopted in 2000, affirms that: 

 The calling of the Methodist Church is to respond to the gospel of God’s love in Christ 
and to live out its discipleship in worship and mission. 

 The Church exists to:

 ● Increase the awareness of God’s presence and celebrate God’s love (Worship)
 ● Help people to grow and learn as Christians, through mutual support and care 

(Learning and Caring)
 ● Be a good neighbour to people in need and to challenge injustice (Service)
 ● Make more followers of Jesus Christ (Evangelism)

(Our Calling Conference Report 2000) 

3. Over the course of 2018/2019, the connexional reaffirmation and renewal of Our 
Calling has enabled a significant number of developments in the life of the Church – 
developments that offer inspiration, hope, a sense of purpose and clarity of direction. 
While some of these developments involve the work and structure of the Connexional 
Team, the purpose of the Team is always to resource Local Churches, Circuits and Districts, 
where the life and witness of the Methodist Church is experienced and made a reality. 

4. In October 2018, the Council adopted its tasks, aims and priorities1 (the ‘Objectives’) 
for the period ahead, structured around Our Calling (see MC/18/72). MC/19/43 
provides a detailed update on progress in these areas. Across the Connexion, Local 
Churches, Circuits and Districts have devoted time, energy and resources to the 
reaffirmation of Our Calling, expressed in countless ways. This report celebrates 

1 It is worth noting that in order to focus more coherently on Our Calling, and to pay attention to today’s contexts, 
the ‘Priorities for the Methodist Church’ adopted in 2004 will no longer form part of the framework for action.
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a small sample of developments that have taken place across the Connexion and 
offers an update on the ways in which the Methodist Church is seeking to respond 
continually to the gospel of God’s love in Christ. 

5. Of the four headings of Our Calling, this report will address ‘Evangelism’ first, in 
keeping with the discussion paper considered by the 2018 Conference. That paper 
identified ‘priority areas’ agreed by the CLF and the Council for focus in the context 
of responding to and reaffirming Our Calling, the first of which was “To make more 
followers of Jesus Christ through mission and evangelism” (para. 11). In direct 
response to this, resources have been dedicated to this hugely important area of 
work, and a number of exciting developments are outlined below. 

SECTION B 
EVANGELISM

6. In order to make more followers of Jesus Christ across the Connexion, the Council 
understands its task as being: 

a. to equip and give confidence to the Methodist people to share the gospel of 
Christ with those in our local communities so as to lead people to making a 
personal commitment to Christ; and 

b. to be celebrating and playing a full part in the global community of Methodists 
(eg the World Methodist Council and the European Methodist Council) for the 
sake of the transformation of the world through the sharing of the gospel, 
and being a confident Church acting prophetically in our own Connexion with 
ecumenical and other partners.  

7. Since the 2018 Conference, a new ‘Evangelism and Growth’ team has been 
appointed within the Connexional Team, with 10 officeholders across the Connexion 
working hard, in concert with Connexional Team, regional and district leaders, 
to progress the emerging Evangelism and Growth strategy. At the time of writing, 
the Director of Evangelism and Growth is on target to complete 50 on-the-road 
consultations by the end of April and will continue conversations around the 
developing strategic plan at the Conference, next autumn with various committees, 
and in October with a connexional ‘Consultation and Celebration of Evangelism and 
Growth’ in London. A taster video about the (re)start of this focus was launched 
in early March, in time for Presbyteral and Representative Spring Synods. These 
extensive consultations, as well as contributing to the development of a connexional 
strategy, have served to energise, equip and empower Methodists across the 
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Connexion for the task of ‘making more followers of Jesus Christ.’ The following are 
some quotations from those who have attended: 
 

 
 
One of the key ways in which Methodists will be equipped to talk more confidently of 
God and to ‘make more followers of Jesus Christ’ will be through a renewed focus on 
testimony, drawing on a key Methodist charism. 

8. The reaffirmation of Our Calling has manifested itself in many areas of the Church’s 
work as we continue to be part of God’s story. In preparation for the 2019/2020 Year 
of Testimony, every Circuit has received a copy of the Talking Jesus resource and it 
was translated into Welsh for use by Synod Cymru. 

9. There are many exciting initiatives planned that will provide the Methodist Church 
with resources and confidence to share and hear stories of faith. The theme of 
testimony was suggested at 3Generate in 2017 and builds on the ‘1,000 Letters’ 
campaign. This is echoed by the Revd Dr Barbara Glasson and Prof Clive Marsh who 
will release their book So what’s the story? in time for the 2019 Conference. Their 
book looks at how we can better understand other people’s stories and express our 
own. Every one of us has compelling stories to tell of our journey to faith and how God 
is with us in our day-to-day life. 

10. As part of the Year of Testimony, the Evangelism and Growth team is working on 
The Story Project, through which everyone will have the chance to share the story of 
their walk with God. These will be honest accounts of how God has been with us (or 
even absent) in our celebrations and struggles, joy and pain. During the 2019/2020 
connexional year, the Methodist Church will seek to put God’s and our story at the 
heart of our lives, enriching and equipping us to share our faith with everyone. 

“As a young person, I am so excited 
that the Methodist Church wants to 
plant new churches to reach people 
who haven’t felt interested in God 

before.”

“When I hear about this emerging strategy, 
it reminds me why I signed up to be a 
minister in the first place. Ministry is 

challenging, but I continue to choose hope, 
in part because the Methodist Church is 
focusing on the most important things.”

“I feel freed to focus on the things  
God cares about the most!”
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11. Vital conversations have been held with senior representatives of Methodist charities 
and bodies including Action for Children, MHA, Central Finance Board and All We Can 
to affirm a shared hope in God’s world and to develop shared ways of working in the 
mission of the Church. 

12. The celebration of our role in the global community of Methodists for the sake of 
sharing the gospel continues to develop, eg through an increased focus on twinning 
and P2P (people-to-people) programmes and through the engagement of young 
Methodists on World Church exposure visits. Building on the celebrations in August 
2018 of the 50th anniversary of the Concordat between the United Methodist 
Church and the Methodist Church in Britain (see MC/18/76), the Council in October 
endorsed a draft statement reaffirming our shared heritage as Wesleyan Christians 
and appointed (with the Council of Bishops) a group to take forward work on seven 
key areas, with a view to presenting a renewed Concordat to both Conferences in 
2020. 

SECTION C  
WORSHIP 

13. In order to increase the awareness of God’s presence and celebrate God’s love 
across the Connexion, the Council understands its task as being: 

a. to consider how best to enable every act of worship conducted in the name 
of the Methodist Church to give honour to God through excellence, creativity, 
prayerful contemplation and encompassing a variety of spiritualities; and

b. to have a clear articulation of the Church’s engagement with God’s mission 
and therefore to ensure there are ministers, local preachers and lay leaders 
of the required gifts and qualities for that mission and that they are effectively 
deployed. Enabling all people to discern and utilise their gifts in responding to 
Our Calling. 

14. Over the past year, a great deal of work has been undertaken to resource those 
responsible for leading God’s people in prayer and worship, eg through continuing 
improvements to Worship: Leading and Preaching (W:LP) and the development of 
guidelines for peer-to-peer mentoring (see MC/19/43). 

15. One of the most significant developments in this area of Our Calling has been the 
emergence of a connexional vocations strategy (see MC/19/12). Changes to practice 
and policy have been proposed in order to achieve a ‘culture change’ in the life of the 
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Methodist Church, such that conversations about call, discernment and vocation (to 
ministry in its broadest sense, lay and ordained, in the Church and in the world) might 
become part of our everyday language. 

16. A Vocations Development Working Group has been appointed, with a focus on a 
coordinated approach to vocational development across the Connexional Team, 
and is now in the very early stages of its task. Work is also underway to support 
and develop roles that will act as a focus for vocational exploration on a more 
local, district or regional basis, and to link together and publicise the many existing 
discipleship and vocation resources. Some of the fruits of this area of work that have 
already been seen include: 

a. ‘Exploring Ordained Ministry’ days held at Cliff College and in London with over 
80 people in attendance. Further days are envisaged for those aged 18-30 and 
those from BAME communities. 

b. A wide range of opportunities for vocational exploration for young people, 
including (but not limited to):

i. ONE Opportunity – pilots are now running across the Connexion, offering 
young people aged 16-23 a part-time paid role for one year to enable them 
to participate in and develop a project within the Local Church or Circuit;

ii. ONE Programme – ONE Programme Participants (OPPs) are employed for 
one year on a part-time basis with a local project to help develop the mission 
and ministry of the Church at a local, regional and connexional level;

iii. The Methodist Intern scheme, now in its second year, continues to develop, 
providing exciting opportunities for young adults aged 21-26 to spend a 
year exploring faith alongside a paid placement with a range of professional 
organisations, combining training and mentoring with professional, personal 
and spiritual development;

iv. Rise and Shine – a vocations-focused weekend for young leaders aged 16-23;
v. Young Preachers and Worship Leaders – a new event in partnership with 

Cliff College enabling young people interested in preaching or worship-
leading to gather and explore vocation together. 

SECTION D 
LEARNING AND CARING 

17. In order to help people to grow and learn as Christians, through mutual support and 
care, across the Connexion, the Council understands its task as being: 
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a. to use the resources of the Church to support Districts, Circuits and Local 
Churches to be most effective in their mission, by providing cost-effective 
connexional specialist services and relevant local based resources; and 

b. to operate the oversight/leadership functions of the Methodist Church as 
effectively as possible in pursuit of the Church’s mission ensuring the most 
appropriate use of resources. 

18. Over the past year, Circuits and Districts (many of which were already actively 
engaged in shaping their common life around Our Calling) have invested considerable 
time and energy in the further development of Mission Plans. Local Churches, Circuits 
and Districts and their leadership teams have been seeking to develop their church 
and circuit vision plans, with regional teams offering assistance in facilitating vision 
and strategy days as these plans evolve. 

19. In March 2019, the CLF considered Mission Plans from a number of Districts. As just 
one example, the Wolverhampton and Shrewsbury District’s Mission Statement and 
Plan (revised in October 2018) begins with Our Calling as its starting point, before 
indicating the breadth of work taking place in the District, the rate of change over 
recent years, and the values that underpin the District’s work. The Mission Plan 
does not offer a comprehensive list of the District’s activities, but brings to the fore 
important emphases for the coming connexional year and new areas of work. It is 
audited by each meeting of the District Policy Committee, and has proven helpful in 
providing a clear focus for the DPC’s meetings. 

20. Applications were invited from Districts for funding towards projects responding 
specifically to the reaffirmation of Our Calling. Nine district projects were funded 
at a cost of £882,000, with the Districts providing matched funding. A further 
£600,000 was then released from the Connexional Priority Fund (CPF) for further 
district applications (see MC/19/29). The projects supported in this way across the 
Connexion are as follows: 

a. A presbyter to work with ecumenical colleagues to create a pioneering church 
community on a new housing development in the Wales Synod;

b. A Mission Advisor in the Birmingham District;
c. Developments in the New Room as a centre for learning about Methodism, a 

venue for community groups and a hub for outreach in the Bristol District;
d. A Youth Work Enabler in the Cumbria District;
e. An Evangelism and Mission Support post in the Chester and Stoke-on-Trent 

District;
f. A District Mission, Evangelism and Community Engagement Enabler in the 

Darlington District;
g. A ‘Replanting Rural’ scheme in the East Anglia District, through which Local 
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Churches can offer their buildings for new church plants and pioneer projects;
h. ‘The Neighbourhood Project’ in the Liverpool District – a team of mission 

enablers working closely with a church to develop its understanding and practice 
of being ‘a good neighbour’;

i. A Church Planting Officer in the Manchester and Stockport District;
j. A District Community Engagement Enabler in the Newcastle upon Tyne District;
k. A Godly Play bus in the Lancashire District;
l. A Wellbeing Officer and a Young Evangelists and Pioneers scheme in the 

Nottingham and Derby District, equipping young people to start new Christian 
communities; 

m. ‘Overstone Project’ (Methodist school) Community Chaplain in the Northampton 
District;

n. Equipping ‘Christian Communities in Conversation’ in the Plymouth and Exeter 
District;

o. A Mission Development Support Worker in the Sheffield District; 
p. A Missional Communities Worker and support for ‘Resourcing Churches’ 

(focusing on missional initiatives such as church planting) in the Yorkshire West 
District; 

q. A District Ministry and Mission Coordinator in the Wolverhampton and 
Shrewsbury District;

r. A District Pioneer Nursery in the Yorkshire North and East District; 
s. A District Discipleship Enabler in the Bedfordshire, Essex and Hertfordshire 

District; and
t. A Housing Development Officer in the South East District. 

21. Further support continues to be available through the provision of connexional grants. 
The four headings of Our Calling have previously set an overall strategic context for 
grant-making, but it was agreed that more specific priorities and criteria were needed 
to ensure the best and most focused use of the Church’s resources. Following a 
thorough review, a new set of criteria for Mission in Britain grants was presented to 
the April 2019 Council, emphasising (for instance) the need for work to relate clearly 
to the Circuit and District’s Mission Plans (see MC/19/36). 

22. In October 2018, the Council adopted a Connexional Property Strategy and a 
Connexional Financial Strategy to ensure the best use of the Church’s resources and 
the gifts of connexionalism in the fulfilment of Our Calling. An event in May 2019 
will gather together officeholders from across the Connexion with responsibility for 
implementing these strategies for a day of inspiration, resourcing and the sharing of 
expertise. 

23. The CLF and the Council have engaged in fruitful conversations around oversight 
and trusteeship, considering structures with the aim of providing greater support; 
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enabling ministry, mission and broader strategic thinking; and promoting better 
coordination. Questions were considered including: What can most effectively be 
provided by Circuits, Districts or the Connexional Team? What of our structures and 
patterns of oversight do we need to keep or lay aside, and why? This conversation 
will continue at the 2019 Conference as similar questions are asked with a view 
to ensuring that Methodist oversight structures are as effective and supportive as 
possible. 

24. In light of the need to structure the Connexional Team to best support the 
connexional reaffirmation of Our Calling, the Senior Management Group (SMG) and 
the SRC have agreed to move away from the existing understanding of the Team as 
being made up of a number of ‘Clusters’ and to increase cooperation through the 
development of one Team organised into a number of key areas: Mission, Ministry, 
Finance & Resources, HR & Development, Communications and the Conference 
Office. The SRC and SMG believe this will help the Team to become less a group of 
Clusters and more a close-knit cohesive Team supporting the mission and ministry of 
the Methodist Church through the reaffirmation of Our Calling. 

25. Work continues on the development of a ‘Methodist Way of Life’ (see ‘Reaffirming Our 
Calling: the future call of the Methodist Church’ paras. 16-21) designed to encourage 
a change in culture and to enable faithful attention to the activity of God in the heart 
and in the world. A wide range of resources is being designed that will comprise much 
more than a membership programme or curriculum for small groups, but rather a 
pathway for whole-life discipleship drawing on Methodism’s rootedness in tradition 
and relevance in the 21st century. 

SECTION E 
SERVICE

26. In order to be a good neighbour to people in need and to challenge injustice across 
the Connexion, the Council understands its task as being: 

a. to be an inclusive and diverse Church by extending our reach and engagement 
with those who feel marginalised, ensuring that all feel protected to be able to 
participate; and

b. to resource work and programmes which then transform our society and 
communities to embody the kingdom of God through living out our social 
holiness; offering loving acts of justice and service to all and challenging 
injustice wherever we see it. 
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27. Over the past year, the Methodist Church has worked ecumenically through the Joint 
Public Issues Team in order to identify areas where the Church might challenge 
injustice and seek to be a prophetic voice, including the promotion of: 

a. a society that welcomes the stranger;
b. a society where those who are the poorest are at the centre;
c. a society that values each generation;
d. a world that shares a single planet fairly;
e. a world that works for global peace; and
f. a society where there is greater democratic participation. 

 Key campaigns this year designed to give expression to this challenge have included: 
Living Lent, the hostile/welcoming environment, terrorism, Universal Credit and inter-
generational justice. 

28. As just one example of the impact of these campaigns, over 450 people engaged 
with the ‘Living Lent’ campaign through social media and daily emails, with many 
others taking part through their Local Churches. The resources provided equipped 
Methodists to engage with every facet of Our Calling, through: 

a. Worship: the provision of theological and devotional material for individuals and 
groups enabled people to explore the theological principles underpinning climate 
justice;

b. Learning and Caring: the growth of a ‘Living Lent’ community (online and in Local 
Churches, schools and community groups) and the provision of blogs and other 
materials exploring policy and systemic issues enabled reflection on the ways 
in which climate justice involves being good neighbours to our local and global 
family, especially the most vulnerable;

c. Service: ‘calls to action’ led to involvement with campaigns such as Christian 
Aid’s Big Shift, ECCR Local Plastic Waste, Eco Church, Eco Congregation and the 
new Eco Circuit and Eco District schemes; and

d. Evangelism: the ‘Living Lent’ campaign encouraged Methodists to speak into the 
wider dialogue on climate action and to share the Church’s hope in God’s future.  

SECTION F 
THE NEXT STEPS 

29. The reaffirmation of Our Calling has, over the past year, provided a unity and clarity 
of purpose for the life and mission of the Methodist Church that many have found 
exciting and energising. It has helped to clarify and confirm our shared identity as 
the people called Methodists, united by the gospel of God’s love in Christ, and our 
task in responding to this love. Of course, the developments highlighted in this report 
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represent just a small portion of the ways in which Local Churches, Circuits and 
Districts across the Connexion are seeking to respond. 

30. As the people called Methodist seek to be ever-more faithful in the tasks to which we 
are called, the work of paying careful and prayerful attention to the state of the work 
of God continues. The Council (and other bodies in the life of the Church) will continue 
to view its work through the lens of Our Calling and to discern its tasks, aims and 
priorities accordingly. The 2019 Conference, as it makes important decisions about 
the priorities of the Church and the use of its resources, will no doubt find that Our 
Calling provides helpful foundations on which to build. 

31. The discussion paper considered by the 2018 Conference closed with these words – 
words that, a year later, remind us once again of the importance of our mutuality and 
interdependence as we move into the future, our calling to fulfil. 

All praise to our redeeming Lord,  
who joins us by his grace,  

and bids us, each to each restored,  
together seek his face.  

 
He bids us build each other up;  

and, gathered into one,  
to our high calling’s glorious hope  

we hand in hand go on.  
Charles Wesley (1707-88) 

***RESOLUTION

16/1. The Conference receives the Report.
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Contact name and details John A Bell,  
Chair of the Connexional Allowances Committee 
johnabell@supanet.com

Resolutions 17/1.  The Conference receives the Report.
17/2.  The Conference adopts the Report and the  

recommendations in sections 1, 2 and 3.
17/3. The Conference amends S0 804(2) as follows:
  (2) Ministers and probationers on being appointed 

for the first time to a station in the home work 
within the control of the Church shall be eligible 
to receive financial assistance according to need 
from the Methodist Church Fund. Assistance may 
be given by way of grant or loan or a combination 
of both, according to criteria approved by the 
Methodist Council. Payment shall be made by the 
Connexional Team which shall also deal with any 
related administrative matters which may arise. 
This clause shall not apply to any such person 
aged 55 or more (taking age as at 31st August 
next following acceptance as a candidate) unless 
the Methodist Council judges it necessary to give 
assistance in the light of special circumstances.

17/4.  The Conference adopts the Report in section 4  
and the recommendations in paragraph 4.21. 

Summary of content 
 

Subject and aims The Report covers the Committee’s customary portfolio of 
topics related to stipends, allowances and other financial 
provisions, grants made and its other activities.
It also reports on and makes recommendations in respect 
of the preaching fee review recently undertaken as detailed 
below.    
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Main points Section 1 covers stipends, allowances above stipend 
and other allowances, fees, rates and expenses for 
2019/2020.
Section 2 reports on the funds and trusts managed by the 
Committee.
Section 3 summarises other work and activities in which 
the Committee has been and will be involved.
Section 4 presents the promised report on the review of 
the preaching fees.

Background context and 
relevant documents

The Committee’s report to the 2018 Conference (Agenda 
p. 102) on preaching fees and (Agenda p. 124-6) on 
allowances above stipend.  

Summary of impact 
 

Standing Orders As a result of paragraph 1.22, the last sentence in SO 
804(2) is to be revoked.  

Financial Paragraphs 1.3 and 1.4, on stipends and allowances 
above stipend, impact Circuits and other employing bodies, 
though the figures have been published in advance for 
budget purposes.
Paragraphs 1.17 and 1.19 on sabbaticals and computers 
in ministry impact Circuits and other employing bodies and 
again the figures have already been published.
Paragraph 1.22, removing the age limit of ministers eligible 
to receive initial financial support, has a minor impact on 
the Methodist Church Fund. 
Paragraph 1.28 on the Living Wage impacts any body 
within the Church which employs lay people.
Paragraph 4.21 on preaching fees has no financial impact 
in 2019/2020.  

The Connexional Allowances Committee’s report to the 2019 Conference covers the 
customary update on stipends and allowances, includes progress reports on other work and 
activities in which the Committee has engaged, and is presented with the approval of the 
Methodist Council.  
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The report is divided into four sections, as follows:

1. Recommendations for stipends and allowances 2019/2020.
2. Report on Funds and Trusts within the Committee’s remit.
3. Other matters of report from the Committee.
4. Report and recommendations relating to preaching fees paid to supernumerary 

presbyters. 

The Committee’s new recommendations this year are highlighted in the text. 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR STIPENDS AND ALLOWANCES 2019/2020

1.1 The Committee makes the following recommendations, taking into account past 
resolutions of the Conference on stipends and allowances and data available from 
HM Government.

Standard stipend

1.2 The resolutions of the 2012 Conference fixed the stipend increase formula for the 
period until 31 August 2015 and were renewed for periods of three further years by 
the Conferences of 2015 and 2018. The formula will be used until 31 August 2021 
and reviewed in the year 2020/2021.   

1.3 Using the index numbers published in October 2018, the Consumer Price Index (CPI) 
movement for the period September 2017 to September 2018 was +2.4% and the 
Average Weekly Earnings Index (AWEI) movement for the period July 2017 to July 
2018 was +3.2%: the average of these is 2.8%. In accordance with the decision 
on the stipend review formula by the 2018 Conference (as in paragraph 1.2), the 
annual standard stipend for the year beginning 1 September 2019 is therefore 
increased by 2.8% to £24,852 (rounding up to the next highest figure divisible by 12, 
to give a monthly stipend of exactly £2,071).

Additional allowances  

1.4 The following allowances are applied for ministers for 2019/2020, in the light 
of the decisions taken by the 2018 Conference. Whilst it is anticipated that 
the percentages will apply for the foreseeable future, the amounts are for 
2019/2020, based the standard stipend in paragraph 1.3. The implementation 
timescale will be as follows: where the new scale of allowances gives a postholder an 
increase it is applied from 1 September 2019; existing postholders whose allowances 
decrease retain the present percentage until the term of their appointment ends; 
those newly appointed from 1 September 2019 receive the new allowances, whether 
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greater or less than or equal to the percentage until 31 August.    

Role, post or office held % £

The President of the Conference 30 7456

The Secretary of the Conference 30 7456

Connexional Secretary (see paragraph 1.5) 25 6213

Separated District Chair 25 6213

Warden of the Methodist Diaconal Order 25 6213

Superintendent 10 2485

Synod Secretary (see paragraph 1.6) 5 1243

Principal of Training Institution1 25 6213

All other ministers in appointments as defined in 
paragraph 1.7 

0, 10  
or 20

0, 2485  
or 4970

1.5 This category includes the Assistant Secretary of the Conference and, when the posts 
are held by ministers, the Connexional Secretary and the Conference Officer for Legal 
and Constitutional Practice.

1.6 The 2016 Conference agreed that the Synod Secretary’s allowance be gradually 
withdrawn. It is retained by existing incumbents until their appointment ceases but 
does not apply to new appointments.

1.7 This category includes ministers serving in the Connexional Team or stationed to 
appointments within the control of the Methodist Council; staff members of Training 
Institutions and the Deputy Warden of the MDO. As per the decision of the 2018 
Conference, these allowances will be set by the Methodist Council Remuneration 
Committee, having regard to the lay salary structure for such (or comparable) posts.             

1.8 In addition to the above allowances related to roles, the Committee affirms that the 
allowances and other financial provisions agreed by the 2016 Conference based on 
location continue to apply. These include an additional allowance of 16% of stipend 
for all ministers stationed in the Shetland Islands, the Scilly Isles, the Isle of Man 
and the Channel Islands. Also, the short-term provisions for financially supporting 
ministers stationed in the Channel Islands and Isle of Man who have children at 
university, agreed by the 2018 Conference, were implemented. The Connexional 

1 There are two posts at present held by ministers, viz. the Director of Methodist Formation at the Queen’s 
Foundation and the Principal of Cliff College. 
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Team agreed to take on board the longer-term issues – financial and otherwise – 
related to ministers being stationed in non-UK territories2.  

1.9 The Committee advises that the provision made in its report to the 2016 Conference 
(page 50, paragraph 20) in respect of the Malta appointment which was invoked 
during the year 2016/2017, following the Brexit referendum and consequent fall in 
the pound sterling against the euro, remains in place. The same arrangement has 
been applied to the Rome appointment, for the same reason, as from 1 September 
2017. These situations will continue to be kept under review.                   

Relocation allowance

1.10  The Committee recommends that the maximum allowance payable by the receiving 
Circuit (or other responsible body) to ministers upon moving manse remains at £600 
and, in the case of two ministers sharing the same manse, it is one payment of £800. 
It is clarified that this payment is in addition to the full cost of travel and removals, as 
defined in SO 528.

1.11 The Committee affirms the decision of the 2015 Conference that this relocation 
allowance shall also apply to ministers (in appointments in the control of the Church) 
upon becoming supernumeraries. The costs shall be met from the Fund for the 
Support of Presbyters and Deacons (FSPD), as are their removal costs already. It is 
affirmed that this provision made be invoked once only, in situations (increasingly) 
where supernumerary ministers move and continue in active work before final 
retirement.     

1.12 The Committee affirms that this provision applies to the widows or widowers of 
ministers who die in service upon their removal to their new home, in addition to the 
payment of their removal costs.      

Travel allowances

1.13 The Committee continues to recommend that the maximum rates as prescribed by 
HMRC’s ‘approved mileage allowance payment scheme’ (AMAP) be observed.  If 
alternative mileage rates exceeding those allowed by the appropriate tax authority 
are paid locally then it is necessary for this income to be declared to the tax authority 
and it will give rise to a tax liability on the individual concerned.  It is emphasised that 
this should be regarded as a personal liability – involving the individual and HMRC 
– and not require handling by the Church’s officers, centrally or locally. Any changes 

2 It is noted that this work is being progressed as reported to the April 2019 meeting of the Methodist 
Council in paper MC/19/59. 
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to HMRC approved rates will be considered by the Committee and presented to the 
Conference for approval before implementation, so as to avoid unexpected cost 
increases mid-year.

1.14 The Committee continues to remind the Methodist Church of our commitment 
to reducing our carbon footprint, and wishes to encourage people to use public 
transport and share cars wherever possible.

1.15  The following travel expense rates will apply to ministers, supernumeraries, lay 
employees in churches, Circuits and Districts and lay volunteers:  
 

Car: up to 10,000 miles         45p per mile

 over 10,000 miles          25p per mile

Motorcycle                               24p per mile

Bicycle                                        20p per mile

Additional passenger rate       5p per mile

1.16 The Committee recommends that the travel allowance (taxable) for ministers during 
a time of sickness remains at £315 for each complete period of three months. It is 
further clarified that this grant applies during periods of recuperation from ill health 
for up to one year. 

Sabbatical expenses and levy

1.17 The Committee affirms that the sabbaticals annual levy is increased to £100 
as from September 2019, and the maximum expense level retained at £1,000, 
following the decisions of the 2018 Conference. It is envisaged that both levy and 
expense levels will be sustained until 2021/2022, unless the Conference’s adoption 
of the Ministries Committee’s recommendations in 2018 requires earlier adjustment 
in the light of their uncertain financial demands.    

1.18 The Connexional Allowances Committee will continue to monitor the financial position 
of the Sabbaticals Fund. 

Computers in Ministry scheme

1.19 Following the adoption by the 2017 Conference3 of a revised Computers in Ministry 

3 See 2017 Conference Agenda section 14, pages 106-107, paragraphs 1.17 to 1.21 and Notice of Motion 
2017/101 which amended the resolutions.    
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scheme offering financial support to ministers, the Committee recommends that 
the allowance be increased to £165 for the year 2019/2020, ie by the same CPI % 
used in the stipend adjustment. 

1.20 Student ministers beginning training, or, if they choose to wait, probationer ministers 
at the start of their first appointment receive an additional allowance of four times 
the annual amount. The first annual payment (as per paragraph 1.19) is made 
in the month of October at the start of ministry. Provision has been made for the 
implementation and financing of the new scheme agreed by the 2017 Conference 
and amended in 2018.       

Initial grants and loans to ministers

1.21 In accordance with SO 804(2) in respect of loans and grants to ministers appointed 
“for the first time to a station in the home work” the Committee recommends that 
the maximum loan available amount continues to be set at £6,000, interest-free, 
repayable over a maximum of 5 years (ie £100 per month).

1.22 The 2015 Conference agreed to the Committee’s recommendation that, as from 
September 2016, a maximum flat-rate means-tested initial grant be set at the level of 
£3,000, and the Committee clarifies that this now applies irrespective of the age 
of the minister4 as the circumstances in which the age limit was originally set have 
changed significantly. It is further clarified that this is instead of, and not additional 
to, the relocation allowance which applies to subsequent moves (as per paragraph 
1.10). Therefore, receiving Circuits do not pay the relocation allowance to ministers in 
their initial appointment (though they do pay the travel and removal costs as per SO 
528(2)).         

1.23 During their active ministry, loans may be made to ministers but only in the most 
extreme and exceptional personal and financial circumstances. It is recommended 
that the same policy is used, ie a maximum of £6,000 repayable interest-free over a 
maximum of 5 years, unless there are specific reasons to offer a greater amount for a 
short period of time. 

1.24 All loans and grants under this heading are made from the Methodist Church Fund 
and loan repayments are deducted from monthly stipend at source.        

4 Until 2017/2018, ministers who were aged 55 years or more being first appointed to a station as 
probationers or transferring in from other Churches and Conferences did not normally receive such 
financial assistance. The Committee has agreed that if a minister is accepted for stationing in the British 
Methodist Church, then the initial grant should be paid irrespective of age. This requires the deletion of 
the last sentence in SO 804(2). 
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Preaching fees and expenses for supernumerary presbyters

1.25 Circuits are reminded that it is their responsibility to pay preaching fees and 
expenses, even if and when churches assist with the preaching plan preparation: the 
church is only responsible for payment when the supernumerary presbyter preaches 
at the church by specific invitation, typically for a special occasion.

1.26 The Committee presents its review of and recommendations relating to preaching 
fees in section 4.

Marriage registration fees

1.27 The Committee reported to the 2011 Conference that there are moves in Marriage 
Registration Districts to reduce the administrative costs of paying fees to ministers 
conducting marriages5. Currently all ministers who do so receive a fee of £2 per 
marriage and thousands of cheques for very small amounts of money (all for £2 or 
multiples thereof) are prepared and posted. In the event that Registration Districts 
request the churches to nominate a central point for collection of payments, the 
Committee continues to recommend that (1) all local marriage fees be increased by 
a modest amount to cover the £2 payment to the minister and (2) that the Fund for 
the Support of Presbyters and Deacons (FSPD) be the nominated recipient of the 
aggregated fee payments from the Registration Districts. 

Lay employees recommended hourly rates

1.28 The Committee advises that the latest Living Wage rates, published in November 
2018 by the Living Wage Foundation (LWF), are £10.55 per hour for London and 
£9.00 for all other regions. The LWF figures, applicable to employees aged 18 
years and over, will always be adopted as the Methodist Church’s recommendations. 
Methodist employing bodies are reminded of the resolutions of the 2010 Conference 
(Agenda pp 153-154) regarding the mandatory implementation of these rates.

1.29 The Committee reminds the whole Church of the resolution of the 2015 Conference 
that the implementation of the Living Wage is now mandatory in all but the most 
extreme and exceptional circumstances, and that all outstanding exceptions must 
continue to be reviewed by the appropriate District Policy Committee.  

1.30 Further updated figures, expected to be announced by LWF in November 2019, will 
be published on the Methodist Church website, and can also be accessed on the LWF 

5 It is understood that this arrangement does not apply in Scotland, but the substance of the proposal is 
not thereby invalidated. 
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website which gives further relevant details: guidance on implementation timing  
was given in the Committee’s Report to the 2012 Conference (Agenda p 130).       

2.  REPORT ON FUNDS AND TRUSTS WITHIN THE COMMITTEE’S REMIT

2.1 The Committee acts as the Trustees for seven funds or trusts which are available  
to ministers, and may, in some cases, be used to give financial assistance to  
dependent close family members as well as themselves. The seven funds and trusts 
are:

 ● The Fund for the Support of Presbyters and Deacons (FSPD), previously known 
as the Auxiliary Fund (of the Ministers’ Retirement Fund) 

 ● The Methodist Ministers’ Children’s Relief Association (MMCRA)
 ● The Methodist Ministers’ Children’s Fund (MMCF, otherwise known as the Trinity 

Hall Trust – THT)
 ● The Methodist Medical Benevolent Fund (MMBF)
 ● The Benevolent Fund – Deaconesses (BFD)
 ● The Aspinall Robinson Trust (ART)
 ● The Auxiliary (Special Purposes) Fund (ASPF) 

The Fund for the Support of Presbyters and Deacons 

2.2 The objects of the FSPD, ie the purposes for which its resources may be used, 
were widened by the decision of the 2011 Conference to amend SO 364(1). This 
has continued to prove a helpful move in enabling the Committee to offer financial 
support to those in need in a variety of circumstances. 

2.3 While the Church continues to be immensely grateful for the generosity of donations 
to the FSPD, for some years there has been less emphasis on advocacy as its 
resources were regarded as more than adequate for its purposes. However, in the 
light of demands and the widening of its objects, the Committee continues the active 
advocacy of the fund within the Church and is always grateful to receive donations.

Methodist Ministers’ Children’s Fund (Trinity Hall Trust)

2.4 Agreed as from September 2016, the maximum annual grant is £300 per child per 
year. In view of the positive annual balance of income over expenditure in the Fund, 
the Committee increased the maximum qualifying household income level from 1.5  
to 2 times standard stipend as from September 2018. This particularly benefits 
households in which both parents are ministers.  
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Analysis of grants from funds and trusts

2.5 The Committee promised, in response to a question at the 2010 Conference, to give 
summary information on the pattern of grant-making in its report to the Conference 
each year. We are pleased to do this, as below, for 2017/20186.

Fund for the Support of Presbyters and Deacons

2.6 The FSPD is by far the largest of the funds and receives substantial income from 
donations and legacies as well as investments. It is used in a wide variety of ways 
in pursuit of its objects and in 2017/2018 made grants amounting to £542,297. 
In summary, these were distributed as follows, giving the number of grants in each 
category in brackets: 

Nature of grants Total  
amount (£)

Grants to active ministers and following death in service
Grants to enable ministers to continue in ministry and manse adaptations 
(20)

118,730

Grants to ministers for acute financial emergencies (29) 48,071

Grants to widows and widowers following a minister’s death in service (0)  nil

Grants to retired ministers, widows and widowers
Grants for nursing and residential care (11) 48,460

Removal costs and relocation grants on retirement 150,605

Christmas gifts to widows and widowers (700+) and other small grants 38,863

Grants for own property expenses and general financial support (45)  69,645

Grants to MMHS7 for property acquisitions and special adaptations 67,923

Total 542,297

 It should be noted that the amounts related to ministers with impairment (which 
can involve major alterations to manses), emergency requests and property can 

6 Any differences between the grant expenditure totals given in this Report and the audited accounts 
of the funds arise from exceptional cases when grants are refunded, when they are no longer needed 
or payments are incorrectly allocated between funds or accounts or retrospective transfers are made 
between funds when grants are incorrectly allocated.   

7 This amount includes expenditure on properties owned by the FSPD and occupied by retired ministers 
and their dependants which MMHS manages on the Committee’s behalf.
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vary significantly from year to year. The increase in the amount of grants to active 
ministers reflects the widened scope of the FSPD’s remit, as in SO 364(1), and 
mentioned above.

Trinity Hall Trust

2.7   In 2017/2018, £22,348 was paid in grants to ministers to help fund costs of  
educational activities for their children. However, this amount includes £7,629 
claimed during 2016/2017 but not charged to the account until 2017/2018: the 
grant amount paid in 2017/2018 was thus £14,719. The table below shows the  
pattern of grant amounts to ministers in 2017/2018, noting that most were for £600  
or less.  
 
Grant amount in £s Number of ministers
300 or less 8
301-600 11
601-900 2
901+ 3
Total 24

Methodist Ministers Children’s Relief Association (MMCRA)

2.8  In 2017/2018 the MMCRA made grants amounting to £9,000 to 18 ministers and 
dependants to give financial help mainly to support the care of adult dependent 
children. This fund provides limited support from its income which relies wholly on 
the collections made at District Synods and the Committee continues to encourage 
Synods to remember the fund’s need and to be generous. The Committee advises 
that the income from 20 District Synods of £7,569 in 2017/2018 was rather less 
than the £8,024 from 23 Synods in 2016/2017.  

Methodist Medical Benevolent Fund (MMBF)

2.9  In 2017/2018, the MMBF made 21 grants of varying amounts totalling £19,850 to 
18 ministers and paid a further £18,031 to the Churches’ Ministerial Counselling 
Service and other service providers to offer 79 ministers support through various 
forms of counselling in 634 sessions. Again, this fund provides support from within its 
income, derived mainly from investment, and it is used wherever the need is related 
to physical and mental health conditions. The Committee wishes the Conference to 
note again the sustained level of expenditure on counselling and related support for 
ministers, including while they are students and probationers.
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Benevolent Fund – Deaconesses

2.10 In 2017/2018, 2 grants were made for benevolent purposes, amounting to £5,100 in 
total.   

Aspinall Robinson Trust

2.11 In 2017/2018, 9 grants were made, for various purposes, amounting to £10,300 
in total. The Committee asks the Conference to note that the Benevolent Fund – 
Deaconesses and the Aspinall Robinson Trust are always used when the beneficiary 
is a deacon or the dependant of a deacon, as their objects and purposes mirror those 
of the FSPD. 

Auxiliary (Special Purposes) Fund

2.12 In 2017/2018, 2 grants were made amounting to £23,806 in total. This fund 
provides for up to 50% of annual stipend to be paid to the spouse when a minister’s 
marriage breaks down or for specific expenditure to be reimbursed if the part-stipend 
is not requested. The Fund is well-endowed to cater for all probable needs.   

3.  OTHER MATTERS OF REPORT FROM THE COMMITTEE

3.1  The Committee continues to engage in reviews of several topics for which it has 
responsibility and is grateful for the support of the Connexional Team staff, especially 
in the Finance, Development and Personnel, Discipleship and Ministries and 
Conference offices, in all that they do.

3.2 As a result of discussions held during the year 2016/2017 with HMRC and the 
Church’s advisors on taxation the Committee and Finance officers are ensuring 
that policies and procedures related to allowances and grants are properly aligned 
with current HMRC regulations and guidelines. It is imperative that the Church 
is fully compliant in these matters and that their implementation is consistently 
achieved throughout the Connexion. The changes and clarifications required were 
communicated through the Quarterly Letter to ministers and circuit stewards and 
the standard grant application forms were amended as necessary. It is noted that 
this does not affect decisions to offer allowances or grants but applies only to their 
treatment for tax purposes.           

3.3 The Committee keeps a record, for its own guidance and purposes, setting out the 
policies and precedents for dealing with the wide variety of these special requests for 
financial assistance. This enables the Committee always to be consistent and fair in 
the application of criteria for assessing need. The Committee is also called upon from 
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time to time to advise on the interpretation of Standing Orders related to Circuits’ 
financial obligations and provisions for ministers in a rich variety of circumstances. 

3.4 During the year, the Committee has reviewed the reserves positions on the funds for 
which it is responsible and confirmed that they comply with the guidance and policy 
set out by the Connexion.

3.5 The Committee gratefully acknowledges a grant of £30,000 from a trust managed by 
TMCP to cover the Christmas gifts to ministers’ widows and widowers.

3.6 The Committee expresses its gratitude to various members of the Connexional Team 
who have served on it and moved to pastures new in the last year or so and we have 
duly welcomed their successors.

3.7 The Chair of the Committee wishes to record his immense gratitude to its members, 
past and present, who have given their unfailing support and attention to the 
Committee’s work at all times. They bring a rich variety of experience and expertise as 
well as representing different constituencies within the Church. With the presentation 
of the review of preaching fees, the Committee has completed a thorough programme 
of reforming the financial remuneration of ministers over several years and, unless 
prompted otherwise by external events or stimulus, now anticipates having a period 
of stability.          

4 REVIEW OF PREACHING FEES FOR SUPERNUMERARY PRESBYTERS

The preaching fee on the agenda 

4.1 The preaching fee has been a feature of the Committee’s agenda, on and off, since 
2009 when the question of its application to supernumerary deacons was raised8, 
and, separately, the (then) Pensions Manager asked whether it was still necessary 
and therefore might it be phased out. In response to a request from the Methodist 
Council at the time to “have another look at preaching fees for [supernumerary] 
deacons” the Committee suggested that this was not a financial issue as such and 
therefore it was not for it to decide. 

4.2 Replying to a question at the Methodist Council in April 2010, the clear statement 
was made that the preaching fee for supernumerary ministers applies to presbyters 
and not to deacons. When asked, the Committee has given this advice ever since. 

4.3 Between 2011 and 2018 the Committee engaged in an extensive process of 

8 As will become evident, not for the last time. 
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consultation and review of allowances above stipend and other payments to ministers 
(such as fees for funerals and weddings and chaplaincy and other remuneration), not 
without its controversies and revealing a spectrum of opinion, which initially included 
the preaching fee.  

4.4 In its report to the 2015 Conference, following its recommendation that the 
preaching fee level remain the same for 2015/2016, the Committee promised to 
make recommendations about the future of the fee to the 2016 Conference9. This 
commitment was overtaken by other events, outlined below.

4.5 In 2015/2016, the Ministries Committee established an extensive review of the 
role and ministry of supernumerary ministers, which included wide consultation 
in the Districts and Circuits, and the Committee (CAC) decided, not only to defer 
consideration of the preaching fee until the Ministries Committee’s review was 
completed, but to ask that the preaching fee be included in it and feedback sought. 
The Committee provided the review project with a position paper which was used in 
preparation of the consultation document ‘To serve and to be served: the Role and 
Ministry of Supernumeraries. A Guidance Note for Chairs and Superintendents’. The 
document commented that the preaching fee “appears to many to be anachronistic”.    

4.6 A summary of the outcome of the Ministries Committee’s review was given to the 
2018 Conference10, noting “overwhelmingly, those consulted were resistant to 
the withdrawal of the supernumerary’s preaching fee”, though perhaps the words 
“supernumerary presbyter’s” would have been more appropriate. The Committee 
became aware of this view from other feedback received.  

4.7 The Committee promised to bring recommendations to the 2019 Conference in 
the light of the issues raised and the evidence gathered. As will be shown, the 
retention of the preaching fee at £25 for several years is not an implicit indication 
of its imminent discontinuation on the part of the Committee but a sound and fair 
reflection of its economic value compared with stipend increases over the period 
since its introduction as a connexional policy adopted by the Conference.    

History and evolution of the preaching fee

4.8 Preaching fees were often offered to ‘special preachers’ in earlier days, sometimes 
proportional to the perceived ‘big name’ of the preacher in the pecking order11. This 

9 Conference Agenda 2016 section 46, paragraph 1.16, page 440. 
10 Conference Agenda 2018 section 21, paragraph 2.1, page 206.
11 There is anecdotal evidence that this practice survives today, albeit on a limited basis.
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applied to those still in active ministry, hence leading to the enquiry attributed to one 
such when accepting a special invitation, “do you want a one-guinea, two-guinea or 
five-guinea sermon?” 

4.9 At some point – there seems to be no reliable recollection as to when – the practice 
of offering supernumerary presbyters a preaching fee on a local (circuit) basis began 
to creep in, not for special occasions, but as an acknowledgement for services 
rendered quarter by quarter. Like many innovations, what began in one Circuit soon 
spread to others until it became relatively common. Presumably the amounts of such 
fees were whatever Circuits thought appropriate. It may also be that this coincided 
with the first signs of the challenge to meet demands for services of Holy Communion 
as available active ministers began to decrease: did supernumerary presbyters begin 
to be indispensable and were grateful Circuits more willing to recompense them for 
their continued ministry of word and sacrament?

4.10 It seems that the preaching fee also came to be regarded as a supplement to the 
minister’s (presbyter’s) pension at a time when the value of the pension in terms of 
purchasing power was lower than it is now. Perhaps this too influenced Circuits to act 
generously towards supernumerary presbyters. 

4.11 Not until 1998 did the Conference agree on a Connexion-wide preaching fee. Prior to 
that (and without digging into archives of Methodist Council and General Purposes 
Committee papers to ascertain the detail), it appears that guidance was offered 
informally through District Chairs to Circuits as to what an appropriate preaching fee 
should be. 

4.12 The 1998 Conference adopted a Memorial from the Leeds District (1) suggesting  
that the then commonly agreed preaching fee of £13 was inadequate and (2) 
requesting that it be increased to £14 from September 1999, thus establishing a 
Connexion-wide figure which has been reviewed by the Committee ever since and 
published in its annual Conference reports.

4.13 To keep the sums simple, increases have always been in rounded £1s, as follows 
(from September each year): 1999 from £13 to £14, 2001 to £15, 2003 to £16, 
2004 to £20, then £1 each year until reaching £25 in 2009. The Conference has 
agreed to the Committee’s recommendation to retain the £25 each year since then.

4.14 It is important to note that between 1998/1999 and 2018/2019 the increase in the 
preaching fee has been 92.3%: the comparable stipend increase (from £13,932 to 
£24,168) has been 73.5%. Thus, the preaching fee increase has outstripped the  
stipend increase by nearly 20%. As commented in paragraph 4.7 the Committee has 
regarded this comparison as sound and fair and the Conference has so far concurred.
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4.15 The 2017 Conference declined (by an overwhelming majority) a Notice of Motion12 
proposing an increase in the preaching fee to £30, based on the stipend increase 
between 2009 and 2017. In opposing this, it was suggested that any adjustment 
await the outcome of the present review and that a longer view of comparable 
preaching fee and stipend increases gives a fairer picture, as explained above.     

4.16 In addition to the preaching fee which Circuits are obliged to pay supernumerary 
presbyters13, travel expenses may also be claimed at the rates agreed by the 
Conference. Anecdotal evidence indicates that some supernumerary presbyters 
waive the fee and that others accept it and donate it back to the Church. The 
mileage rate was increased in stages between 2008 and 2011 from 25p to 45p for 
supernumerary ministers (and others) to ensure that car expenses were properly 
reimbursed.

4.17 An earlier version of the above paragraphs 4.1 to 4.16 with a more extensive 
summary of the issues raised was presented to and discussed with the District 
Chairs at their meeting in September 2018 in order to ascertain one final round of 
feedback on the general view of the Church, ministerial and lay, on the topic of the 
preaching fee. The Committee is grateful to the Chairs for their full, frank and varied 
responses. In the light of those and all that has gone before, the Committee now 
briefly summarises the key issues and brings its recommendations.

Key issues  

4.18 The Committee does not underestimate the financial benefit to supernumerary 
presbyters who continue to lead worship and receive the fee (even if it is a nominal 
amount when compared with time and energy expended) but draws attention to the 
inequalities and challenges which surround it, such as (1) the uneven distribution 
of available preaching appointments between Circuits across the Connexion, (2) the 
financial stringency of some Circuits which need the appointments (not least to offer 
the celebration of Holy Communion) but struggle to afford the fees, (3) the loss of the 
fee when presbyters are no longer able to lead worship, but as their financial needs 
often increase and (4) those other aspects of a presbyter’s continued ministry which 
are financially unrewarded but greatly valued by the Church.

4.19 The Committee acknowledges that being a local preacher is not required of deacons, 
though some are, and that this can lead to a sense of injustice that, in retirement, 

12 Notice of Motion 2017/102.
13 This applies when Circuits plan supernumerary presbyters as part of the normal quarterly process. 

Churches are responsible for paying the fee when they request the preacher for a special occasion.  
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deacons who preach are not entitled to receive the fee14 as paragraph 4.2 stated. If 
they did, then those deacons who are not preachers may feel denied. The Church and 
the Methodist Diaconal Order lives with this ambiguity.

Recommendations  

4.20 In coming to recommendations, the Committee simply reiterates that there is a wide 
spectrum of views amongst ministers – presbyters and deacons – and lay people on 
the topic of the preaching fee and observes that any proposal to withdraw it might be 
difficult to enforce and lead to unintended consequences. If it did not exist, it seems 
unlikely that it would now be invented, but that is not the same as proposing to stop it.                    

4.21 On balance, taking into account the various issues and arguments summarised 
in this section, the Committee recommends (1) that the principle of the 
supernumerary presbyters’ preaching fee be retained for the foreseeable future, 
(2) that the amount remain at £25 for two years until 31 August 2021, ie the 
end of the year 2020/2021 and (3) that (assuming the stipend increase since 
1998/1999 has caught up with the preaching fee increase by about 2021) the 
preaching fee amount be reviewed thereafter. 

4.22 The Committee reflects that a considerable amount of time and energy has been 
committed to achieve this outcome, which is more or less the status quo, but at 
least the arguments have been thoroughly heard and discussed. It appears that the 
process has acted as a catalyst for identifying the matters of most concern to the 
community of supernumerary ministers which reach far beyond the preaching fee 
itself. They are (1) how the whole Church enables their ministry – both presbyteral 
and diaconal – to continue to be valued and sustained in retirement, (2) how the 
Church visibly expresses its appreciation for their continued ministry, embracing 
preaching and other ways of serving and (3) how the Church makes appropriate 
financial provision for the (increasingly long) period of their retirement. Whilst the 
Committee is always willing to participate in any future reviews which may address 
these matters, they are major challenges outside its remit.    

***RESOLUTIONS

17/1. The Conference receives the Report. 

14 It is noted that there is anecdotal evidence that some Circuits do pay supernumerary deacons the 
preaching fee in appreciation of their services.  
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17/2. The Conference adopts the Report and the recommendations in sections 1, 2 
and 3.

17/3. The Conference amends S0 804(2) as follows:

  (2) Ministers and probationers on being appointed for the first time to a station in 
the home work within the control of the Church shall be eligible to receive financial 
assistance according to need from the Methodist Church Fund. Assistance may 
be given by way of grant or loan or a combination of both, according to criteria 
approved by the Methodist Council. Payment shall be made by the Connexional 
Team which shall also deal with any related administrative matters which may arise. 
This clause shall not apply to any such person aged 55 or more (taking age as at 
31st August next following acceptance as a candidate) unless the Methodist Council 
judges it necessary to give assistance in the light of special circumstances.

17/4.  The Conference adopts the Report in section 4 and the recommendations in 
paragraph 4.21.    
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Contact name and details The Revd Dr Nicola Price-Tebbutt
Secretary of the Faith and Order Committee
price-tebbuttn@methodistchurch.org.uk

Resolutions 18/1. The Conference receives the Report.

18/2. The Conference adopts the guidance for Joint 
Confirmation set out in paragraph 7.

18/3. The Conference directs that the guidance 
for Joint Confirmation set out in paragraph 
7 shall replace the 1976 guidelines on Joint 
Confirmation and that it be included in 
the guidance in Part 13 of Book VII of the 
Constitutional Practice and Discipline of the 
Methodist Church, replacing the existing 
paragraph on Joint Confirmation.

Summary of content

Subject and aims To provide revised guidance for services of Joint 
Confirmation.

Joint Confirmation Services

1. In response to the decision of the House of Bishops of the Church of England in 1975 
that Joint Confirmation be permitted, the Conference gave guidance as to its use and 
commended the practice. Much has changed in the ecumenical landscape since 
the previous guidance was issued in 1976 and there are now many forms of local 
ecumenical cooperation in which Christians share together in God’s mission, including 
Local Ecumenical Partnerships (LEPs). In these circumstances, some updating of the 
previous guidelines is necessary and revised guidelines can be found in paragraph 7. 
Attention should also be paid to guidance issued by other participating churches.

2. The Church of England has also been updating its guidance for services of Joint 
Confirmation. Methodists have been a part of that conversation to ensure that there 
is an appropriate level of consistency between the guidance issued by the Church of 
England and guidance issued by the Methodist Conference.

3. A central principle of the guidelines is that candidates for Joint Confirmation should be 
jointly prepared, and that all those to be confirmed in a service of Joint Confirmation 
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should be jointly confirmed. This has not always been the case in practice, but the 
guidelines reaffirm that it should be ecumenical throughout.

4. Within Methodist discipline probationers may not administer confirmation and an 
authorisation to preside at the Lord’s Supper does not extend to confirmation. This is 
reaffirmed in the guidelines and may be an important point in some ecumenical contexts.

5. The guidelines reaffirm that the normal minister of confirmation in the Methodist Church 
is the presbyter in pastoral charge. There may be contexts in which another arrangement 
is necessary; for example where the local minister in an LEP is an Anglican priest who 
is Authorised to Serve as a Methodist presbyter but who would be prevented by the 
discipline of the Church of England from administering confirmation, or where the local 
minister is a presbyteral probationer. In such circumstances it would be appropriate for 
the Superintendent to preside.

6. The guidelines refer to the Joint Liturgical Group’s liturgy for baptism and confirmation, 
which the House of Bishops of the Church of England has commended pursuant to 
Canon B43. This can be found at www.jlg.org.uk/Resources/Baptism-Confirmation.pdf

7. Guidance for Joint Confirmation

1. Joint Confirmation is appropriate in ecumenical contexts where there is a formal 
agreement in place for some form of local ecumenical cooperation.

2. An appropriate liturgy for confirmation should be used, which is acceptable under the 
practice and discipline of the participating churches. This may be the Joint Liturgical 
Group’s liturgy for baptism and confirmation,1 an order from The Methodist Worship 
Book which includes Confirmation and Reception into Membership, or an appropriate 
liturgy authorised by another participating church. There should be a presiding minister 
from each participating church at a service of joint confirmation. The presiding ministers 
share in presiding over the whole service.

3. Whatever liturgy is used, it must include the laying on of hands and a prayer of 
confirmation in which the presiding ministers join together, such as:

Lord, confirm your servant N by your Holy Spirit that she/he may continue yours 
forever. Amen.

4. Confirmation, as practised by Methodists, is always accompanied by Reception 
into Membership. If the intended liturgy does not include the act of reception into 

1 This has been commended by the House of Bishops of the Church of England pursuant to Canon B43.
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the membership of the Methodist Church, it should be added after the prayer of 
confirmation. A form such as the following should be used:

N and N (N), we receive and welcome you as members of the Methodist Church.2

 This is followed by the offering of the hand of fellowship. 

5. Where candidates are to be baptised and confirmed, it is highly desirable that this 
should take place in the same service. 

6. The Conference requires all candidates for confirmation to be properly instructed in the 
teaching and discipline of the Methodist Church. Those to be jointly confirmed should 
be jointly prepared. The Church Council of the appropriate Local Church should have 
approved the admission of candidates to membership before the service of confirmation 
and reception into membership takes place. In the case of Methodist independent 
schools, attention is drawn to Standing Order 050(3). 

7. In Methodist discipline, confirmation is administered by a presbyter (Deed of Union clause 
8(b)). Normally, this should be the presbyter with pastoral charge of the Local Church 
whose Church Council has approved the admission to membership of the candidates3. 

8. At a service of joint confirmation, all the candidates for confirmation should be jointly 
confirmed.

***RESOLUTIONS

18/1. The Conference receives the Report.

18/2. The Conference adopts the guidance for Joint Confirmation set out in paragraph 7.

18/3. The Conference directs that the guidance for Joint Confirmation set out in 
paragraph 7 shall replace the 1976 guidelines on Joint Confirmation and that it 
be included in the guidance in Part 13 of Book VII of the Constitutional Practice 
and Discipline of the Methodist Church, replacing the existing paragraph on 
Joint Confirmation.

2 The 2003 Conference agreed that on the reception into Methodist membership at joint confirmations the 
reception should be shortened by omitting the words “and of the church in this place”.

3 There may be contexts in which another arrangement is necessary; for example where the local minister in 
an LEP is an Anglican priest who is Authorised to Serve as a Methodist presbyter but who would be prevented 
by the discipline of the Church of England from administering confirmation, or where the local minister is a 
presbyteral probationer. In such circumstances it would be appropriate for the Superintendent to preside.
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Contact name and details The Revd Henry Lewis
Chair of the Committee
revhen89@gmail.com

 
1 Oversight 

 The last year has seen three key achievements: completion of investigations into the 
remaining past cases, establishment of the new professional casework supervison 
structure for District Safeguarding Officers and creation of capacity within the 
connexional safeguarding team to develop resources and support for the whole 
Church in being able to promote a safe environment for all. Not only is this integral to 
the way we understand the mission of the Church, we also expect to be facing closer 
public scrutiny when the government’s Independent Inquiry into Child Sexual Abuse 
reports next year. These measures will help the Methodist Church demonstrate how 
seriously it takes its duties and witness. 

1.1  The work of safeguarding is summarised in an annual work plan that is reviewed by 
the Safeguarding Committee in order to guide work and set priorities. This report 
highlights some of the key areas by way of update to the Conference.  

1.2  The Safeguarding Committee’s membership has been strengthened with 
representatives from Action for Children and Methodist Homes and now has a 
greater overview of safeguarding implementation and developments across the 
whole Church. It meets twice a year and has an annual training session in order 
to receive updates on practice developments. This assists with the work that is 
undertaken through safeguarding panels which consider risk assessments for those 
with blemished DBS checks and those about whom serious safeguarding allegations 
have been made. Updated procedures for risk assessments and the operation of 
panels have been introduced and there is a continuous cycle of review and learning 
to ensure that reports and meetings are effective and achieve positive outcomes. 

1.3  As with previous reports to the Conference, we understand the work of Church 
safeguarding within the wider context of current discourses within society about what 
we mean by abuse and acceptable relationships in light of ever new allegations and 
investigations across a range of organisations. Common themes emerge and public 
expectations develop and the Methodist Church has to be mindful of and responsive 
to this in order to act appropriately and offer a perspective of hope that we can 
work in ways which are safe, nurturing and gospel-oriented. The final report to the 
Conference from the Past Cases Review Implementation Group in 2017 talked of the 
ongoing process of cultural change across the Church and there is strong evidence to 
suggest that this is underway. 
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2.  Safeguarding casework and development work  

2.1  Annual statistics and the first 6 months of 2018/2019 

1/9/16 – 31/8/17 1/9/17 – 31/8/18 1/9/18 – 28/8/19

DBS cases open 20 81 73

DBS cases closed 125 90 125

Non DBS cases 
open 

88 61 68

Non DBS cases 
closed 

123 78 52

  
Safeguarding Panels 

1/9/16 – 
31/8/17

1/9/16 – 
31/8/17

1/9/17 –  
31 /8/18

1/9/17 – 
31/8/18

Outcome Number Appeals Number Appeals

Not cleared 2 0 3 0

Restrictions  
on role and 
Covenant of 
Care

13 0 2 0

Cleared with 
conditions

7 1 6 0

Resigned from 
role

0 0 1 0

Total 22 1 12 * 0

*One case has not yet been concluded so does not feature in these statistics.  

2.2    The Safeguarding Procedures, Policy and Guidance are subject to regular update 
and the Committee continues to add guidance which can both inform and support 
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churches. Over the course of the next year the Committee will be addressing further 
model job roles and revising the Safer Recruitment and DBS guidance. 

2.3 New procedures for risk assessments undertaken by approved assessors are 
now in place and this has resulted in improvements to the clarity and structure of 
safeguarding panels following further training and discussion with the Committee. 

2.4  Work with Mission Partners has continued to develop and the Committee is currently 
engaged in working with the World Church Partnership Coordinators to develop a 
safeguarding policy for all Mission Partners. There is now a system to ensure that all 
Mission Partners undertake safeguarding training before they leave the UK. 

2.5 Support and input to ministers coming to serve in the Methodist Church from other 
countries has further developed with standard and bespoke safeguarding training 
provided to those transferring in as well as input to the candidating process. This is to 
ensure that every effort is made to induct those who come to serve this Connexion to 
be conversant with our safeguarding procedures and government legislation.

3.  Safeguarding training  

3.1  The Committee established a Safeguarding Training Group made up of staff from 
across the Connexional Team. The group designed the Advanced Module which 
is now operational. The group has received early feedback which enabled small 
revisions to be made. Attention now turns to revising the Foundation Module which 
will be due next year. 

3.2    Guidance and input for volunteers on Monitoring and Support Groups for those with 
Safeguarding Contracts is nearing completion and this will provide greater clarity of 
what this role requires. 

4.  District Safeguarding Officers (DSOs)  

4.1    The 2018 Conference was informed that plans had been approved by the Strategy 
and Resources Committee to introduce a new structure whereby the connexional 
safeguarding team would include four posts with the responsibility for casework 
supervison and increase the safeguarding resource available to support DSOs and 
Districts in their duties. This was achieved as planned and the new team began 
work in September 2018. A new Policy and Development Officer has enabled a 
much clearer focus on procedural developmental work and other members of the 
team have lead areas including work with survivors, children, vulnerable adults 
professional development opportunities for DSOs and training. 
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4.2 The annual safeguarding conference for DSOs and members of District Safeguarding 
Groups took a theme of working with mental health which was explored from different 
perspectives. 

5.  Developing survivors’ work 

5.1  A focus on learning from victims and survivors now affects all of our safeguarding 
work. The Committee is indebted to those who sit on the Survivors’ Reference Group 
and the way they continue, gently, to share their experiences as we discuss policy and 
practice developments. The group has begun to produce a series of prayers which it 
is hoped may be published as part of a learning aid for the wider Church. 

6.  Ecumenical working 

6.1    The Anglican Methodist Safeguarding Group has had a very useful series of regionally 
based meetings bringing DSOs and Diocesan Safeguarding Advisers together. This 
has given opportunities to engage in discussions about what is working well in each 
denomination and where there are gaps and areas we can collaborate in, for example 
shared training programmes and renewed Local Ecumenical Partnership guidance. 

6.2    Work with the Christian Forum for Safeguarding has continued and the Methodist 
Church is leading on drawing together information sharing protocols. An all-
parliamentary group for faith based safeguarding has also been established which, it 
is hoped, will raise the profile of work in Churches. 

***RESOLUTIONS  

19/1. The Conference receives the Report. 
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